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Abstract 
Modern Portfolio Theory, pioneered by 'Markowitz, Sharpe and Lintner, has had 
a considerable impact on financial theory and practice. Its tenets permeate the field 
of financial economics and form the foundation of the investment decision-making 
process. However, one of its key limitations is that it restricts the decision making 
process to a single allocation decision and a single time period. 
Whilst the traditional remedy, a continuous time model using the classical the- 
ory of stochastic control, is too restrictive for use in the investment-making process, 
a solution using risk-sensitive control to formulate the investment problem appears 
promising. Bielecki and Pliska pioneered this approach. They developed risk-sensitive 
asset management (RSAM) to address continuous-time asset allocation problems in 
an incomplete market, where the dynamics of securities prices is a function of some 
underlying macroeconomic, microeconomic or statistical variables which are referred 
to collectively as 'valuation factors. 
Our research extends the risk-sensitive investment management theory and its 
applications. First, we look at a new class*of control problems designed to address 
the questions of allocating assets to outperform a given liability. We show that when 
assets, liabilities and economic factors are modelled with diffusion processes an ana- 
lytical solution exists, which enables us to gain economic insights into the nature of 
the investment process and to propose a mutual fund theorem. 
We also present a general treatment of the jump diffusion optimal investment 
problem. This extends the underlying market model by addressing the possibility of 
random jumps in both asset prices and valuation factors levels. Because an analytical 
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solution does not generally exist in this setting, we prove that the value function 
of the control problem is the unique continuous viscosity solution of the associated 
risk-sensitive Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial integro-differential equation (RS HJB 
PIDE). 
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Index of Notations 
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Denote by 
o R', the n-dimensional Euclidian space, with elements x= (xi, ---, Xn); 
2=1 
Xý 
7=1 
11x1j, the Euclidian norm of x, i. e. for xcRn, 
11XII 
:= 
(X, 
X)12' 2; 
Ii 
llxll,,,,, the L- norm; 
9 C'(Q), the set of k times continuously differentiable functions on a set Q; 
a USC(Q), the set of upper semicontinuous functions on a given set Q and by 
LSC(Q) the set of lower semicontinuous functions on a given set Q; 
* S, the set of all nxn symmetric matrices; 
11 1, the nxn identity matrix; 
is Al', the transpose of a matrix Al; 
9 1, the unit vector of appropriate dimension; 
op ý2R(y) := Ix : jjx - yll < RI, the ball of radius R>0 centered at y, by -OR := 
Ix : jjxjj < RI, the ball of radius R centered at the origin and by 9 the unit 
ball in the appropriate number of dimensions; 
* 1Q(x) is the indicator function: IQ(x) =I if xGQ and 0 otherwise; 
9 Bz, the a-algebra of Borel sets of a topological set Z; 
For a given function (D, we denote by 
alp alp a'1' Y. " D4), the gradient vector defined as D(D 
" D'4b, the Hessian matrix defined as D'4) a2, b ij 1'... 'n. axixj 
In ordinary differential equations, we will denote the time derivative ý2 by ý for dt 
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Introduction 
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Modern Portfolio Theory, pioneered by Markowitz, Sharpe and Lintner, has had a 
considerable impact on financial theory and practice. Its tenets permeate the field of 
financial economics and form the foundation of the investment decision-making pro- 
cess. However, one of its limitations is that it restricts the decision making process 
to a single allocation decision and a single time period. 
The traditional remedy, a continuous time model using the classical theory of 
stochastic control, as proposed by Merton [39], suffers from several restrictions which 
make it ill-suited for practical use in the investment-making process. First, the theory 
established by Merton requires that the investor knows both his/her utility function 
and degree of risk aversion. But does anyone truly know what his/her utility function 
and degree of risk aversion are? In addition, even in its simplest setting, the Merton 
approach results in a nonlinear control problem. Strict assumptions and a substantial 
degree of mathematical stylization are therefore required if one is to derive an ana- 
lytical solution to the investment problem. The alternative would be to solve more 
realistic problems via numerical and computational methods. But this approach may 
not be practical either. Because the dimensionality of the problem is equal to the 
number of assets in the investment universe, one is rapidly confronted with massive 
computational problems that Bellman eloquently named the 'curse of dimensionality'- 
In this thesis, we advocate an alternative approach to the optimal investment 
problem based on the theory of risk-sensitive control. Risk-sensitive control can be 
defined as a generalization of classical stochastic control in which the degree of risk 
aversion or risk tolerance of the optimizing agent is explicitly parameterized in the ob- 
jective criterion and influences directly the outcome of the optimization. Bielecki and 
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Pliska [15] pioneered the application of risk-sensitive control to asset management by 
addressing continuous-time asset allocation problems in an incomplete market, where 
the dynamics of securities prices is a function of some underlying macroeconomic, 
microeconomic or statistical variables, referred to collectively as 'valuation factors'. 
With an appropriately chosen reward function, risk-sensitive control is a direct ex- 
tension of mean-variance analysis and is consistent with utility maximization a la 
Merton, while retaining an intuitive interpretation as a maximization of long-term 
(risk-sensitive) return on investment. In addition, once an appropriate change of 
measure due to Kuroda and Nagai (see [37]) has been performed, the risk-sensitive 
investment problem can be expressed as a linear control problem. This linear prob- 
lem is both much simpler and more robust than the nonlinear problem of the Merton 
approach. Rom a numerical and computational standpoint, risk-sensitive control is 
also appealing as the effective dimensionality of the problem is the relatively small 
number of underlying valuation factors rather than the relatively large number of 
assets in the investment universe. This significant reduction in the dimensionality of 
the problem, compared to the Merton approach, might just be enough to help us set 
up realistic problems while keeping the curse of dimensionality at bay. For all these 
reasons, the risk-sensitive approach is particularly interesting and promising from an 
investment management perspective. 
Our research extends risk-sensitive investment management theory and its appli- 
cations. First, we introduce and solve a new class of control problems designed to 
address the case of a funded investor attempting to allocate his/her assets to out- 
perform a given liability. In order to maximize the risk-sensitive return on equity of 
his/her portfolio, the investor can not control only the asset allocation but also the 
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degree of leverage. We show that, when assets and factors are modelled using pure 
diffusion processes, an analytical solution exists. We subsequently analyze the solu- 
tion in order to draw economic insights about the nature of the investment problem 
and of the optimal strategy, and summarize our findings into a mutual fund theorem. 
Next, we present a treatment of the jump diffusion optimal investment problem. 
This approach transforms the underlying market model by allowing for the possibil- 
ity of random jumps in both asset prices and the level of the valuation factors. In 
our analysis, we characterize jumps using random Poisson measures, a wide class of 
processes which includes the Poisson, compounded Poisson and L6vy processes. This 
choice enables us to model a wide range of specifications. Since an analytical solution 
does not generally exist in this setting, we prove that the value function of the con- 
trol problem is the unique continuous viscosity solution of the associated risk-sensitive 
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Partial Integro Differential Equation (RS HJB PIDE). This 
result is important for two reasons. First, proving that the value function is the unique 
solution of the associated HJB PIDE conclude the resolution of our control problem. 
Second, the fundamental 'stability' result of Barles and Souganidis [9] closely con- 
nects the notion of viscosity solution with the convergence of numerical schemes, and 
opens the way to a numerical resolution of the jump-diffusion risk-sensitive optimal 
investment problem. Finally, we extend our results to solve jump-diffusion versions 
of the benchmarked asset management model considered by Davis and Lleo [211 and 
of the asset and liability problem previously solved in Chapter 3 for the diffusion case. 
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces risk-sensitive control, 
its application to asset management and some recent development in the field. In 
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Chapter 3, we address a new problem concerned with asset and liability manage- 
ment. In Chapter 4, we present an extension of the framework first introduced by 
Bielecki and Pliska by bringing into the analysis the possibility of jumps in both asset 
prices and factor levels. In this chapter, we derive the risk-sensitive Hamilton-Jacobi- 
Bellman integro partial differential equation and solve the resulting control problem. 
In Chapter 5, we show that the value function of the jump diffusion risk sensitive 
asset management control problem is the unique continuous viscosity solution of the 
associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman integro partial differential equation. In Chap- 
ter 6, we adapt the results derived in Chapters 4 and 5 to solve a jump-diffusion 
version of the benchmarked risk sensitive asset management and risk-sensitive asset 
and liability management problems. 
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Chapter 2 
An Overview of Risk-Sensitive Asset 
Management 
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CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIE117 OF RISK-SENSITIVE ASSET MANAGEMENT 
In this chapter, we outline of some of the main concepts in investment theory, 
introduce risk sensitive control, give an overview of risk-sensitive asset management 
and finally review some recent developments in the field of risk-sensitive asset man- 
agement. 
2.1 Risk-Sensitive Control 
Risk-sensitive control is defined as a generalization of classical stochastic control in 
which the degree of risk aversion or risk tolerance of the optimizing agent is explicitly 
parameterized in the objective criterion and influences directly the outcome of the 
optimization. 
In risk-sensitive control, the decision maker's objective is to select a control policy 
h(t) to maximize the criterion 
J(x, t, h; 0) :=-1 In E [e-OF(t, x, h)] 0 
where 
ot is the time and x is the state variable; 
eF is a given reward function, and; 
o the risk sensitivity 0 G] - 1, O[U]O, co) is an exogenous parameter representing 
the decision maker's degree of risk aversion. 
A Taylor expansion of the previous expression around 0=0 evidences the vital 
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role played by the risk sensitivity parameter: 
J(x, t, h; 0) =E [F(x, t, h)] -0 Var [F(x, t, lt)] + 0(0') (2.2) 
when 
o0 --4 0, ive are in the "risk-null" case which corresponds to classical stochastic 
control; 
*0<0, we obtain the "risk-seeking" case corresponding to a maximization of 
the expectation of a convex decreasing function of F(t, x, h); 
*0>0, Nve get the"risk-averse" case corresponding to a minimization of the 
expectation of a convex increasing function of F(t, x, h). 
Therefore, risk-sensitive control differs from traditional stochastic control in that 
it explicitly models the risk-aversion of the decision maker as an integral part of the 
control framework, rather than importing it in the problem via an externally defined 
utility function. 
Jacobson [33] took the firts steps toward the development of a consistent risk- 
sensitive control theory by solving the Linear-Exp onential-of- Quadratic Regulator 
(LEQR) problem, which is the risk-sensitive equivalent of the traditional Linear Regu- 
lator problem found in classical control literature. Bensoussan and Van Schuppen [12] 
and Whittle [45] greatly contributed to the development of the theory in the complete 
observation case, while a succinct treatment of the partial observation LEQR case can 
be found in Bensoussan [101. 
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Recent developments in the field of risk-sensitive control have been mostly con- 
cerned with exploring two avenues. The first is the formulation of a general theory for 
the solution of the risk sensitive Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Partial Differential Equa- 
tion. While the LEQR case admits an analytical solution and a number of other cases 
admit a classical C" solution, the formalization of a consistent theory has proved 
elusive. Indeed, proving the existence and uniqueness of a classical solution often 
carry restriction which exclude the LEQR problem, such as assumptions on the be- 
haviour of the reward function or bounds on the state space. Bensoussan, Frehse and 
Nagai [11] achieved an important step by developing a generalized theory of classical 
solutions which includes the LEQR problem as a subcase. However, we can still ex- 
pect developments in this area as the number of applications of risk-sensitive control, 
and therefore the range of reward functions, grows. 
The second avenue of research is concerned with the application of risk-sensitive 
control theory to solve specific scientific, engineering, economics and financial prob- 
lems. Risk-sensitive control was first applied to solve a financial problem by Lefebvre 
and Montulet [38] in a corporate finance context and by Fleming [28] in a portfolio 
selection context. However, Bielecki and Pliska [15] were the first to regard the contin- 
uous time risk-sensitive control as a practical tool that could be used to solve the 'real 
world' portfolio selection problems. Kuroda and Nagai [37], Nagai and Peng [40] as 
well as Fleming and Sheu [26] and [27) have provided major contributors to the field. 
Recently, risk sensitive control has found new applications in economics, through the 
works of Hansen and Sargent [30]. 
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2.2 The Risk-Sensitive Asset Management Model 
Since Nve are mainly concerned with the behaviour of risk-averse investors, from this 
point onward, we will assume that 
Assumption 2.1 (Standing Assumption). 
0>0 
Bielecki and Pliska [15) chose the reward function to be the logarithm of the 
investor's wealth V, i. e. 
F(t, x, h) = In V(t, x, h) 
The investor's objective is therefore to maximize the risk-sensitive (log) return of 
his/her portfolio. 
With this choice of reward function, we can express the control criterion defined 
in equation (2.1) as 
1 
[, -0 In V(t, x, h) J(x, t, h; 0) -0 InE .1 
(2.3) 
The expectation 
E[e-o"v(', ', ")] =E[V(t, x, h)-0] =: Uo(V(t, x, h» (2.4) 
can then be interpreted as the expected utility of time t wealth under the power 
utility (HARA) function. 
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In addition, a Taylor expansion of the criterion around 0 == 0 to the second order 
yields 
J(x, t; 0) =E [In V(t, x, h)] -0 Var [In V(t, x, h)] + 0(0') (2-5) 2 
From this expansion, we recover the Kelly criterion portfolio in the limit as 0 --+ 0. ' 
Moreover, when In V is normally distributed, Bielecki and Pliska [16] showed that the 
risk-sensitive approach is equivalent to the mean-variance optimization. 
2.2.1 Asset and Factor Dynamics 
Let (Q, I. Ft} . F, P) be the underlying probability space. Bielecki and Pliska 
[15] 
proposed a factor model with m>0 assets and n>0 factors in which the prices of 
the risky assets follow a SDE of the form 
dSi(t) 
Al 
- (a+AX(t))jdt+E6ikdl41'k. (t), Si(O)=si, (2.6) Si (t) 
k=l 
where 
* 
9X (t) is the RI-valued factor process with components Xj (t), j=1, ..., n and 
with dynamics defined below in (2.8); 
9aG Rm; 
oAc R'xn ; 
0E := [oij], i=M, i=I...... Al ; and 
' The initial treatment of the Kelly criterion can be found in Kelly [35]. Ziemba [46] gives a 
detailed discussion of the Kelly criterion and of related strategies in a finance context. 0 
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9 IV(t) is a R"-valued (. Ft)-Brownian motion with components ll, 'k. (t), k= Al. 
To this investment universe, one could either add a risk-free asset, as in Kuroda 
and Nagai [37] or a short-term 'money market' asset satisfying the equation 
dSo (t) 
SO(tT = 
(ao + AOX(t)) dt, so(o) = so (2.7) 
where ao ER is a scalar constant and AO E R' is a n-element column vector, as in 
Bielecki, Chancelier, Pliska and Sulem [131 or Davis and Lleo [21]. Note that if we 
set AO =0 and ao = r, then equation (2.7) can be interpreted as the dynamics of a 
risk-free rate. 
The drift of the asset prices depends on n valuation factors modelled as affine 
processes with constant diffusion 
dX(t) = (b + BX(t))dt + AdIV(t), X(O) =x (2-8) 
where 
e bGRn ; 
eB Cz Rnxn ; 
io A: = [Aij], i=n, j=I...... Al. 
These factors must be specified, but they could include macroeconomic, microe- 
conomic or statistical variables. Although no econometric study has been undertaken 
to identify the specific factors, one could in principle use economic variables such as 
GDP, long and short-term interest rates or inflation. We will assume throughout that 
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the factors are observable. 2. 
We assume throughout the thesis that 
Assumption 2.2. 
EE, 
The effect of this assumption is to prevent redundant assets. For example, we will 
not able to model in our investment market a share and an option or futures on that 
share. However, this assumption leaves us free to model a wide range of assets such 
as shares, bonds and commodities products as well as related indexes. This in turn 
provides enough freedom to solve the type of asset allocation question most long-term 
investors, such as endowment funds and mutual funds, would face in reality. Indeed, 
in the asset management industry, derivatives are not considered as a separate asset 
class. Rather, the use of the derivative markets is left as a tactical decision to the 
asset manager who will often use them to fine tune the risk profile of his/her portfolio 
or get some exposure to assets when the underlying cash market is illiquid. 
Two types of asset classes have been considered so far: equities (see for example 
Bielecki and Pliska [15] and the empirical studies by Bielecki, Pliska and Sherris [18]) 
and fixed income (see Bielecki and Pliska [17] and the empirical study by Bielecki, 
Harris, Li and Pliska [14]). In particular, to model fixed income securities, Bielecki 
and Pliska [17] applied the elegant concept of rolling horizon bonds proposed by 
Rutkowski [42], treating rolling horizon bonds as securities and their yields as factors. 
2 Nagai and Peng [40] have used linear filtering to address the partial information case in which 
assets prices are directly observable but factor levels are not. 
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2.2.2 Portfolio Dynamics 
Let 9t := u((S(s), X(s)), 0<s< t) be the sigma-field generated by the security and 
factor processes up to time t. 
The allocation of wealth among the assets is defined by an R'-valued stochastic 
process It, where the ith component hi(t) denotes the proportion of current wealth 
invested in the ith risky security at time t, i=1, ..., m. The proportion invested in 
the money market account is h0 (t) =1- Ej' 1 hi 
(t). 
Definition 2.3. An investment process h(t) is in class 'H if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
1. h(t) is progressively measurable with respect to IB([O, t]) (2) gtl,, O; 
Ip (I T 11, (, q) 12 0 
ds < +oo) = 1, VT > 0. 
Taking the budget equation into consideration, the wealth, V(t), of the asset only 
portfolio in response to an investment strategy hE 'H follows the dynamics 
d Vt 
(ao + AOX(t)) dt + h'(t) (a - aol + (A - IAO) X(t)) dt + h'(t)EdlVt 
where 1E R' denotes the Tn-element unit column vector. Defining & :=a- a0l and 
A- IAO, ive can express the portfolio dynamics as 
d Vt 
vt = 
(ao + AOX(t)) dt + h'(t) (a + AX(t)) dt + h'(t)Edli, 't 
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Applying It6's lemma, the logarithm of the investor's Nvealth is given by the SDE 
t 
InV(t) = Inv+ 
fo (ao + AOX(s)) + h(s)' (a + AX(S) ) ds 
f'h(s)'EEh(s)ds 
+ 
fh(s)'EdIV(s), 
(2.9) 
0 20n 
where V(O) = v, h is the m-dimensional vector of portfolio weights and we used the 
notation d :=a- aol and A: = A- IAO* 
We immediately notice that the equation for V is independent of the asset prices 
and depends solely on the valuation factors (the state process). As a result, the effec- 
tive dimension of the risk-sensitive asset management model is the number of factors 
rather than the number of assets. The limited impact of the number of assets is 
particularly important since for practical applications we would typically use only a 
few factors (possibly 3 to 5) to parametrize a large cohort of assets and asset classes 
(possibly several dozens). The risk-sensitive asset management model is therefore 
particularly efficient from a computational perspective. 
To obtain an equation for the term e-01'0) inside the expectation of the risk- 
sensitive criterion, we multiply InV(t, x, h) by -0 and then take the exponential. 
This yields the relation 
. -01nV(t; 
h) 
= Vi 
0 
exp 0 
10 
g (X h(s); 0)ds -0 
10 
h(s)'Edl47, 
-lo2 
t 
h(s)EE'h(s)ds 
2 
10 
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where 
(x, h; 0) =1 (0 + 1) hEE'h - ao - A, x - h'(ä + 
Äx) 
2.2.3 Fomulation of the Control Problems 
Two related classes of problems have been investigated. Bielecki and Pliska [15] 
proposed the infinite time horizon class of problems go: 
For 0 El - 1, O[U]O, +oo[, maximize the risk sensitive expected log-growth 
rate of the portfolio per unit of time 
Jo (v, x; h) := lim inf t-1 ln Ee-o 
In V(t, x, h) (2.12) 
týOO (0 -i) 
Kuroda and Nagai [37] considered the finite time horizon class of problems -90, T: 
For 0 G] - 1, O[U]O, +oo[, maximize the risk sensitive expected log-growth 
rate of the portfolio over a time horizon T 
JO, 
T(V, x; h) :=0 In Ee-0 
In V(t, x, h) (2.13) (-l) 
In fact, for Kuroda and Nagai, solving the finite-horizon problem is a first step. 
By studying its asymptotic properties, they deduce a solution to the infinite-horizon 
problem. 
In the remainder of this section, we briefly sketch the main steps involved in solving 
the finite time horizon problem. The full argument will be developed in Chapter 3 as 
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we set out to solve an Asset and Liability INIanagement problem using the same line 
of reasoning. 
2.2.4 Solving The Finite Horizon Control Problem 
Kuroda and Nagai [37] observed that the term 
exp 
t 
h(s)Edli,, - 
102 t 
h(s)'EE'h(s)ds 
Pf. 
2 
10 1 
in equation (2.10) is an exponential martingale iff 
E exp h(s)EdIVS - 
102 t 
h(s)EE'h(s)ds 1 (2.14) 
1ý 
-0 
fot 
21 
11 
= 
When this condition is satisfied, a change of measure is possible. Under the 
measure Po defined, via the Radon-Nikoffm derivative h 
Xt 
dpoh 
dIP 
1 
j7t 
exp -0 
t 
h(s)'Edli, ' - 
102 t h(s)EE'li(s)ds vt >0 2 
10 
the risk-sensitive criterion can be expressed as 
h, O 
ýo 
I(v, x; h; t, T)=--llnEt,,, exp g(X,, h(s); O)ds -0 Inv (2.15) 01 
It, 11 
where the factor dynamics under the new measure IPO is given by: h 
dX, = (b + BX, - OAE'li(s)) ds + AdI17" s 
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and where 
t 
11'ro = 11'rt +o E'h (s) ds s 
in 
is a IP'-Broxvnian motion. h 
In this formulation, the problem is a standard Linear Exponential of Quadratic 
Regulator (LEQR) control problem which can be solved exactly, up to the resolution 
of a system of Riccati equations. 
2.2.5 Uncorrelated Asset and Factor Noise 
In their groundbreaking work, Bielecki and Pliska, (15] made the assumption that asset 
and factor noise are uncorrelated (i. e. EA' = 0) in order to derive their main results. ' 
Adopting the change of measure method proposed by Kuroda and Nagai [37], 
Davis and Lleo [21] noted that in the special case when EA' = 0, the evolution of Xt 
under the measure JPOh given in equation (2.16) can be expressed as: 
dX, = (b + BX, ) ds + AdIVO 
The evolution of the state is therefore independent of the control variable h and, as 
a result, the control problem can be solved through a pointwise maximization of the 
auxiliary criterion function I(v, x; h; t, T) 
3 This assumption is no longer required if one adopts the more general and powerful change of ?DC, 
measure-based method proposed by Kuroda and Nagai [37]. 0 
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The optimal control h*, in this case, is the maximizer of the function g(x; h; t, T) 
defined in equation (2.11)and is given by 
h* =1 (EE')-i (a + Ax 0+1 
which is a position of ' in the log utility (or Kelly) portfolio. 0+1 
Let 4)(t, x) be the value function corresponding to the exponential of integral 
criterion 1(v, x; h; t, T). Substituting the value of It* in the equation for g, we note 
that 
(D(t, x) = sup I(f0, x; li; t, 
hc-A(T) 
In Eh, O eXp 
ýo jT 
g(x, h*(s); t, T; O)ds v-0 
t0 
t, x 
The PDE for 4) can now be obtained directly via an exponential transformation and 
an application of Feynman-Kac. 
2.2.6 The General Case 
In the general case, the value function 4) for the auxiliary criterion function 1(v, x; h; t, T), 
defined as 
, iD(t, x) = sup I(v, x; h; t, T) A(T) 
where A(T) is the set of admissible strategies, satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman 
Partial Differential Equation (HJB PDE) 
+ sup L'(I)(X(t)) 
(9t hER"l 
t (2.17) 
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where 
Lh 4)(t, x) = (b + Bx - OAE'h(s))D4) +I tr (AA'D 2, CD) 
-0 (Dd))AA'D4) - g(x, h; 0) 2 
and subject to terminal condition (P (T, x) = ln v. 
Solving the optimization problem, we find that the optimal investment policy h* (t) 
is given by 
h*(t) =1 (EV)-l a+ Ax(t) - OrA'D4)(t, X(t))] (2.18) 0+1 
1 
The solution of the HJB PDE is of the form 
(D (t, x) = x'Q (t) x+ x'q (t) +k (t) 
where Q(t) solves an n-dimensional matrix Riccati equation and q(t) solves a n- 
dimensional linear ordinary differential equation dependent on Q (see Kuroda and 
Nagai [37] for the original derivation. Chapter 3 will also address this question from 
the more general perspective of the ALM problem). 
2.3 Mutual Fund Theorem 
Obtaining an exact expression for the optimal control, h* in (2.18), enables us to 
develop an economic interpretation of the investment policy involved. This interpre- 
tation is most commonly expressed as a "mutual fund" or "fund separation" theorem. 
We now present without proof a Nlutual Fund Theorem due to Davis and Lleo (Corol- 
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lary 2 in [21]): 
Theorem 2.4 (Mutual Fund Theorem). Any portfolio can be expressed as a lin- 
ear combination of investments into two "mutual funds" with respective risky asset 
allocations: 
hK(t) = (EE/)-l (a + AX(t)) 
hc(t) = -(EE')-lrA(q(t) + Q(t)X(t)) (2.19) 
and respective allocation to the money market account given by: 
h K(t) =1_ 1/(EEI)-l o 
(a + Ax(t)) 
hc(t) =I+ 1'(EE')-'EA'(q(t) + Q(t)X(t)) 0 
Moreover, if an investor has a risk sensitivity 0, then the respective weights of each 
mutual fund in the investor's portfolio are equal to 1 and 0+1 0+1 
In the risk-sensitive asset management model, the allocation between the two 
funds is a sole function of tile investor's risk sensitivity 0. As 0 -* 0, the investor's 
wealth gets invested in the log-utility portfolio, i. e. portfolio K. As 0 --+ 00, tile in- 
vestor's wealth is increasingly invested in portfolio C. Portfolio C's investment policy 
can be viewed as a strategy which consists in holding a large position in the short- 
term rate and a set of positions trading on the comovement of assets and valuation 
factors. 
This mutual fund theorem is a generalization case of the result established by 
Alerton. Indeed, if Nve did not have any valuation factor (i. e. n= 0), the risky 
securities would follow geometric Brownian motions with drift vector p=a, the 
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money market account would be the risk-free asset (i. e. ao =r and AO = 0) and 
there would be no comovement between assets and liabilities (i. e. EA, = 0). Thus, 
the fund C would be fully invested in the risk-free asset. In this case, Theorem 2.4 
reduces to Xlerton's mutual fund theorem. 
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Chapter 3 
Risk-Sensitive Asset and Liability 
Management 
35 
In this chapter, we consider a new risk sensitive control problem in which an in- 
vestor manages a portfolio of assets partly funded by the investor's personal wealth, 
with the balance funded by a stochastic liability. The objective of the investor is 
to maximize the risk-sensitive return on equity of the portfolio. To achieve this ob- 
jective, the investor can not only chose an asset allocation but can also control the 
degree of leverage of the portfolio by increasing or decreasing the level of liability. To 
solve this problem we use the change-of-measure method proposed by Kuroda and 
Nagai [37] and which was originally derived within an asset only framework. With 
minor modifications to this change-of-measure method, we derive an analytical solu- 
tion for the ALM problem. 
The novelty of our approach is twofold. First, we venture outside of the usual asset 
only framework to explore the decision making process and deduce optimal strategies 
for a large class of of funded investors, including insurance companies, liedge funds 
and other sophisticated investors. Of course, even in the asset only case an investor 
can take up some degree of leverage by shorting some assets in order to increase their 
holdings of other assets and by borrowing at the money market rate. However, this 
type of leverage is endogenous and bound by the budget constraint. The situation 
our ALM model is different as a stochastic liability, which differs from the money 
market account, is exogenously imposed on the investor at the onset. The interaction 
between the asset portfolio and the liability gives rise to an exogenous leverage, which 
we will model as a control variable. 
Second, the introduction of a second control variable, the degree of leverage, en- 
ables us to investigate the relation between asset allocation, leverage and risk aversion. 
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In particular, although we would intuitively expect the risk aversion to have an obvi- 
ous impact on the degree of asset-liability leverage taken by the investor, we find that 
the risk aversion has a more pronounced effect on the nature of the leverage. Indeed, 
very risk averse investor will seek leverage only to perfect their asset and liability 
hedging strategy, while less risk averse investors will see leverage as an opportunity 
to increase their excess returns above the money market rate. The resulting Asset 
and Liability Management (ALM) model is therefore more sophisticated than its as- 
set only counterpart. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the general setting of 
the model. The control problem is formulated in Section 2 and its associated HJB 
PDE is derived in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 are respectively concerned with solving 
the finite time horizon and the infinite-time horizon model. Finally, in Section 6 we 
explore the economic implications of the model and propose a mutual fund theorem. 
3.1 Analytical Setting 
3.1.1 Asset Only Setting 
To the exception of the addition of a liability, the setting in this chapter is largely un- 
changed compared to Chapter 3. As a result, we will only point out the key differences. 
In this AUM model, M=n+m+1, reflecting one Brownian motion for each factor 
and asset as well as for the liability. Moreover, wet let 9t := a((S(s), L(s), X(s)), 0< 
s< t) be the sigma-field generated by the security, liability and factor processes up 
to time t. The dynamics of the liability process L(s) is given in equation (3.1) below. 
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3.1.2 Liability Modelling 
We assume that the liability evolves according to the SDE 
dL(t) (c + C'X(t))dt + -; 'dlV(t), L(O) (3.1) L(t) 
where c and AO are scalar constants, C is a n-element column vector, and -; is a 
Af-element column vector. 
This formulation, which was previously used to model benchmarks (see Davis and 
Lleo [21]), is wide enough to adequately characterize a wide range of liability struc- 
tures. 
We will also assume that 
Assumption 3.1. The Euclidian norm of the projection of 4; onto the orthogo- 
nal complement to the space spanned by E' is strictly positive and hence -; (1 - 
'(>1')1>1)c> 0. 
This assumption ensures internal consistency of the financial system by eliminating 
the possibility of fully replicating the liability through a portfolio of assets. Indeed, 
if liabilities could be exactly replicated by a portfolio of assets, then the question of 
an optimal amount of liability and degree of leverage would be irrelevant. Indeed, an 
investor would be able to accept any arbitrary level of liability, safe in the knowledge 
that the extra funds generated by issuing the liability can then be used to fully hedge 
the liability by transacting on the asset market. 
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3.1.3 Relation with Equity and Leverage 
The time t equity, E(t), is the wealth belonging directly to the investor. Equity is 
defined as the difference between the assets and the liabilities, i. e. 
E(t) = V(t) - L(t) 
with 
E(O) = eo =v-1 >0 
and hence the dynamics of the equity is given in differential form by 
dE(t) = dV(t) - dL(t) 
The time t degree of leverage, or leverage ratio, p(t), is defined as the ratio of 
asset value to equity value, i. e. 
p(t) = 
V(t) 
E(t) 
As a result, Nve have 
V(t) = p(t)E(t) 
and 
L(t) = (p(t) - I)E(t) 
Note: because in the present model we are dealing with leverage ratio rather than 
leverage multiplier, a few clarifications might be required. In our analysis, a leverage 
ratio of 1 represents a portfolio with assets equal to the investor's equity and no lia- 
bilities. A leverage ratio greater than 1 indicates a leveraged portfolio and a leverage 
ratio less than 1 indicates un-levered portfolio. Hence, if an asset manager leverages 
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a portfolio with liabilities equal to 5 times the portfolio's equity, the corresponding 
leverage ratio is equal to 6 (i. e. 5 times for the liabilities and 1 time for the equity). 
It is important to note that in our model leverage is a control variable, rather than 
a mere resultant of the dynamics of asset and liabilities. By establishing leverage as 
a control variable, we make it possible for the investor to choose an optimal level of 
leverage in addition to the optimal investment strategy. In doing so, we bring the 
leveraging dimension, a dimension central to sophisticated investment strategies, to 
life. Formally, 
Definition 3.2. A leverage process p(t) is in class R if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
1. p(t) E R+j 
2. p(t) is progressively measurable with respect to IB([O, t]) 0 9tjtO; 
TIP(S)12 
0 ds < +oo) 
3.1.4 Equity Dynamics 
The dynamics of the equity can be expressed as 
dE(t) = (ao + AOX(t)) Vtdt + h'(t) 
(a + AX(t)) Vtdt + Vth'(t)Edil, t 
- (c + C'X (t)) L (t) dt -L (t),; 'dlV (t) 
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Rewriting in terms of equity and leverage only, we get 
dE(t) 
= (c + CX (t)) dt E(t) 
+p(t) [(ao + AOX(t)) + h'(t) (a + Ax(t)) - (c + CX(t))] dt 
+ [p (t) (W(t) E--; ') + -; '] dIV (t), 
E(O) = eo 
3.2 Problem Setup 
3.2.1 Optimization Criterion 
(3.2) 
In our analysis, we consider two related classes of risk sensitive control problems. 
First, Nve consider the class of problems 'PO, T: for 0 GI - 1, O[U]O, +oo[, maximize the 
risk sensitive expected log return on equity over a time horizon T 
JO, T(V, x; h, p) :=- In ECO 
In E(T; h, p) (3.3) 
over the set of control (h, p) E Ah, p(T) (defined below). 
Second, we consider the class of problems PO: for 0 E) - 1, O[U]O, +oo[, maximize 
the risk sensitive expected log return on equity per unit of time 
Jo (v, x; h, p) := lim inf - t-11nEe-0 
In E(t; h, p) (3.4) 
t-oo (0 -1) 
over the set of control (h, p) G Ah, p(T) (defined below). 
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3.2.2 Interpretation of the Criterion 
From a financial perspective, the quantity 1-n-E-(t) represents the average growth rate t 
of equity up to time t. Thus, maximizing JO, T (V, x; h, p) is equivalent to maximizing 
the risk-sensitive return on equity (RSROE) over a time horizon T. 
The control criterion also has an economic interpretation. Let E(t) be the mone- 
tary amount of wealth (i. e. equity) held at time t. Note that 
Uo(E) = ECO 
In E(t) 
=E [E(t)-9] (3-5) 
represents the expected utility of time t wealth under the power utility (HARA) func- 
tion. 
Thus, JO(E) defined as 
Jo(E) := liminf -0 t-1 In E [E(t)-O] (3.6) t-oo 
(0 
can also be interpreted as the long-term growth rate of the expected utility under the 
power utility function of the consumption E. 
The risk-sensitive approach equips us with two interpretations for one optimization 
criterion. While the second interpretation satisfies the tenets of economic theory, the 
first interpretation supplies sophisticated investors with an intuitive measure of risk- 
sensitive performance: RSROE. 
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3.2.3 Risk Sensitive Asset Management as a Special Case of Risk Sen- 
sitive Asset and Liability Management 
The relationship between the risk sensitive AUM problem we propose and Bielecki 
and Pliska's risk sensitive asset management becomes clear once we set the liability 
to 0. In this case, the assets represent the investor's equity, or personal wealth and 
leverage loses its status of control variable by becoming identically equal to 1. In 
turn, Bielecki and Pliska's risk sensitive asset management becomes a particular case 
of the proposed Risk Sensitive Asset and Liability Management (RSALM) model. 
3.3 Derivation of the Bellman Equation 
3.3.1 Criterion Under the Expectation 
By M, 
t 
In E(t) = eo +I (c + C'X (s)) ds 
+t p(s) 
[(ao + AOX(t)) + h'(s)(d + AX(s)) -c- CX(s)] ds 
t 
210 
[p(s)(It'(s)E -,; ) + (; '] [p(s)(h'(s)E - -; ') +,; ']'ds 
t 
+ 
In [p(s)(h'(s)E - -ý') + -4 d1ls (3.7) 
Multiplying by -0 and taking the exponential on both sides of (3.7), we get 
. -01nE(t) = e. OexpýOI g(Xh(s), p(s); 0)ds-01 [p(s)(h'(s)E-, ý')+-ý']d147, 
00 0 
o2 t 
2 
10 
[p (s) (h'(s) E- [p (s) (h'(s) E- -ý') + ds (3.8) 
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where 
g (x, h, p; 0) =1 (0 + 1) [p(h'E - ý; ) + -ý'] [p(IiE - ; ') + 2 
1- c1)x -p 
[h'(ä + Äx) + ao -c+ (AO 
1-c- UX (3.9) 
3.3.2 Change of Measure 
Let IRO be a probability measure on (Q,. F) such that 
dlP' 
Xt dP 
r7t 
ex+01 
t 
[p (s) (h'(s) E-+-; '] dIV, 
0 o 
--ý2 
1 [p (s) (h'(s) E-(; ') + -ý] [p (s) (h(s) E-+ ; ']' ds vt >0 2 no 
(3.10) 
'Ale denote by Ah, p(T) the set of investment strategies (h, p) G 7-1 x 'H on [0, T] 
such that P' is a probability measure, i. e. 
E[Xt] =I 
Under IF', 
t 
11"to = 11"t +o 
in [p (s) (Eh (s) -+-; ] ds 
is a standard Brownian motion and Xt satisfies the SDE: 
dX, = (b + BX, - OA [p(s)(E'h(s) - (; ) + (; ]) ds + AdIVO s 
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We can now introduce the auxiliary criterion function under the measure IP: 
1 h, O 
ýo 
I(eo, x; h, p; t, T) =- In Et, x exp g(X,, 
h(s), p(s); O)ds -0 In eo (3.12) 01 
h0 
where Et, ý- [. 1 denotes the expectation taken with respect to measure P0. 
3.3.3 The HJB Equation 
Let 4) be the value function for the auxiliary criterion function I(eO, x; h, p; t, T). Then 
(D is defined as 
(D (t, x) = sup I (eo, x; h, p; t, T) 
A(T) 
and it satisfies the HJB PDE 
a+ sup Lh 4) =0 (3.13) at t h (=- Rm 
E R+ 
where 
L h, pp = (b + Bx - OA [p(t)(E'h(t) - ý; ])'Dd) +1 tr (AA'D 
2(1» 
t2 
-0 (D(D)'AAD(P - g(x, h, p; 0) (3.14) 
and subject to terminal condition 4)(T, x) = In co = In(v - 1). 
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3.4 Solving the Finite Time Horizon Problem 
3.4.1 Deriving the Optimal Control 
Start by considering the terms inside the supremum: 
h, p4) sup Lt 
hE Rm 
G R+ 
sup (b + Bx - OA [p(E'h -,; ) + ý; ])'D(D +1 tr (AA'D21» -0 (D(l»'AAD(P 22 
li EE Rln 
pG R' 
-1 (0 + 1) [p(h'E - ý; ') +, ý'] [p(h'E - ý') + ý']' 2 
+p [lt'(ä + Äx) + ao -c+ (AO -c1 )x] +c+ C'x 
1 
sup (b + Bx)'D(D - Op(hE - -ý')A'D(D - k'AD(D +I tr (AA'D 2, CD) 2 
hc Rm 
C R+ 
0 
--(Dd»'AA'D, 1) -1 
(o+1), 02 (h'E - -ý') (E'h - -ý) 2 
-- (0 + 1) p [(li'E -+ý; '(EI - ý; )] -- (0 + 1) 22 
+jo [h(ä + Äx) + ao -c+ (AO - cl )x] +c+ UX 
1 
(b + Bx)'D, 1) - OýWD(I) +1 tr (AA'D 2(1» _0 (D(I»'AA'D(1) -1 (0 + 1) +c+ UX 222 
+ sup Op(h'E -,; ')A'Dd) -I 
(o + 1) P2 (h'E - -ý') (E'h - 2 
hE RTn 
pG R+ 
(0+1)p[(h'E--; '),; +,; '(E'h-,; )]+p h(&+Ax)+ao-c+(AO-C')x]ý. 15) 
21 
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A necessary condition for the maximization of L h, p (I) is that the derivatives of t 
L h, p(p with respect to h and p be equal to 0. We will begin with the derivative with t 
respect to h: 
h(1) Lt 
Oh 
-0pEAD(b - 
(o+1) p2 EEh + (0 + 1) P2Eý; _ (0 + 1) PEý; + p(h + 
Äx) 
= 
In order to solve this equation for h, we need to distinguish two cases: p=0 and 
p =ýA 0. Indeed, if p=0 our problem degenerates to a case where the investor would 
refuse to invest his/her ivealth and simply keep it "under the mattress. " If p=0, 
then we note that 
h, p (I) Lt =0 Vh E Rm A 
Now what of the derivative of L h, p(D with respect to p? This derivative is equal t 
to 0 for all hG R' iff 
0 h(p Lt 
-1 (0 + 1) [(h'E - (; ')-; + <; '(E'h - (; )] + h'(ä + 
Äx) + ao -c+ (AO - C')x 
= 
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Hence, p=0 iff 
-O(h'E - -; ')A'D4) 
-1+ 1) [(h'E -+ý; (E'h - ý; )] + h'(ä + 
Äx) + ao -c+ (A' - C')x 
= 
Thus, p=0 Vh E R', x Cz R if and only if (; = 0, a= ao (1) = c(l) = 0, 
A= (1)AO = (1)C' =0. This makes intuitive sense. Indeed, the only situation 
when an investor would refuse to invest and rather keep his/her wealth "under the 
mattress" is when no long or short investment opportunity exists. 
We will now revert to the general case and assume p jA 0, then the optimal asset 
allocation h* is given by 
h* =11 (EE')-1 
(ä + Äx - OEAD(D + (0 + 1) (p - 1)Eý; 
) (3.16) 
, o0+1 
Indeed, since p>0 and by Assumption 2.2, we can see that It* is a maximizer of 
relationship (3.15) for a given p. 
We now substitute the optimal value for h, given in (3.16) into the derivation (3.15) 
in order to express the derivation as a function of 
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h*, p(j) sup Lt 
PER+ 
(b + Bx)'D(D - 0ý'A'Dd) +I tr (AA'D 2 (D) _0 (D(b)'AAD(D -1 (0 + 1) 222 
+c + CIX + sup + Ax)'(EE')-lEA'D(P 
PERf 
0+1 
+1 OD(I)AE(EF, ')-'EAD4) - O(p - 0+1 
+Op(; 'A'D4) -11 (a + Ax), (EE/) -I (a + Ax) 20+1 
11 
02 
1 
(0 + 1) (, 0 _ 1)2ý; 
IEI(r 
20+1 2 
+0 
1 (ä + ÄX)'(EE')-'EA'D(b - (p - 1)(ä + 
Äx)'(rr, 1)-lE 
o+I 
+O(p -+ Äx) 
+ p(p - 1) (0 +-1 
(0 + 1) p21; ie; 
2 
+ Äx) + 
- (0 + 1) (P -+ (0 + 1) p; '-; ý 
+1 (ä + ÄX), + Äx) -1+ 
Äx) 
o+I o+1 
+(p -+ 
Äx) 
- p(c - ao + (C'- A. )x) (3.17) 
Since we are already optimal in the h direction, then all we need to do is to find the 
optimal value for p. This is done, as usual, by taking the derivative of equation (3.17) 
with respect to p, finding p* such that the derivative is equal to 0, and identifying 
the sufficient conditions for p* to be the optimum. Taking the derivative and setting 
it to 0, we find that 
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0,; 'A'DcD 0+1ý, (I - 
-1 (ä + Äx) - (c - ao + (C -A0 )x)] 
Note that Assumption 3.1 ensures that we can effectively divide by,; ' (I - E(EE') -'E) ý 
in the previous expression. 
Now, we must outline the type of conditions under which p* is the optimum for 
the problem under consideration. Taking the second derivative of equation (3.17) 
with respect to p we find that 
a2 h,, 4) Lt 
<0 
ap 
if and only if 
+ 1),;, (1 -> 
which is true by Assumption 3.1. 
To conclude, under Assumptions 2.2 and 3.1, the supremum is reached for 
h* =11 (Ez/)-i 
(a + Ax - OEAD(D + (0 + 1) (p - 1)E(; 
) (3.18) 
P* 0+I 
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and 
+11-x+0,; 'A'D4) 0+1,;, (1 -; 
+ Ax) - (c - ao + (C'- Ao)x)] 
1+ 
1-tz[O,; 'rIA'D4)+-; 'E'(EE)-'(&+Ax)-(c-ao+(C'-A)x) 
0+1 0 
(3.19) 
where 
ri =I- (3.20) 
and 
1 
c'Hc 
Remark 3.3. Note that n=1,1,,; since 11 is a projection and IlrI' = H. ,;, fF 
The supremum is given by 
h, p(p sup Lt 
11 E 
RTn 
R+ 
(3.21) 
I (DcD)Ko(O)D4) + xKI(O)D4) +1 x'K2 (0) x+ K3 (0) D 4) + K4 
(0) x+ K5 (0) 
22 
where 
Ko(0) = OA I-1 A' (3.22) 
1 
o+I 
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K, (0) = B' - AI(EE)-'EA+ 
(AI(EEI)-'E(; 
- (C - Ao)),; 'rlA' 0+1 0+1 
(3.23) 
K2 (0) -' 
1 
Ä, (rr")-IÄ +1 tz (C - A» (C - A»' o+I o+1 
(3.24) 
K3(O) = bl -11 11 - (c - ao)'] ý; 'IIA' o+1 0+i 
(3.25) 
K4 (0) = A' +1 0+1 
(c - ao)) +0 
(3.26) 
K5 (0) =1 tr (AA'D 2, CD) +11+ ao 220 +'1 
+K (c - ao)]' (c - ao)'] 20+1 
3.4.2 Solving the HJB PDE 
One could verify that the HJB PDE is solved by taking (P to be 
(x, t) =I x'Q (t) x+ q'(t) x+k (t) (3.27) 2 
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where Q is anxn symmetric matrix, q is a n-element column vector and k is a scalar, 
provided that the following three differential equations can be solved: 
9a Riccati equation related to the coefficient of the quadratic term and used 
to determine the symmetric non-negative matrix Q(t), 
ý (t) - Q'(t) Ko (0) Q (t) + K, (0) Q (t) + Q(t) Ki (0) + K2 (0) =0 (3.28) 
for tE [0, T] and with terminal condition Q(T) = 0; 
9a linear ordinary differential equation related to the coefficient of the linear 
term and used to determine the vector q(t), 
«t) (Ki(0) - Q(t)Ko(0» q(t) + Q(t)K. 3(O) + 1, (4(0) =0 (3.29) 
with terminal condition q(T) = 0, and; 
* an ordinary differential equation related to the constant term and used to 
determine the constant k(t). 
11 k-(t) 
- Zq'(t)Ko(0)q(t) + K3(O)q(t) + K6(O) + -tr (AA'Q(t» =0 2 
(3.30) 
with terminal condition k(T) = In eo. 
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where 
1'1'6 (0) = K5 (0) -I tr (AA'D 
24)) 
2 
+ ao 20+1 
+11 tz (c - ao)']' (c - ao)] 20+1 
(3.31) 
The matrix I- 0+11 
(E'(EE') -1 E+ appearing in the definition of KO in 
equation (3.22) can be rewritten as: 
0+1 0+1 
0+1 0+1 
I-1 
ril (r, 1 1; 1) 0+1 0+1 
where the last line follows from Remark 3.3 
Now, can be interpreted as the projection on a space spanned by the 
matrix E' and IF-; can be interpreted as the projection on a space 
spanned by the matrix H-ý. Therefore I-- TI'-; (rl"; ') is 
also a projection. Thus, rI',; (rl'-; ') and I- 
ri/ are positive definite matrices. Then, because 0>0,1 - 
OT+-Iy-'(r-r-')-lr- - OT+-IOKrl'-;,; 
'rl is positive definite and therefore the Riccati equa- 
tion (3.28) has a unique solution Q(t) >0 defined for all t<T. (See Davis [20], 
Proposition 4.4.2. ) 
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3.4.3 Formalizing the Solution 
The following Theorem extends Theorem 2.1 in Kuroda and Nagai [37] to the assets 
and liability case and can be proved in the same fashion. 
Tlieorem 3.4. If equation (3.28) has a solution Q, then the optimal investment 
strategy h* and optimal leverage jo*, with (h*, p*) G Ah, p(T), respectively defined by 
h* =11 (EE, )-1 
[ä 
- OEA'q(t) + (0 + 1) (p* - 1)Eiý + 
(Ä 
- OEAQ(t» Xt] t p* 0+1 
(3.32) 
and 
pt* (c - ao) + 0-; 'IIA'q(t) 0+1 
+ (C'- AO) + 0,; 'rlA'Q(t)) Xt] (3.33) 
where n is given by (3.21), H is given by (3.20) and q is a solution of equation (3.29), 
are optimal for the finite time horizon Problem 
JO, T(V, x; h, p) :=-1 ln Ee -OE(T; 
h, p) = 
lx'Q(O)x 
+ q'(O)x + k(0) 02 
where k is a solution of equation (3.30). 
Proof. This proof is adapted froin Kuroda and Nagai. 
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Consider a portfolio strategy I (h, p) :hc H(T), pE 7Z(T)} and define 
Zt Zt (h) 
0 
Ut 
0 0 
Oil 
20 
ao(X h(7-), p(-r); 0)d7- - [p(h'E - -ý') + -ý] dIE 
[p(h'E -,; ) + -; '] [p(h'E - -; ') + -; ']'d-r 
which corresponds to the terms in the exp(-) of the original criterion under the phys- 
ical measure P as given in equation (3.8). 
For a function 4) defined by equation (3.27), that is 
X) =1 x'Q (t) x+ q(t) x+k (t) 2 
we define the variable X as 
and the generator L as 
X(t, x) = -0 (e(t, x) - In eo) 
DID =I tr (AA'D 
2(j)) + (b + Bx)D4) 2 
Applying ItWs Lemma to X(s, X. ), we get 
dX(t + s, X, ) = -0 + DP) (t + s, X, )ds - O(D(D)'(t + s, XjAdfl, s at 
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Now, applying R6 to ex(', x-, ), we get 
dex('+', '-) 1) 
= -0(0' +L(P)(t+s, X, )-O(D(l))'(t+s, Xs)Adlis 
CX(t+S, X, ) at 02 
+-(D(P)'AA'(D4))(t + s, Xs)ds 2 
Therefore, applying the product rule, 
dez, ex(t+s, x, ) 
ez, ex(t+S, X, ) 
a (P 
02 
=-0-+ VD) (t + s, X, ) - O(D(D)'(t + s, X, )Adli, ' +- (D4»'AA(D(l» (t + s, X, ) ds 
( 
at s2 
+0 [ao (Xs, h(s), jo(s); 0)ds - 
[p(s) (h'(s)E -,; ) + -; '] dlirs] 
02 
+- [p(s) (h(s)E - (; ') +, ý'] A'(D4» (t + s, X, )ds 
-0 
( 
at + 
Lt+s(D) (t + s, X, )ds -0 (DV(t + s, X, )A + [p(s) (h(s) E- dillS 
where L h, p is the HJB operator defined earlier as S 
Lh P(P = (b+Bx-OA[p(s)(E'h(s)--ý)+-ý])'Db+ 
1 
tr (AA'D 2 q» 
s2 
-0 (D(D)'AA'D(D - g(x, h, p; 0) 2 
Thus, applying 116 to In (ezl ex(s, XO) and integrating over [0, T], we get 
(ZT + X(T, XT» - (ZO +x 
(0, XO» 
= dIn (e 
ZT+X(TXT) 1T 
- -0 
a(P 
+L h, pq) (s, X, ) ds -0 (D(D'(s, Xs)A + [, o(s)(Eh(s) -,; ) +,; ]) d117 
10 ( at 10 s 02 T 
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Hence, taking the exponential of both sides, noting that ZO =0 and rearranging, 
we obtain: 
0 
ZT+x(T, XT) x(O, Xo) 
_O 
IT (0, b 
c) at 
ex exp Lh, Pd) (s, X, )ds s 
-0 
in 
(D(D'(s, XJA + [p(s) (E'h(s) - ý; ) + ý; ]) dli, s 
(Dq)'(s, XJA + [p(s)(E'h(s) 
x (D-D'(s, XJA + [p(s)(E'li(s) - -ý) + ý; ])'dsl (3.34) 
From the three differential equations (3.28)-(3.29), (P(T, x) = In eo, so x(T, x) = 0, 
and thus 
E; -o = eo oe 
ZT 
eo Oe ZT+X(T, XT) 
e-oe- 0(4)(O, x)-Ineo) x exp +L h, p (1) 0s (s, X, ) ds 
0 at 
T 
-0 
1 (D(l)'(s, X, )A + [p(s)(E'h(s) - -; ) +,; ]) dIV, 
_02 
jT 
20 
(D4)'(s, X, )A + [p(s) (E'li(s) 
x (D V(s, Xj A+ [p (s) (E'h (s) - -; ) + ; ])' ds 
ý_o In T( a4) 
h (I) = e-o('7'(O, x) x exp + Ls (s, X, ) ds 
0 at 
T 
-0 
10 
(D(D'(s, XJA + [p(s)(E'h(s) - ý; ) + ý; ]) dIV, 
02 IT 
0 2 () 
- (D(1)'(s, XJA + [p(s) (E'h(s) - -ý) + 
x (D-V(s, XJA + [p(s)(E'li(s) - ý; ) + ý; ])'dsl 
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T 
Ejo = e-O"'«), ') x exp -0 
ad) 
+Lh, (p (s, Xjds 10 ( 
at s)1 
x exp 
pI 
(DV(s, X, )A + [p(s) (E'h(s) -,; ) + -ý]) dIV, 
1 
(D4)'(s, X, )A + [p(s)(E'h(s) 
0 
x (D(l)'(s, X, )A + [p(s)(E'h(s) -,; ) +,; ])dsl 
Taking the HJB equation (3.13) into account, we note that since (21 +Lh, p(D) :50 at 
then exp 
1_0 T+Lh, p(j)) (s, X, )ds >1 and hence fo at SI- 
Eýo > Co"ý(O, x) x exp 
ý_o I (D4)'(s, X, )A + [p(s)(E'h(s) -,; ) +,; ]) dIll, 
02 T 
2 
fo (D4)'(s, X, )A + [p(s)(E'h(s) - -; ) + 
x (D4)'(s, X, )A + [p(s)(E'h(s) -,; ) + (; ])'dsl 
Substituting the derivatives of the quadratic form given in (3.27) in the equation, 
we get 
Eýo > e-O(D(O, x) x exp 
ý 
-Of 
T 
((Q(s)X, + q)'A + [p(s)(E'h(s) dIV, 
_02 
IT 
20 -0 
((Q(s)X, + q)A + [p(s)(E'h(s) - ý) + 
x ((Q(s)X, + q)'A + [p(s)(E'h(s) - (; ) + -; ])'ds) (3.35) 
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If (h*, p*) c Ah, p (T), then 
exp 
ý 
-0 «Q(s)X, + q)'A + [p(s)(Eh(s) - -ý) + 
0 
02 T 
2 
10 «Q(s)X, + q)A + [p(s)(E'h(s) - 
x «Q(s)X, + q)'A + [p(s)(E'li(s) - -ý) + (; ]')'ds 
is an exponential martingale. Taking the expectation on (3.35) we finally show that 
J(v, x; h, p; T) :51 xQ(0)x + q'(O)x + k(0) (3.36) 
Moreover, we have shown that the pair (h* (s, x), p* (s, x)) with 
h* (s, x) 
11 (EE')-l (a + Ax - OEAD(D + (0 + 1) (p*(s, x) - I)E-; P*(S, X) 0+1 
II (EEI)-i [a - OEA'q(s) + (0 + 1) (p*(s, x) - 1)E(; + (A - OEA'Q(s)) x] P*(S, X) 0+1 
and 
(S, x) =1+1s+ OýWD(I) o+1 
+ Äx) - (c - ao + (C- AO)x)] 
1 
tz 0+i 
+ Oý'A'q(s) + (C- Ao) 
-0-ý'E'(EE')-'EA'Q(s) + 0, z'A'Q(s» x] 
l+ 
1 (c - ao) + Oý'IIA'q(t) 0+i 
(C'- Ao) + Oý; 'rIA'Q(t» x] 
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attains the supremum in the HJB equation (3.13) and therefore equality holds in 
equation (3.36) for the optimal portfolio strategy (h*, p*) with h* and p* respectively 
defined in equations (3.32) and (3.33). 
Central to the admissibility of the portfolio strategy (h*, p*) is the existence of a 
probability measure IP. For this probability measure to be well-defined, it is necessary 
for Xt defined in (3.10) to be an exponential martingale. We substituting the values 
for h* and p* into the equations (3.10) for Xt and (3.11) for the dynamics of X(t) 
under IP' and note that X is Gaussian. We then apply Lemma 3.1.1 in [10] to conclude 
that Xt is an exponential martingale and that IFO is well defined. Therefore, 
J(v, x; h*, p*; T) =1 x'Q(O)x + q'(O)x + k(0) 
D 
3.5 Uncorrelated Asset, Liability and Factor Noise 
In this section, we show that in the special case when asset and factor noise, and 
liabilitY and factor noise are uncorrelated, i. e. 
AE'= 0 
Ac'=O 
the problem can be solved via a simple pointwise maximization and an application of 
the Feynman-Kac formula. 
aom (3.11) it is clear that the evolution of Xt under the measure IRO given in h 
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equation (3.10) can be expressed as: 
dX, = (b + BX, ) ds + AdIA70 s 
The evolution of the state is therefore independent of the control variables h and p 
and, as a result, the control problem can be solved through a pointwise maximization 
of the auxiliary criterion function I(v, x; h; t, T) 
The optimal controls It* and p* are the maximizers of the function g(x; h, p; 0) 
defined in (3.9). They are given by 
+ Äx + (0 + 1)(p- - 1)Eý; 0+1 
and 
(et + Ax) - (c -ao+ (C' -Q x) 0+1 01 
where 
1 
c, llc 
and 
ri =I- 
We note that the optimal asset allocation is a un-levered position of T' in the 0+1 
log utility (or Kelly) portfolio. 
Let 4)(t, x) be the value function corresponding to the exponential of integral 
criterion I(eO, x; h, p; t, T). Substituting the value of h* and p* in the equation for g, 
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we note that 
(P (t, X) = sup I (eo, x; h, p; t, T) 
A(T-t) 
1 h, O -0 
o 
In Et, x 
lexp 
0 
it 
g (XS) h* (s), p* (s); 0) ds 
I 
eo 
Let 4)(t, x) = then 
gý(t, x) -- Elt'o exp 
ýo 
g(Xh*(s), p*(s); 0)ds e. -0 
1 
and applying the Feynman-Kac formula, ive obtain 
+ (b + Bx)'D, $ +1 tr (AAD 2, $ + Og(x, h*, p*; O)dD =0 at 2 
subject to the terminal condition (ý(T, x) = coo, 
Reversing the exponential transformation, dividing by -4 and rearranging we 
obtain the PDE 
a(l) + Lt(l) =0 at 
where 
(3-37) 
Lt(I) = (b + Bx) 1 D(D +1 tr AA'D b-0 (D(D)'AA'D(P - g(x, h*, p*; 0) 22 
and subject to the terminal condition 4)(T, x) = In eo. 
(3.38) 
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Since LtcD : -"": SUPhEjtý Lh (D then the PDE (3.38) has a solution cD of the form (3.27) t 
where Q(t), q(t) and k(t) respectively satisfy equations (3.28), (3.29) and (3.30). 
3.6 Asymptotic Behaviour of the Solution as t ---> +oo 
3.6.1 The Riccati Equation 
We start by defining the matrix L by 
L0 1- 
1+ 
KrII4; 4; 
lri)- (3.39) 
0+1 
so that the matrix Ko(O) defined in equation (3.22) can be expressed as 
ICo(O) = AL-lA' 
Furthermore, we observe that since KO(O) > 0, it follows that L>0. 
I 
In addition, we note that the matrix K2(0) defined in (3.24) is a symmetric non- 
negative definite matrix. Hence, IC2(0) can be written as 
IC2(0) ý CIC 
where C can be found, for example, through a Cholesky decomposition. 
The matrix Riccati equation (3.28) can now be rewritten as 
Q(t)-Q'(t)AL-'A'Q(t)+K, (O)Q(t)+Q'(t)K, (O)+CC'=O, Q(T)=O (3.40) 
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To derive an upper bound for Q(t), consider now the linear ODE for a given Al xn 
matrix N: 
P+ (K, - AN)'P + P(KI - AN) + CC + N'LN = 0, P(T) =0 (3.41) 
with solution 
T 
(s-t)(Ki-AN)' 
e(s-t)(KI-AN)ds P(t) e (C'C + N'LN), 
then by Lemma 4.1 in Kuroda and Nagai [37], ive conclude that 
P (t), t Ei [0, T] (3.42) 
Let N be a Al xn matrix and N, be anxn matrix. In order to apply the same 
line of reasoning as Kuroda and Nagai in their Proposition 2.2 (see [37]), we need to 
find a minimal condition for the matrices 
Ki(0) - AN 
and 
K, (0) - CN1 
to be stable (see Definition A. 1). 
Such a set of conditions could be to find 2 matrices N and N, such that 
1\11C = AN (3.43) 
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and 
KI(O) - AN, is stable (3.44) 
A few observations before proceeding further. First, this minimal condition is not 
the only way to find N and N, as it is not necessary that NIC = AN to satisfy both 
stability conditions. Nevertheless, this condition is relatively systematic, seems to 
ease rather than impair the search for N and N, and is in keeping with the spirit of 
Kuroda and Nagai. Second, Condition (3.43) represents an undetermined system of 
equations, having, potentially, an infinite number of solutions. The question becomes 
then to find a solution satisfying Condition (3.44). There is, however no guarantee 
that such a solution exists. In the following we will therefore have to assume: 
Assumption 3.5. Assume there exists a Al xn matrix N and anxn matrix N, 
such that Conditions (3.43) and (3.44) are satisfied. 
3.6.2 Main Result 
The main result is analogous to Proposition 2.2 in Kuroda and Nagai [37]. 
(i). By assumption 3.5, there exists anxn matrix N, such that Kj(O) - CN, 
is stable. Hence (C', KI) is stabilizable (see Definition AA), which implies 
that (C, Kj) is detectable (see Definition A. 5). Consequently, Theorem 4.2 in 
Kuroda and Nagai [37) applies: ýI liMT-+(x) Q(O, T) which is a solution of 
the Riccati equation 
K1Q+ QKI - QICoQ + 
IC2(0) =0 
Now, by assumption 3.5, there exists a Al xn matrix N such that K, - AN is 
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stable. The asymptotic term 
+00 
e 
(s-t)(KI-AN)' (CC + N'LN)e(I-1)(111-AN)ds 
is therefore well defined and estimate (3.42) holds asymptotically, i. e. 
-< 
+00 
e(s-t)(Ki-AN)'(CIC + 
(s-t)(KI-AN N'LN)e )ds 
In addition, by Remark 1 (ii). following Lemma 4.1 in Kuroda and Nagai [37], 
Nve observe that since L>0, then Q(t) > 0, t>0. In particular, (ý ý: 0 and 
ive can conclude that 
1 +00 
(s-t)(KI-AN)' (C'C + N'LN)e('-t) 
(Ki-AN)ds 
(ii). We now look at the asymptotic behaviour of the linear ODE for q(t). Set 
q= q(T - t) then q satisfies the linear ODE 
-L 
q= (Ki(0)-Q(T-t)Iý'o(0»ý(t)+Q(T-t)K3'(0)+I, (4'(0)=0 
q(o) =0 
Setting N2 (t) = Q(T - t; T), it follows from Theorem 4.2 in Kuroda and 
Nagai [37) that N2(t) converges to ý as T --ý +oo and K1* - 
N2(t)ICO = 
KI* - P(T - t; T)AL-'A' to a stable matrix Kj* - Q- Ko. Therefore, by Lemma 
4.4, El liMT-+,, q(t; T) IiMT-+,, ý q(T - t) which satisfies 
(Ki(0)-Q(T-t)I, Co(0»e+(ý(T-t)K, 3'(0)+I, (4'(O) =0 
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k(O)-k(T) 
T 
LT 
-k(s)ds and Moreover, 
liMT-+c)o LT liMT-+Oo 
T 
liMT-+c)o '(O; T) 
k(t) = k(t; T) converges to a constant -f (0) defined by 
i7; (0) Z-- -2 
ýI (t) Iý'0 (0) ý+ K3 (0) ý+ KG (0) +2 tr 
as T --ý +oo and we see that 
liMT-+co L(-O"T) as T ---ý +oo. T 
(iii). Assume that (Kj, C') is controllable (see Definition A. 6), then by Remarks 1 
of Lemma 1 and Remark 2 of Lemma 3 in Kuroda and Nagai [37], ive see that 
Q>0. 
We can now formalize this derivation into the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.6. (i). If there exists a Al xn matrix N and anxn matrix N, such 
that Conditions (3.43) and (3.44) are satisfied, then Q(O) = Q(O; T) converges 
as T --* +oo to a nonegative definite matrix Q, which is a solution of the 
algebraic Riccati equation: 
K'IQ + QIýl - QICoQ + K2(0) =0 (3.45) 
Moreover, ý satisfies the estimate 
+00 
<o:! ý 
it 
e 
(s-t)(Ki-AN)' (CC + N'LN)e('-t) 
(Ki -AN) ds (3-46) 
(ii). In addition, as T ---ý +oo, q(O) = q(0; T) converges to a constant vector 4, 
which satisfies 
(Ki(0)-(ý(T-t)I, (o(0»ý+(ý(T-t)Iiý3'(0)+I, (4'(O) =0 (3.47) 
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Moreover, L(O-'T) converges to a constant f (0) defined by T 
11( 
f(0) =-2 ý'(t) 
KO (0) ý+ K3 (0) ý+ K6 (0) +2 tr (AA'iQ) 
(iii). If, in addition to Conditions (3.43) and (3.44) we assume that 
(KI, C') is controllable (3.48) 
then the solution 0 of equation (3.45) Zs stn'ctly positive definite. 
3.6.3 Ergodic Bellman Equation 
From the Proposition, we deduce the ergodic Bellman PDE: 
sup Lh "(P, xE R' (3.49) t 
h c. R7n 
pE R+ 
where 
L h, pq) = (b + Bx - OA [p(s)(E'h(s) - -ý) +,; ])D(I, +1 tr (AA'D24» t2 
-0 (DD)'AA'De - g(x, h,, o; 0) (3-50) 
has a solution given by the pair of functions w= -lx'Q-x + qx and F(O) defined 2 
above. 
We now define A as the set of investment strategies h and leverage strategies p 
such that (h, p) E Ah, p (T) VT. Such strategy is said to be admissible. We can now 
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extend Theorem 2.3 from Kuroda and Nagai [37] to: 
Theorem 3.7. (i). Supposing that Assumption 3.5 holds, we have 
sup J(v, x; h, nu) <f (0) 
(h, P)C-A 
(ii). If, in addition to Assumption (3.5), we assume Condition (3.48), that 
(Kl', C) is controllable (3.51) 
and also assume that 
+ KýArI,;,; 'rIA'O < K2(0) (3.52) 
where Q= OQ and Q is the nonegative definite solution of the algebraic Riccati 
equation (3.45), then the investment strategy ht defined by 
ll* =11 (EE')-1 
[ä 
- OEA'ý + (0 + 1) (, o* - 1)r; + 
(Ä 
- OEAQ) Xt] t P*o+ 1 
(3.53) 
and the optimal leverage fi*(t) defined by 
*= 1+ 
1 (c - ao) + 0(; 'IIA'4 t 0+1 
+ (ýT'(Erl)-lA - (C'- A') + 0ý'IIMQ) Xt] (3.54) 0 
are optimal for the control problem: 
sup J(v, x; h, p) = J(v, x; h, b) =f 
(h, P)EA 
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Proof. The proof follows from Kuroda and Nagai [37] and from the proof of Theorem 
I presented earlier in this paper. 
First, note that 
W it M1- (EE)-' (d - OEA'q) +I (rrl)-l 
(A 
- OEA'O) 0+1 0+1 
1K (E E') -1 + E,;,; ' E, (E E') -I el ý +i 
-1 - ao)ý(t)) + 
1 
0+1 0+1 
(C' - AO) 0+1 
+kWiQ) x 
First Conclusion: 
By Theorem 3.4, 
J(v, x; h, p) <1 xQ(O)x + q(O)'x + k(O), V(II, p) c: A(T) 
Then by Proposition 3.6, inequality (3.51) holds. 
Second Conclusion: 
Let h be the investment strategy defined by equation (3.53) and ý be the leverage 
defined by equation (3.54). 
Set 
Zt = Zt (h, 
and 
, ý(X) = -Ow(x) 
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where 
1/- 
W(X) 2x 
Qx + qx 
Then, the analogue to equation (3.34) is given by 
ZT+VTIXT) 
e, ý(x) x exp 
ý_o Jo T ((Dw)'XsA + [ý(s)(h'(s)E dITs 
02 IT 
20 -n 
((Dw)'XA ++ 
((Dw)'X,, A + [ý(s)(ii'(s)E ds 
I 
C-Or(O)T 
Therefore, 
Eo e-'eT t0 
= eo 
0e ; ý(x)-Oi'(0)T-Of, 3T«Dw)'XýA+[ý(s)(E'Ä(s)--; )+d; 
])dIV, 
ý 
o2 fT 
20 exp --n 
((Dw)'XA + 
x 
((Dw)'XA ++ 
Note that 
(Dw)'X, A + [ý(s) (iz'(s)r- - -ý') + ýI 
1 
= 
(X, 'ý+ý')A+ ' O(ý+ýX(s) ý +-, 0+i 
+ (c - ao) + Oý; 'IIA'ý o+1 
(Cl - Ao) + A; 'rIA'Q) Xý, 
] 
-1n- (c - ao) + OýIIA'ý 0+i 
(Cl - Ao) + Oý'rIA'ý) X, 
] 
ý; 
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By standard argument, VT, 
E 
lexp ý_o IT ((Dw)'XA 
+ [ý(s)(h'(s)E dTT7, 
o2 fT 
20 -- 0 
((Dw)'XA 
++ 
x 
((Dw)'XA ++ dsý] (3.55) 
since Dw(Xt), h, ý, and h, & are linear with respect to the Gaussian process Xt. 
Introduce the probability measure jph, ý: 
1 
c) 
lph, b (A) =E exp 
p 10 T «Dw)'XA +-ý; ') + ý; ']) 
d147s 
02 T «Dw)XA ++ 2 
«Dw)'X, A + (; '])'dsl; A] 
AC JPT, VT 
Kuroda and Nagai noted that "the probability measure can be defined universally 
with respect to T by taking a canonical space Q=C QO; +oo] ; R") , Ft = o, 
(Y,; s), 
where Yt(w) is the coordinate map. " 
Under the probability measure Pý, fi, 
-0 
((Dw)'XA + [fi(s)(h'(s)E - 
+ A' (ýX, + ds, 
i= 1)2 ...... Al 
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is an Al dimensional standard Brownian motion and we have the following Lemma 
Lemma 3.8. Xt satisfies 
dXt = 
[(Ki(0)-Iý'o(0)ý)Xt+f]dt+Adli, 'to 
for some f depending on 4 and 0. 
Pro0f. This lemma follows from a routine but tedious calculation. 
Under the probability measure Pý, P-, Xt satisfies the SDE: 
dXt b+ BXt - OA 
[fi(t)(E'it(t) 
- -; ) + dt - OAA' 
(ýXt + q) + Adli, 'O t 
b+ BXt -0 AE'(EE')-l 
(h + Axt) + 
02 
AE(EE)-'EA' 
0+1 0+1 + 
Oxt) 
0 
AE'(EE')-'K 
0+1 
-(c - ao) + 0-; 'rlA'q + (C'- AO) + 0,; 'rlA' 
Q) xt] F-,; 
+0 KA (c'- ao) + 0,; 'IIA'd 0+1 
(C' - AO) + 0,; 'rlA'iQ) Xt],; 
) dt 
- OAA' 
(ýXt + 4) + Adllýo 
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dXt bdt + BXtdt -0 AE'(EV)-'adt -0 AE(EE')-'AXtdt ý +-, 0+1 
+ 
02 
AE'(EE)-'EA'qdt +02 AE'(FF, ')-'EA'OXtdt 0+1 0+1 
0+0 
KAE'(EE')-'E-; (c - ao)dt 0+1 0+1 
02 
KAF, '(EE)-'E,; -; 'IIA'qdt 01 0+1 0+1 
*0 KAE'(EE')-'E-; (C'- AO)Xtdt - 
02 
rAV(EV)-lEý; -; 'flA'ýXtdt 0+1 0+1 
*0 KA,; 'E(EE)-ladt 
0 
tzA(c - ao)dt + 
02 
tzAOýTA'4dt 0+1 0+1 0+1 
*0 KA,; 'E'(EE')-'AXtdt -0 KA(C'- AO)Xtdt + 
02 
tzA,; 'IlA'ýXtdt 0+1 0+1 0+1 
-OAA' 
(OXt + 4) + Adllýo 
011ý 02 
1 dXt BXtdt - AE (EE')- AXtdt + -AE'(EE)- EA'QXtdt 0+1 0+1 
0 
AXtdt +0 AO)Xtdt 0+1 0+1 
02 0 
--KAE'(EE') E-; -; 'IIA'(ýXtdt + rA-; 'E'(EEI)-'AXtdt 0+1 0+1 
-0 KA(Cl - AI)Xtdt + 
02 
_ KA-JIMýXtdt - OAA'OXtdt + bdt 0+1 0 0+1 
0 02 
- AEI(rrl)-ladt + -Ar,, (rrl)-IrA'4dt 0+1 0+1 
-0+0 KAE(rE)-'E,; (c - ao)dt 0+1 0+1 
02 00 
+ KAý'V(EE')-ladt - -KA(c - ao)dt 0+1 0+1 0+1 
+0 KAO,; 'rlA'ddt - OAA'ddt + AdI170 0+1 t 
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dXt BXtdt -0 AF, '(EEI)-'AXtdt +0 KA (i - ý'E(EE')-lAXtdt 0+1 0+1 
0K 
A(C'- AO)Xtdt -A 01 _ 
02 
1 
A'OXtdt 
0+1 0+1 
02 0 
-'&dt KA (I - ýý'IWOXtdt + bdt - -AE'(EE) +1 0+1 
02 0 
0+1 0+1 
0 02 
* KAE'(EE')-'E(; (c - ao)dt - -KAE(EE')-'E-;,; 'IIA'4dt 0+1 0+1 
*0 KA,; 'E'(EE')-'&dt -0 KA(c - ao)dt 0+1 0+1 
02 
+-KAO,; 'IIA'4dt - OAA'4dt + Adli, 'o 0+1 t 
K, (O)-I<"o(O)o Xt+f dt+AdWo It 
Where 
b- 
0 
AE'(EE')-'et +02 AE'(EE)-'EA'd 0+1 0+1 
0+0 
KAE'(EE')-'E-; (c - ao) F+-, 0+1 
02+0 
0+1 0+1 
0 
-KA(c - ao) + 
02 
nAO,; 'HA'4 - OAA'q 0+1 0+1 
0 
Thus, 
2 2x, (ýXT+Oý, XT In E [Eio] = 
'c +f (0) - InW, ý) e2 T OT T OT 
11 
where c= c(x, eo). 
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Now, all we need is to prove that 
2 
In 0, ý) 
[CIXTQXT+04'XT 
OT 
21 
--ý 0 as T --4+oo 
To achieve this objective, we first consider the mean, rn(t), and variance, U(t), of 
X(t) under the probability measure IP(ý, k m(t) satisfies the ODE 
(K, (0) - Ko (0) Q) m (t) 
and therefore 
M(t) = et(Ki(0)-Iý'o(0)C2) -(Iý"(0)-KI(0)'ý)fds) 
(x 
+ 
10 
e 
Similarly, U(t) satisfies the ODE 
(K, (0) - Ko (0) 
Q) U (t) +U (t) (K, (0) - Ko (0) 
«+ AA 1 
and therefore 
10 t 
e(t-s)(Ki (0) -""0(0), 
ý) AA'e('-') (KI (0)-1ý"(0)'ý)'ds (3-56) 
Since K, (0) - Ko(O)(ý is stable, then 3 limt-+,, U(t) =: U. 
To finish proving the second conclusion, we prove a Lemma which extends Lemma 
5.1 from Kuroda and Nagai [37]. 
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Lemma 3.9. Set 
Q= OQ 
and suppose that 
+ KOAH'-w'HA'O < IC2(0) (3.57) 
then we have 
1 ý-1 U> U(T) 
Proof. ý is a solution of (3.45) and 
Ko(0) = OA I-1 A' -1 OtiAH"ýl; 'IIA' 
1 
o+I o+I 
OAA' 
01 
OizAII'ý; ý; 'IIA' i-(0 -+2) o+1 
So, 
KIQ+ QK, - QIfoQ + 
K2(0) =0 
Hence, 
(K, - KoQ) 1Q+ Q(K, - IiCoQ) + QXoQ + K2 
(0) =0 
Expanding, 
(KI ýK, - KoQ) + OýAA1Q - 
02 
2(0+2) 
- 0+i OtzQArI'-ý-; rIA'(ý 
+E 2 
(0) 
--2 
0 
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Multiplying by 0 
-II-03 (Ki - ICoQ) Q+ Q(Ki - ICoQ) + QAA Q-- ýE'(EV)-lEA'O 4(0+2) 
_02 
1n 
0+1 
ýAfl'ý-; 'HA'iQ + OA2(0) =0 
By Proposition 3.6, we know that 0>0 and is invertible. Hence, because 0>0, 
Q0 and is invertible. Therefore, pre and post multiplying by Q-1 we have, 
ý-'(Kj 
- ICoO)'+ (Ki - 1, CoQ)O-l + AA'+ 
1 Q-' o2 QE'(EE')-'EA'Q 
0+1 
_02V , 
QArl'-;,; 'rIA'Q + K2(0)] 
Q0 
Thus, 
0- 1= 
cýo 
s(Ki-KoQ) [AA'+ 1 ý-l [_02ýE/(EEI)-IEA'O Jo 
0+1 
_02K 
s(Ki + K2(0)] ý-Il e -"ý"O(ý)'ds 
Then, by equation (3.56) and Condition (3.57), Nve can conclude that: 
1 ý-' >U> U(T) 0 
0 
We will now conclude the proof of the second part of our Theorem. Since (Ki, C) 
is controlable, so is (KI - ICOý, A), by Lemma 4.3 in Kuroda and Nagai [37]. This 
implies that the variance Ut of Xt is nondegenerate. Applying Lemma 3.9, we see 
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that 00 < U(T)-'. Therefore, 
0 
E (h, ý) 
lexp ý2 
XTIQXT + 04IXT 
2x/(ýx+0q'x 1 
e2x 
(27r) n/2 ]ýTet ýU(T) e 
Vd 
et 
-O(T) 
/'-- e2 
V det U(T) 
1 
ý--(x - m(T»U(T)-'(x - m(T»dx 2 
(0ý'+m(T)'U(T)-1) 12 m(T)'U(T)-1m(T) 
f 00 s (KI - "O'ý) f ds, where (J(T) = U(T)-' - OP. Since U(T) ---ý U>0 and m(t) 
1 
In exp 
0 
XWXT + OdIXT 
OT 
ý2 
as T --ý oo. This concludes the proof of the Theorem. 
0 
3.7 Economic Interpretation and Mutual Fund Theorems 
The objective of this section is to explore the interplay between risk aversion, optimal 
investment strategy and leverage as well as to provide some economic intuition for 
the results derived in previous sections. 
Our findings are formalized in a mutual fund theorem and a redefinition of frac- 
tional Kelly strategies. 
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3.7.1 Understanding Optimal Leverage 
The optimal leverage is expressed as 
1+ 1 r, 
[0,; 'rlA'(Q(t)Xt + q(t)) ++ Axt) - (c - ao + (C'- AO)Xt) t 0+1 
1 
where 
Ti =I- (3.58) 
and 
1 
c, Hc 
Again, since Hfl'= H, 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
where 11-11 denotes the Euclidian norm. 
The coefficient K is the inverse of the norm of the projection of the vector ; onto 
the orthogonal complement to the space spanned by the matrix E'. Interpreting from 
a least square perspective, which is a plausible point of view since the primary ob- 
jective of the portfolio manager is to use assets in order to at the very least match 
liabilities, this norm can be understood as a measure of the aggregate error incurred 
in using the asset market to approximate the liability. It is therefore unsurprising 
that leverage is inversely proportional to this error term: the higher the error, the 
less adequate the asset market is to replicate the liability and as a consequence, the 
lower the leverage. 
The first term inside the parentheses, 0-; 'IIA'(Q(t)Xt + q(t)), relates to the co- 
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movement of the valuation factors and the aggregate error incurred in using the asset 
market to estimate the liability. This error is computed as the projection of the vector 
,; onto the orthogonal complement to the space spanned by the matrix E'. 
The second term inside the parentheses, ; 'E'(EE')-'(&+Axt) can be expressed as 
ft'(a + AXt) where fi = This represents an unbiased estimator of a linear 
relationship between asset risks and liability risk (; = E'u. Note however that here, 
the estimator ft is not applied to asset risks but to asset returns. This terms therefore 
represents an estimation of the return of the liability "managed" or "approximated", 
in an ALIM sense, on the assets market. 
The second term is then adjusted by the third term, (c - ao + (C' - AO)Xt, 
representing the excess return of the liability with respect to the short term rate. 
Therefore, + Axt) - (c - ao + (C' - AO)Xt) can be interpreted as a 
measure of excess return of the liability "managed" on the assets market with respect 
to the actual liability incurred. 
3.7.2 The Role of Risk Aversion in the Leverage 
The role played by risk aversion can be best evidenced by studying the asymptotic 
behaviour of leverage as 0 --+ 0 and as 0 -* oo. 
IiM P* =1+ Kl; 'rlA'(Q(t)Xt + q(t)) 0 +00 
1EI(r 
limp* = 1+r''; 'E')-l(&+Axt)-(c-ao+(C'-AO)Xt)] (3.61) OýO 
I 
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These two limits show clearly how risk aversion affects the nature of leverage. 
When risk aversion tends to 0, leverage is to a large extend a function of the differ- 
ence between the asset and liability drift, and hence, loosely speaking, of expected 
return. To the contrary, when risk aversion tend to infinity, leverage is to a large ex- 
tend a function of asset and liability diffusion, and hence, loosely speaking, of "risk". 
This observation evidences that both low risk aversion and high risk aversion investors 
may decide to take on some leverage. 
3.7.3 The Role of Leverage in the Investment Strategy 
We start by considering the case of an investor who has already determined his/her 
optimal degree of leverage and analyze the impact that the leverage has on the de- 
termination of an optimal investment policy. 
The optimal investment strategy, h*, can be interpreted as the sum of three compo- 
nents. The first component is related to the log utility, or Kelly criterion, investment 
strategy + Axt). The important element to note is that, in our model, 
the level of allocation to the log utility investment strategy is not only related to 
risk-aversion, through the T' coefficient, but is also inversely related to leverage, 6+1 
through the 17 coefficient. Indeed, the effect of the -1 coefficient is to "un-lever" the P P* 
investment made in the log utility portfolio. An alternative way of expressing this 
idea is by observing that whatever the degree of leverage, the investment in the log 
utility portfolio only scales with the investor's equity. 
The second component, -O(EE')-'A'(Q(t)Xt + q(t)) can be viewed as an adjust- 
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ment to the log utility portfolio related directly to risk aversion. As expected given 
its corrective role, its contribution to the asset allocation is inversely related to lever- 
age, and hence can be interpreted as a "un-levered" adjustment. This component 
corresponds to the "intertemporal hedging term" identified in the financial economics 
literature. 
The third component, (0 + 1) P is the levered portion of the in- P 
vestment strategy. This component is closely linked to the "co-movement" or "co- 
diffusion" of the asset and liabilities. Therefore, this component represents the 
liability-driven part of the investment policy. 
To conclude, the role of leverage is not to enable the investor to generate larger 
returns by taking more risk. The leveraged portion of the asset portfolio is fully 
invested in a portfolio of liability matching assets. This strategy is represented in 
the levered liability- driven component of the investment policy. On the contrary, the 
asset-driven part of the investment strategy, which stems from the log utility portfolio 
plus a risk-aversion driven intertemporal hedging term, is not levered, and as a result 
only scales with equity. This observation is essentially consistent with the investment 
strategies adopted by insurance companies. Insurance companies often manage their 
asset portfolio through a two tiers approach: the larger portion of the assets is used to 
immunize the liabilities (the insurance policies issued) while the surplus (equivalent 
to our notion of equity) is invested in higher return and higher risk assets in order to 
generate capital appreciation. 
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3.7.4 Mutual Fund Theorems 
Theorem 3.10. (ALAI Mutual Fund Theorem). Given a time t and a state vector 
X(t), any portfolio can be expressed as a linear combination of investments into three 
"mutual funds" with respective Tisk-y asset allocations: 
hK(t) = (EE') -1 (a+ Ax (t)) 
hc(t) = -(EF, )-'EA'(q(t) + Q(t)X(t)) 
hL(t) = (3-62) 
and respective allocation to the money market account given by: 
h K(t) = II(EEI)-l o 
(a +AX(t)) 
hc(t) =1+ 1'(EE')-'EA'(q(t) + Q(t)X(t)) 0 
h L(t) =1_ 1/(F o (3-63) 
Moreover, if an investor has a risk sensitivity 0, then the respective weights of each 
mutual fund in the investor's portfolio are equal to 10- and P---1 where jo is To + -I) P, To +--I-) PP 
the leverage associated with the portfolio. 
Proof The optimal risk-sensitive asset allocation is given by: 
h* 11 -' [ä - OEA'q(t) + (0 + 1) (p* - 1)Eý + 
(Ä 
- OEAQ(t) t=-- (r-r-1) p* 0+1) Xtl 1 (EE, )-1 [h + ÄXt - OEA(q(t) + Q(t)Xt)] + (p* - 1)E,; p* o+1 
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Note that, as should be, 
0p 
+-+ 
(0 + I)p (0 + 1)p p 
Now, we denote by 
K(t) 
= (Erl)-l h (a + Ax (t)) 
hc(t) = -(EE')-lrA(q(t)+Q(t)X(t)) 
= 
the risky asset allocation of funds K, C and L. We see the risky allocation of any 
optimal portfolio is a linear combination of investments in mutual funds K, C and 
L, with respective asset allocation 10 and (0+1)PI (0+1)p P 
Now, since 
h(t) hK (t) +0- 
lhL(t) 
+ )Phc(t) 
+ Lý-l (0 + 1)p To p 
then, by the budget equation 
ho (t) =1- I'h (t) 
--1 
(1 
_ 111, 
K(t» +0 (1 - l'hc(t» + ýý-! 
1 (1 - l'hL(t» (0 + 1)P (0 + 1)P 
1 K(t) +0L (t) h- hc(t) +p- lho zo + i)p (0 + 1)p 0p 
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where 
h K(t) = II(EEI)-l o 
(a + Ax (t)) 
hc(t) =I+ 1'(EE)-'EA(q(t) + Q(t)X(t)) 0 
L(t) 
10 
0 
Remark 3.11. Fund K can be interpreted as the log utility or Kelly criterion fund. 
Fund C can be interpreted as a "corrective fund" providing an adjustment related 
to the investor's risk aversion, and fund L represents a liability matching fund whose 
objective is to track the liabilities closely. 
Corollary 3.12. (Geometric Brownian Motion. ) When the risky assets follow a 
Geometric Brownian Motion with drift vector ft and the money market account is 
risk--frce (i. e. ao =r and AO = 0), then any optimal portfolio can be expressed as 
a linear combination of investments into two "mutual funds" with respective asset 
allocations 
h K(t) =I (EE')-' 0+1 
L (t) (3-64) 
and respective allocation to the money market account given by: 
h K(t) =1-1 o 0+1 
hc(t) =1- 0 
Moreover, if an investor has a risk sensitivity 0, then the respective weights of each 
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mutual fund in the investor's portfolio are equal to .1 and P-1 where p is the leverage PP 
associated with the portfolio. 
3.7.5 Fractional Kelly Strategies Redefined 
Kelly criterion investing and fractional Kelly strategy hold a special place in in- 
vestment theory and practice and a detailed account of Kelly and fractional Kelly 
strategies is given by Ziemba [46]. A full Kelly strategy, also called a Kelly criterion 
strategy corresponds to a full investment in the log utility portfolio. A fractional 
Kelly strategy with fraction k is a strategy investing a proportion k of the 'wealth in 
the Kelly or log-utility portfolio and a proportion 1-k in the risk-free asset. One of 
the main issues related to the definition of fractional Kelly strategies is that they are 
not generally optimal, except in the case in which the dynamics of asset prices follows 
a geometric Brownian motion. To remedy this problem, Davis and Lleo [21] reinter- 
preted the mutual fund theorem (Theorem 3) to propose a redefinition of fractional 
Kelly strategies in the context of benchmarked investing that they name "benchmark 
adjusted fractional Kelly strategies". 
A similar reasoning could be used in the ALIVI context by reinterpreting Theo- 
rem 3.10 to define "asset and liability adjusted fractional Kelly strategies. " But, first, 
we need to extend the definition of fractional Kelly strategies to reflect our factor- 
driven setting. We will call a fractional Kelly strategy with fraction ka strategy 
which invests a proportion k of the wealth in the Kelly or log-utility portfolio K (in 
the notation of Theorem 3.10) and a proportion 1-k in intertemporal hedging term 
C. We note that in the case when asset prices are modelled using geometric Brown- 
ian motions, the portfolio C is fully invested in the risk-free asset and our extended 
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definition of fractional Kelly strategies reverts to the classical definition. 
The investor's strategy can then be interpreted as an investment of P--_1 in the P 
liability-matching fund L and .1 in a fractional Kell portfolio with fraction k Py 0+1. 
In the case when asset prices are modelled using geometric Brownian motions, this 
definition follows directly from the formulation of Corollary 3.12. 
3.8 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we have shown that the introduction of leverage as an additional 
control variable complementing the asset allocation vector leads to a formulation of 
the asset and liability management problem as a maximization of the risk sensitive 
return on equity. This two-control problem can the be solved exactly through the 
change of measure technique pioneered by Kuroda and Nagai [371 and yields an ele- 
gant analytical solution. 
We then drew some insights into the interrelationship between risk aversion, lever- 
age and the asset allocation strategy. In particular, we observed that the degree of 
risk aversion has a more significant impact on the nature of the leverage decision than 
on the level of leverage adopted. We also noted that the levered portion of the assets 
was invested in a liability-driven strategy while the equity was allocated to an asset- 
driven strategy aiming. This observation is consistent with the traditional behaviour 
of insurance companies who often manage their asset portfolio through a two tiers 
approach: the larger portion of the assets is used to immunize their liabilities while 
their surplus is invested in higher return and higher risk assets in order to generate 
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capital appreciation. 
The findings related to the asset allocation are summarized into a mutual fund 
theorem which shows that the optimal asset allocation can be decomposed into an 
allocation to three funds: the Kelly or log utility fund, an intertemporal hedging fund 
and a liability-driven fund. Finally, we used the mutual fund theorem to derive a 
new definition of Kelly criterion strategies consistent with the objectives of asset and 
liability management. 
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Management: The HJB PDE 
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We now consider a jump-diffusion version of the risk-sensitive asset management 
problem. Wan [44] has already briefly sketched a jump-diffusion extension of Bieleck-i 
and Pliska's [15] infinite horizon risk-sensitive asset management model. In his ap- 
proach, jumps, which are modelled using Poisson processes, only affect asset prices, 
and only one deterministic jump size is allowed. Using the methodology initially pro- 
posed by Bielecki and Pliska [15], Wan assumed that the factor and asset noise are 
uncorrelated to obtain a relation for both the optimal control h* and the asymptotic 
growth rate of the investor's wealth, p(O). 
Our treatment, which concerns the finite horizon case, is markedly different. To 
start with, jumps can occur in both asset prices and factor level. We characterize 
jumps using random Poisson measures, a wide class of processes which includes the 
Poisson, compounded Poisson, and L6vy processes. This choice enables us to intro- 
duce a distribution of random sizes. Finally, we use Kuroda and Nagai's change of 
measure method which allows us to derive a general treatment in which asset and 
factor noise can be correlated. 
In this chapter, we derive of the risk-sensitive Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Partial 
Integro Differential Equation (RS HJB PIDE) associated with the control problem. 
We also show that under given conditions, a unique optimal control policy exists. The 
chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the general setting of the model 
and defines the class of random Poisson measures which will be used to model the 
jump component of the asset and factor dynamics. The control problem is formulated 
in Section 2 and its associated RS HJB PIDE is derived. In Section 3, we show the 
existence of a unique optimal control policy. 
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4.1 Analytical Setting 
Overview 
The growth rates of the assets are assumed to depend on n factors X, (t), ..., X,, 
(t) 
which follow the dynamics given in equation (4.2) below. As in Kuroda and Nagai's 
asset-only model, the assets market comprises m risky securities Si, i=1.... m. In 
contrast to Kuroda and Nagai, we assume that the money market account process, 
So is an affine function of the valuation factors, which enables us to easily model a 
stochastic short rate. Let N :=n+m. 
Let (Q, J. Ft I . 
F, P) be the underlying probability space. On this space, we define 
an R"-valued (. Ft)-Brownian motion IF(t) with components 117k. (t), k=1...... Al. 
Moreover, let (Z, Bz) be a Borel space'. Let p be an (-Ft)-adapted o-finite Poisson 
point process on Z whose underlying point functions are maps from a countable set 
Dp C (0, oo) into Z. Define 
3p := JU E B(Z), E [Np(t, U)] < oo Vt} 
Consider Np (dt, dz), the Poisson random measure on (0, oo) xZ induced by p. 
Our analysis will focus on stationary Poisson point processes of class (QL) with 
associated Poisson random measure Np(dt, dx). The class (QL) is defined in [31) 
(Definition 11.3.1 p. 59) as 
'Z is a standard measurable (metric or topological) space and Bz is the Borel or-field endowed C, 
to Z. 
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Definition 4.1. An (. Ft)-adapted point process p, on (Q, Y, P) is said to be of class 
(QL) with respect to (. Ft) if it is o-finite and there exists Np = 
(Iýp(t, U)) such that 
(i. ) for UE 3p, t F--+ Iýp(t, U) is a continuous (-97t)-adapted increasing process; 
(ii. ) for each t and a. a. wEQ, U ý--* Iýp(t, U) is a a-finite measure on (Z, B(Z)); 
(iii. ) for UE 3p, t ý--* Rp(t, U) = Np(t, U) - Iýp(t, U) is an (. Ft) -martingale; 
The random measure 
I gp(t, U) I is called the compensator of the point process p. 
Because the Poisson point processes we consider are stationary, then their com- 
pensators are of the form Iýp(t, U) = v(U)t where v is the o-finite characteristic 
measure of the Poisson point process p. 
Finally, for notational convenience, we define the Poisson random measure Np (dt, dz) 
as 
Np (dt, dz) 
Np(dt, dz) - Iýp(dt, dz) = Np(dt, dz) - v(dz)dt =: 
Rp(dt, dz) if zE Zo 
Np (dt, dz) if zE Z\Zo 
where Zo c Bz such that v(Z\Zo) < oo. 
4.1.2 Two Relevant Levy-Related Subcases 
We will now describe two possible approaches to model a L6vy-driven dynamics for 
the risky assets. Both approaches are subcases of our general stationary Poisson point 
process model. 
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General Levy Driven Processes 
The following application of stationary Poisson point processes to model L6vy pro- 
cesses can be found in Ikeda and Watanabe [311 and is consistent with the treatment 
of L6vy processes as presented in other texts such as Applebaum [5]. 
Let Y(t) be a 1-dimensional L6vy process. Let Dp = It > 0, Y(t) 54 Y(t-)} and 
for t C= Dp define p(t) = Y(t) - Y(t-), then p is indeed an (. Ft)-adapted stationary 
Poisson point process defined on Z= R'\ 10}. In this case, the characteristic mea- 
sure v is the L6vy measure. 
We can then define the L6vy-driven counterpart to equations (4.2) and (4.4) given 
below. Note that when we assume that there is no underlying valuation factor, i. e. 
X =- 0, the security price processes follow geometric L6vy processes. 
Alternative Characterization of Levy Driven Processes 
In their characterization, Oksendal and Sulem [361 defined a vector of 1 independent 
random Poisson measures. Note that this construction precludes simultaneous jumps 
in two or more of the random Poisson measures and as a result differs from the pre- 
vious characterization. 
Oksendal and Sulem's characterization is therefore equivalent to the following. Let 
Y(t) be a one-dimensional L6vy process. As above, let Dp = It > 0, Y(t) =7ý Y(t-)} 
and for tE Dp define p(t) = Y(t) - Y(t-). In this case, Z= R\ jO} and denote the 
associated Poisson random measure by Np(dt, dx). 
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For tE Dp consider the (-Ft) -measurable process Rt taking values in 
f 1,2, 
..., 
1} 
with equal probability. For tE Dp, define a new 1-dimensional point process f as: 
111) (Rt) 
) 
1{2) (Rt) 
x (Y(t) - Y(t-)) 
lll} (Rt) 
where 1Q(x) is the indicator function. 
The corresponding Poisson random measure by Nf (dt, dx) is defined as 
111) (Rt) 
) 
Nf (dt, dx) 
1{2} (Rt) 
Np (dt, dx) 
lyl (Rt) 
and v is the associated 1-dimensional L6vy measure. 
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4.1.3 Factor Dynamics 
'Ale assume that the dynamics of the n factors can be expressed as: 
dX(t) = (b + BX(t-))dt + AdIF(t) + 
lz 
ý (z) Np (dt, dz), X(O) =x (4.2) 
where 
9X (t) is the R'-valued factor process with components Xj (t), i=1, ..., n 
9bc Rn; 
9 BER nxn ; 
o A: = [Aij], i=I... *, n, i=N; and 
_OC) < ý! nin < ýýnax < oo for i n. ý(Z) E R' with zz 
Moreover, the vector-valued function ý(z) satisfies: 
lzo 1ý(z)j'v(dz) < oo 
(see for example Definition 11.4.1 in Ikeda and Watanabe [31] where Fp and F2 "" are P 
respectively given in equations 11(3.2) and 11(3.5)) 
4.1.4 Asset Market Dynamics 
Let So denote the wealth invested in the money market account with dynamics given 
by the equation: 
dSo(t) (ao + AOX(t)) dt, SO(O) = so (4-3) so (t) 
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where ao CR is a scalar constant and AO E R' is a n-element column vector. 
Let Si (t) denote the price at time t of the ith security, with i=1, m. The 
dynamics of risky security i can be expressed as: 
N 
dSi (t) 
= (a + AX(t»id + 
5ý 
OrikdIVk(t) + 
si (t 
t 
lz 
yi (z) Np (dt, dz), 
k=l 
Si(o)=si, i=i,..., M (4.4) 
where 
41 aE 
9AE R""; 
e E: = [aij], i= 11 Iml j= 11 
-y(z) E R' with -1 < -yi"' < -yi(z) < 7j"' < +oo for i M. 
In addition, the vector-valued function -y(z) satisfies: 
fzo 
1-y(z)l'v(dz) < oo 
4.1.5 Portfolio Dynamics 
In our analysis, we will assume that: 
Assumption 4.2. The systematic (factor-driven) and idiosyncratic (asset-driven) 
jump risks are uncorrelated, Le Vz E Z, -y(z)ý'(z) = 0. 
Mathematically, this implies that for a given zEZ, if -y(z) :ý0 then ý(z) = 0, and 
conversely if ý(z) : 7ý 0 then -y(z) = 0. This assumption, which will prove sufficient to 
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show the existence of a unique optimal investment policy, may appear somewhat re- 
strictive as it does not enable us to model a jump correlation structure across factors 
and assets, although we can model a jump correlation structure within the factors and 
within the assets. We present a detailed analysis of the control problem in Section 4.3. 
Remark 4.3. Assumption (4.2) is automatically satisfied when jumps are allowed only 
in the security prices and the state variable X(t) is modelled using a diffusion process. 
Let ! 9t :=o, ((S(s), X(s)), 0<s< t) be the sigma-field generated by the security 
and factor processes up to time t. 
Definition 4.4. A control process h(t) is in class R if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
1. h(t) is progressively measurable with respect to IL3([O, t]) 0 gtjtý, O; 
2. P (fOT 1h (s) 12 ds < +oo) = 1, VT > 0; 
3. h'(t) -y (z) >-1, Vt > 0, zCZ, a. s. dv. 
We will consider a m-element control vector h defined on the compact set -5 where 
I[I' and represents the closure of 0. We will also introduce a rescaled 
m-element control vector h, where the ith component hi, i=1, ..., m, is defined as 
-00, hi 
hi tanh-l(hi), hi E] - 
+00, i1i =1 
for i=M. 
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Definition 4.5. A control process h(t) is in class ?ý if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
1. h(t) is progressively measurable with respect to IB([O, tj) (S) gt}tý, O; 
2p(T III(S)12 
0 ds < +oo) = 1, VT > 0; 
3. h(t) -y (z) >-1, Vt > 0, zEZ, a. s. dv. 
In our model, we will use h to represent the investment strategy as the alloca- 
tion of the investor's wealth among the assets, with hi, i=1, ..., m representing 
the proportion of the investor's wealth invested in asset i. Note that Condition 3 
in Definition 4.5 is necessary to prevent the investor's wealth, which follows the dy- 
namics given in equation (4.5) below, from turning negative as a result of a large jump. 
As a result of this construction, h is defined on R- rather than R'. The con- 
struction will be justified later when we conclude that the optimal asset allocation 
is an interior point of a set C R' defined in equation (4.10), and thus that Ave 
do not expect to have hi = +/ - oo for any i m. The main advantage of 
this construction is that the formal control, h, is defined on a compact set. This 
property will be useful when we solve the HJB PIDE associated with this problem 
using viscosity solutions. However, for practical purpose, the relevant control is the 
auxiliary vector h which gives us the asset allocation. As a result, we will present our 
results in terms of the investment strategy h rather than the formal control h. 
The proportion invested in the money market account is ho(t) =1-' or Ej_-j hi(t), 
equivalently, ho(t) = tanh 
(1 
- Ei'-, tanh-1 
hi(t) Taking this budget equation into 
consideration, the wealth, V(t) of the investor in response to an investment strategy 
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hGH, follows the dynamics 
dV(t) 
= (ao + AOX(t)) dt + h'(t) (a - aol + (A - IAO) X(t)) dt V(t-) 
+h'(t)Edll7t + 
lz 
h(t) -y (z) Rp (dt, dz) 
where 1E R' denotes the m-element unit column vector and with V(O) = v. Defining 
a- a0l and A :=A- IAO, we can express the portfolio dynamics as 
dV(t) 
V(t-) 
(ao + AOX(t)) dt + h'(t) (et + AX(t)) dt + h'(t)Edli, 't + 
Jz W(t) -y (z) Np (dt, dz) 
(4-5) 
4.2 Problem Setup 
4.2.1 Optimization Criterion 
Similarly to Bielecki and Pliska [151 and Kuroda and Nagai [37], we assume that the 
objective of the investor is to maximize the long-term risk adjusted growth of his/her 
portfolio of assets. By R6, the log of the portfolio value in response to a strategy h is 
InV(t) = lnv+ 
t 
(ao + AOX(s)) + h(s)' ds - -1 
j'h(s)'EEh(s)ds (a + Ax(s)) 
0 
if) 
20 
+ h(s)'Edli"(s) + (In (I + li(s)'-y(z)) - li(s)-y(z)} v(dz)ds 
Jo Jo iz, 
It f 
In (I +h (s)'-j (z)) Rp (ds, dz) 
n 7, 
(4.6) 
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4.2.2 Criterion Under the Expectation 
Multiplying by -0 and taking the exponential on both sides of (4.6), we get 
t 
e-Olnv(t) = vo exp 
ýO 
g(X li(s); 0)ds -0 h(s)'Edl, 1,7, 
0 
10 
102 t 
h(s)'EE'h(s)ds + 
lt 1 
In (1 - H(z, li(s); 0» lýVp(ds, dz) 207, 
10 
0 
lt 1 Iln (1 - H(z, li(s); 0» + H(z, h(s); 0)1 v(dz)ds 
0Z 
where 
g (x, h; 0) =1 (0 + 1) hEE'h - ao - A, x - h'(ä + 
Äx) 
2 
+I - -»-0-1 +h'-y(z)lz(z) v(dz) 
ýý1 
[(l + h'-y(, 
7,0 
11 
H (z, h; 0) =1- (1 + h'-y (z» -0 (4.7) 
4.2.3 Change of Measure 
Let JP' be the measure on (Q,. F) defined as h 
Xt 
dFoh 
dP 
[Ft 
expý-01 
t 
h(s)Edli,, - 
102 t h(s)rr, 'lt(s)ds 
0 2 
10 
t 
+ 
10 lz 
In (1 - H(z, h(s); 0» 
2p(ds, dz) 
+ {In (1 -H (z, h (s); 0» +H (z, h (s); 0) 1v (dz) ds vt >0 
(4.8) 
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For a change of measure to be possible, ive must ensure that the following technical 
condition holds: 
H(z, h(s); 0) <1 
This condition is satisfied iff 
H (z, h (s); 0) :ýI ýý 1- (1 + h'(s) -y (z)) -0<I 
<=ý (I + h'(s)-y(z))-o >0 
<#. h'(s) -y (z) >-1 (4.9) 
a. s. dv, which was already one of the conditions required for it to be in class 7ý 
(Condition 3 in Definition 4.5). 
More precisely, define 
supp(v) E Bz 
and 
supp(v 0 -Y-1) E8 (R') 
where supp(-) denotes the measure's support. Let J be the set defined as 
J: =ýhER': -1-1i'0<0 VOEýj (4.10) 
and IC be the set 
k: = Ili(t) E R: h(t) EJ Vt a. s. } 
For a given z, the equation h'-y(z) = -1 describes an Hyperplane in RI, and as a 
result, it can be seen that the set J is a convex set in R'. 
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We denote by A(T) the set of investment strategies h Cz H on [0, T] such that lp'h 
is an equivalent martingale measure and thus 
E exp h(s)'EdlVS - 
102 t 
h(s)'EEh(s)ds 
02 
10 
+ In (1 -H (z, h (s); 0» 
& (ds, dz) 
0Z 
+ Iln (1 - H(z, h(s); 0» + H(z, h(s); 0)} v(dz)ds 
fl 
=1 
For h EE A(T), 
t 
14"to = 14"t +0 
In 
E'h(s)ds 
is a standard Brownian motion under the measure IP' and we have h 
(4.12) 
]ýpo (ds, dz) 
10 
Np (ds, dz) - 
lz 
0 
1-H (z, h (s); 0)} v (dz) ds 
Z 
10 
Np (ds, dz) - 
lz l' 
0 0 
1 
-y (z» -01v (dz) ds + 
7 
As a result, X(s), 0<s<t satisfies the SDE: 
dX (s) b+ BX(s-) - OAE'h(s) + ý(z) 
[(I + h'-y(z))-o - lz,, (z)] v(dz)) ds 7, 
+AdIV, o + 
J2 
ý (z) Iýpo (ds, dz) (4.13) 
We can now introduce the auxiliary criterion function under the measure IPO: h 
T 
I(v, x; h; t, T) InE 
h, 0 
exp 0 
lt 
g(xs , 
h('s); 0)ds - Olnv (4.14) 0 t, x 
1 
fl 
h, O [. j 
where Et, x denotes the expectation taken with respect to the measure IP' and with h 
initial conditions (t, x). 
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4.2.4 Remarks on the Role of the Change of Measure Condition (4.9) 
The condition h'-y(z) > -1 is endogenous to the control problem and can be in- 
terpreted as a risk management safeguard preventing the investor from investing in 
some of the portfolios if the jump component of these portfolios could result in the 
investor's bankruptcy. 
One could compare this change of measure condition with the introduction of 
stopping time to track bankruptcy time and define the solvency region in the Mer- 
ton approach, since both are related to the risk that the investor might go bankrupt. 
However, two main differences exist between these approaches. First, in the jump dif- 
fusion version of the Merton model, bankruptcy could arise from either large enough 
jumps in the asset prices or large enough diffusive change in price. However, in the 
JDRSANI model the only movement which could potentially result in bankruptcy 
arises from jumps. This is due to the geometric nature of the model which prevents 
bankruptcy in the pure diffusion case. Second, in the 'IMerton model, the solvency 
constraint is exogenous to the control problem: it has to be imposed through the 
introduction of a stopping time. On the other hand, in the JDRSANI model the 
constraint is endogenous to the control problem: it arises naturally from the change 
in measure. 
The effect of condition (4.9) on the control problem is to impose a set of holding 
constraints on the portfolio. Turning this observation to our advantage, we deduce 
that in a risk sensitive setting, a large class of investment problems with holding 
constraints can be modelled simply by introducing jumps corresponding with the 
constraints. 
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For example, consider an investment problems with holding constraints of the 
form 
hInin < hi < hnax 
I-i 
with It min <0< It" for i=1, m. This set of constraints can be approximated ii 
by introducing a number of mutually exclusive jump scenarios set such that for given 
Zill Zi2l '= 11 m 
-yi (zi 
1 
Inin ht 
-Yk. (zi, 0k j4 i 
-yi(ziý) 
Tax h, 
-yi, (zi, ) 0k 
if It! "', hT' :ý0. However, we note that to complete our approximation we also need 
to set the probability of these fictitious scenarios to be arbitrarily small, so as not to 
have too much impact on the selection of the optimal investment strategy. 
Similarly, a holding constraint of the type 
h min >0 i- 
can be approximated up to some arbitrarily small error term q by a jump scenario zi 
1 
-yi (zi) 
=- 
hi il + ei 
, yký (zi) =0 
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Here, again, to complete our approximation we need to set the probability of these 
fictitious scenarios to be arbitrarily small. 
However, this approach has a limitation as jumps cannot be used to enforce con- 
straints of the type 
min < hi <h max i-i 
with hi"' >0 or hi"' < 0. Indeed, since the policy h=0, i. e. invest all of the zI 
wealth in the money market, it cannot result in bankruptcy and therefore is always 
an acceptable strategy. 
4.2.5 The HJB Equation 
In this section we derive the risk-sensitive Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial integro 
differential equation (RS HJB PIDE) associated with the optimal control problem 
under consideration. Since we do not anticipate that a classical solution generally 
exists, we will not attempt to derive a verification theorem. Instead, in the next 
chapter, we will show that the value function 4) is a solution of the RS HJB PIDE 
in the viscosity sense. In fact, we will show that the value function is the unique 
continuous viscosity solution of the RS HJB PIDE. This result will in turn justify the 
association of the RS HJB PIDE with the control problem and replace the verification 
theorem we would derive if a classical solution existed. 
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Proposition 4.6. Let (D be the value function for the auxiliary criterion function 
I(v, x; h; t, T) defined in (4.14). Then (D is defined as 
(b (t, x) = sup I(V, x; li; t, T) hEA(T) 
Moreover, if (1) G Cl, ' QO, Tj x R'), then 4) satisfies the RS HJB PIDE 
a(D h(D(t, X(t)) =0 + sup Lt (4.15) 5t 
hEJ 
where A(T) was defined above as the set of investment strategies hEH on [0, Tj such 
that relation (4.12) holds, J is defined in (4.10), and 
hq)(t, X) =b+ Bx - OAE'h(s) + 
[(l + h-y(z»-o - lz(z)] v(dz»'Db Lt lz e (Z) 
tr (AAD 2(1» _0 (D(D)'AAD(D 22 
+ 
Iz ý-0- 
1) - e'(z)D(D 
1v 
(dz) -g (x, h; 0) 
(4.16) 
and subject to terminal condition (P (T, x) = Inv. 
Proof. Outline - This derivation can be decomposed in five steps. First, we define 
(P as an exponential transformation of (D. In the next three steps, we derive the 
dynamics of the log transformed problem and prove that it is > 0, <0 and thus, 
equal to 0. Finally, reversing our exponential transformation, we conclude on the RS 
HJB PIDE associated with the original control problem. 
0 
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Step 1: Exponential Transformation 
Define Q := [0, T] x Rn and denote by l(v, x, h; t, T) the cost function defined as 
t 
l(v, x, h; t, T) :=Eh, 
O 
[eXp ý0 IT 
9 ('5, X, h(s); O)ds -0 In t, x t 
Výl 
then the value function (ý(t, x) defined as 
4)(t, x) := inf I(v, x; h; t, T) 
. 4(T) 
can be expressed directly as a function of 4): 
ýb(t, x) = inf I(v, x; h; t, T) A(T) 
= inf expl-OI(v, x; h; t, T)l A(T) 
exp -0 sup I(v, x; h; t, T) 
hEA(T) 
= exp J-04)(t, x)} (4.17) 
Step 2: First Inequality 
Let (t, x) E Q. Fix hEJ and consider a constant control h=h. We note that 
h C= k, where IC is defined in (4.11). Moreover, substituting the control in the defi- 
nition of the Radon-Nikodym derivative Xt given in equation (4.8), we see that Xt is 
indeed a an exponential martingale. As a result, the condition (4.12) is satisfied: the 
measure R' is well-defined and h is therefore an admissible control. h 
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For J>0, define the stopping time 
-r5 := inf fs>t: (s - t, X, - x) « [0,5) x aOl 
for a given constant a>0 and where 9,, is the unit ball in R'. 
lim, 5_0 -F, 5 =0 and, as noted by Touzi [43), T, 5 =6 for 5< 
S(w) sufficiently small. 
By the Dynamic Programming Principle for jump-diffusion processes, (see for 
example Lemma 1.5 and Section 4 in IshikaNva [32] for a statement of this result and 
a meticulous proof in the context of L6vy processes) 
Tj 
t 
Et, ex+j y(s, X,, h,; O)ds jI)(-rjlxl,, ) 
h, O [. i where Et, x represents the expectation under the measure 
IP' given initial data (t, x). h 
Thus, 
E h, 0 exp 0 g(s, X, h,; 0)ds (b(-r, X, *)] - 
4)(t, X) t, x 
1 
lt 
Define Z(t) =0 ftT' g(s, X, hý,; O)ds, then 
d (ezs) = Og(s, X,, k; O)eza 
Also, by R6, for sE [t, -r6j, 
d+ L4) ds+Dd)'Adli, 'O+j -) +ý (z)) - 4ý) (4, X (8-)) 
1 Arp (dt, dz) 1) (t, X (s 
7 z 
fd 
TS 
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where L is the generator of the state process X(t) defined as: 
r, ý(t, x) := 
(b+Bx-OAE'h(s)+ lz 
e(z) [(l + h'-y(z»-o - iz(z)] v(dz»'D4) 
AA'D +itr (f 4) (x +e (z» - (b (x) - e'(z) D 
iI) 1v (dz) ds 
By the R6 product rule, and since dZ, * 4)s 0, we get 
d (d), ezs) = $, d (ez-) + ezsd(ý, 
and hence for s C: [t, -Tä] 
j)(s, x, )ez. = ý(t, X)Czý+O 
it se (u, Xj g (u, X, h; 0) ezu du 
t 
Is (9'ý (u, Xu) + f-iI)(u, Xu)ezu du + Dd)'Adii, ü 
0 
t au 
it 
ýiI)(t, X(u-) +e(z» - -ý(t, X(u-»l dÄ1p(du, dz)du 
Noting that u(t, x)ezt = u(t, x) and taking the expectation with respect to the 
initial data (t, x), we get 
h, 0 [jl)(t, X )eZ, 
] 
Et, 
x s 
h, 0 
= jl)(t, x)ezl+Et, x 
it 9( 
au 
(U, Xj + L. ý(u, xu) + 0, ý(s, X'Wu, X., li.; 0) 
) 
ezu du] 
In particular, for s= -Tj, 
h, O Zt 0 :! ý Et,. 
[(ý (Tj, X, 6) P-Z-6 
]- d-) (t, x) e 
h, O ad. - Et, x (u, X,, )+Ljl)(u, X,, )+O(ý(u, Xu)g(u, X,,, Ii,,; O) ezudu 
t au 
I 
ill 
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and thus 
0 :5 -1 
(Eh'o [(b (7-, 5, X) ez'r6 
]- 
ýb (t, x) czý 
) 
t, x 
- t, x 
76 (, gý 
(u, Xu) + £, ý(u, Xu) + oj)(u, Xý)g(u, X, h; 0) ez-du au 
As 6 -ý 0,7-6 -ý t 
1 h, 0 s(0, ý (U, u, X, h.; 0) ezu du 6 
(Et, 
x 
lt 
au 
xU +Lil)(U, XU)+0, ý(u, Xu)g( 
1) 
D(P 
(U, Xu) + £ajj)(u, Xu) + Oad)(u, Xu)_q(u, X, hu; 0) 
au 
a. s. by the Mean Value Theorem, since the random variable 
X, ) + £jl)(u, X, ) + 0iD(u, Xu)g(u, X. , h; 0» ezudu 5t au 
is bounded for sufficiently small J. 
Hence, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem, Nve have 
a IID (t, xt) + L(ý(t, xt) + o(ý(t, xt)g(t, xt, ht; o) ý! o at 
Step 3: Second Inequality 
This step in the proof is a slight adaptation of the proof for classical control 
problems in Tbuzi [43]. Let (to, xo) E Q. We intend to prove that 
(to, xo) + inf 
rh jp (t 0, Xo) + 0, ýg(to, xo, h; 0) <0 Dt hEU 
f1 
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by contradiction. Thus, assume that 
(to, xo) + inf 'C 
h, ý (to 
) XO) + O(Dg(tO, Xo' /1; 0) >0 (4.18) at hEH 
II 
For -; >0 define W as 
W(t, X) :=(, )(t, X) _ ý; _ 
IX 
_ Xo12 
Thus, 
V (t, x) :5 4) (t, x) V(t, x) c 
(4) - W) (to, X") =0 
(DiD 
- Dýo) (to, xo) =0 
ad) 
- 
aýp (to, xo) =0 at at 
) 
(D 2 jl) 
-D2 ýP) 
(to, XO) = 'Jn 
where 1,, denote the n-dimensional identity matrix. 
Our assumption implies that, for small enough,; > 0, 
aýp 
(to, xo) + inf (L" (p (to, xo) + OWg (to, xo, h; 0) 1>0 (4.19) 
at he? i 
Let Ar6 be an open neighbourhood of (to, xo) defined for 5>0 as 
Arb :=I (t, x) : (t - to, x- xo) E (- J, J) x and (4.19) holds 1 (4.20) 
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For p>0, consider the set JP of p-optimal controls hP satisfying 
I(to, xo, hP) < 4) (to, xo) +p (4.21) 
Also, let c>0, c<p be such that 
min min IX _ X012 > 2ce-60A16 >0 (4.22) Q\Arj 2 Q\jv6 
where M6 is defined as 
Ah: = max (-g(x, h; O), O) XEE), hc-JP 
for 
D. = Ix: (X - xo) c (6 + 
and 
max jjý(z) I 
ZEZ 
Note that (< oo by boundedness of ý(z) and thus A1,5 < oo. 
Consider the c-optimal control It' and denote by X' the controlled process defined 
by the control process h" and introduce the stopping time 
inf s> to : (S, -; 
ý, (s» e Mä 1 
Note that since ive assumed that -00 
< ýimin ,ýý, :: ý-ýjmax < oo fori = 1,..., n and 
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since v is assumed to be finite then X'(-F) is also finite and in particular, 
X'(-r)) > 2ce-JOA', 5 (4.23) 
Let Z(t) =0 ft"g(u, fQ, hu; O)du. By (4.23), 
T 
Z(7-) 
x) ez('O) >d 
(W (u, ý'(u)) ez- + 2c 
to 
i. e. 
E Z(T) 
- 4)(tO, XO) :! ý 
Id (V(u,, k'(u))ezu) 
- 2e 
f'o 
Taking expectation with respect to the initial data (to) -To) 7 
Eltý,; O 
f' 
k'(u))e'. )l (V(U, (to, xo) 2c 
Note that by the Itb product rule, 
(ýo (u, ý` (u)) ezu 
) 
= ýod (ezu) + ezudýo 
- 
aýO 
(t, X) + £hV(t, X) + Og(t, x, h; 0) at 
Also note that by definition, 
aýO 
(U 
, 
; ý") + Lhl ýo (-r, X, ) + Oýog(u, ýu, h'; 0) at 
L'p 
(u, Xj + inf f £h ýp (u, X. ) + O(pg (u , 
ý, h; 0) 1 
c9t he71 
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on [to, -F]. 
Therefore, 
T 
h, O ýc (T)) 
-Z(T) q) (to, xo) :! ý EtO, xO 
d (W(uj'(u))ezu)]'- 2E 
-2c +Eh, 
O [exp 0 
it 
-26 + 
! (to, xo, W) 
d) (to, xo) - 'E 
(X, h'(u); 0) du 
ý 
'ý (T, ; ý'(-F»] 
where the third inequality follows from the Dynamic Programming Principle and the 
last inequality follows from the definition of c-optimal controls in (5.20). 
The contradiction is proved. 
Step 4: RS HJB PIDE for the Exponentially Transformed Problem 
Applying directly the results of steps 2 and 3 yields the RS HJB PIDE associated 
with the exponentially transformed problem, namely, 
a4) 
(t, x) + inf b+ Bx - OAE'h(s) + e(z) 
[(l + h-y(z»-o - lz(z)] v(dz) D (1) at hEJ 7 
+1 tr AA'D 2 
jl) (t, X) x+ý (z» - 
4) (t, x) - E'(z) D 
j) (t, x) 
1v (dz) 
+Og (x, h; 0), ý(t, x) 
1 
= 
subject to terminal condition (ý(T, x) = v-'. 
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Step 5: Conclusion - RS HJB PIDE For the JDRSAM 
We can now reverse our exponential transformation by taking the logarithm of 
both sides of (4.17) and multiplying both sides by --I in order to get back to our 0 
original control problem: 
X) 
1 
Ind) (t, x) sup 0 hEA(T) 
Define q) (t, x) In 4) (t, 
at 
D(ý 
t. 
h, O 
ýOfg(X 
InIO, T(h) = sup -! lnE exp S, h(s); O)ds 0 hEA(T) 0t 
then (ý(t, x) = e-ON', ') and 
a4) - 0 
at 
-OD4) 
D 2(ý = -OD 
2q) 
. 
4) + 02 (Dq))D 4) - 4) 
Substituting into the RS HJB PIDE for Io, T(h), 
-0 Tt 11D 
inf -0 b+ BX, - OAEh(s) + ý(z) 
[(I + h'-y(z))-o - lz,, (z)] v(dz)) D4) (1) hEJ 
ý lz 
02 
4) 
02 
2 tr 
(AAD +2 (D(D)'AA'D4) 
-01)(', x(')) + 0ý'(z)D(b v(dz) 
z 
+Og(X7h; 0) 
= 
dividing by -0(ý and rearranging, we finally obtain the RS HJB PIDE governing 
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the dynamics of the value function (P(t, x) for the criterion JO, T(V, x; h, v): 
a(D 
+ sup L'(D (t, X (t)) =0 (4.24) at hEJ t 
where 
Lth4)(t, x) = 
(b 
+ Bx - OAE'h(s) + t 
fz 
ý(z) [(I + h'-y(z))-o - lz,, (z)] v(dz))'D4D 
+1 tr (AA'D 2, CD) _0 (D4))AA'D(D 22 
+ (, -0(4*, x+ý(z))-4*, x)) - 1) - ý'(z)D4) v(dz) - g(x, h(4. )-95) 
fz 
0 
and subject to terminal condition 4)(T, x) = Inv. 
El 
In the remainder of this chapter, we will use the RS HJB PIDE to prove the 
existence of a unique optimal control policy. But until we have proved (in the next 
chapter) that the value function is the solution in some sense of the RS HJB PIDE, 
we must keep in mind that the relation between the control problem and the RS HJB 
PIDE is mathematically tenuous. 
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4.3 Solving the Control Problem 
4.3.1 Developing the Supremurn 
Start by considering the supremum: 
sup Lh4) t h r= J 
sup b+Bx+ ý(z) 
[(l + h-y(z))-o - lz. (z)] v(dz))'D(D - Oh'EA'DI) hEJ 
ý( lz 
+I tr AAD (D -0 (D(D)AA'D(D 22 
+f-1, 
zý0 
(t, x)) - 1) - ý'(z)D(D v(dz)ds 
-1 (0 + 1) h'EE'h + ao + A, x + h'(a + 
Ax) 
2 
[(l + h-y(z))-o - 1] + It-y(z) lzo (z) v(dz) 0 
(b + Bx)'D4) +1 tr (AA'D 2 (p) _0 (D4))'AA'D4) + ao + Aox 22 
+1 
ý-! (, -O('l'(t, x+ý(z))-4(t, x)) - 1) - ý'(z)Dcblz,, (z) v(dz) 7,0 
1 
+ sup 
1 (0 + 1) h'EE'h - Oh'EA'D4) + h'(& + Ax) hEJ 
ý_2 
-if (4.26) 
7, 
f (I - 0ý'(z)Dfl 
[(I + h'-y(z))-o - 1] + Oh'-y(z)lz. (z)l v(dz)ý 0z 
4.3.2 Solving the Control Problem 
First observe that the term 
-1 (0 + 1) hEE'h - Oli'EA'D(I) + Ii'(ä + Ax) - h'-y(z)lz(z)v(dz) 
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is strictly concave in h Vz EZa. s. dv since 0>0 and by Assumption 2.2. Under 
Assumption 4.2, the nonlinear jump-related term 
OZ'(z) D (D) 
[ (1 + li-y (z» -1]1v (dz) 
simplifies to 
0 
[(l + 11'-y(z» - l] 
1 
v(dz) 
which is also concave in h Vz EZa. s. dv. 
Therefore, the supremurn is reached for a unique optimal control It*, which is an 
interior point of the set J defined in equation (4.10), and the supremum, evaluated 
at h*, is finite. 
4.3.3 Discussion of the Jump-Related Term 
For the purpose of this short section, we will assume that v is a finite measure. This 
assumption will help us simplify the notation and lift some technicalities so as not 
detract from the broader discussion. 
The Concavity Condition 
Going back to the supremum in (4.26), we will now discuss the nonlinear jump-related 
term 
0 zj(1-0ý'(z)D(l))[(I+h'-y(z)) 
-1]lv(dz) (4.27) -0 
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Taking a Taylor expansion of the expression (4.27) around h=0, we obtain 
ý(l 
- 0ý'(z)Dfl 
[(I + h'-y(z))-o - 111 v(dz) 0z 
1 
(1 - 0ý'(z)Dfl h'-y(z) - 
0+1 
(1 - 0ý'(z)Dfl (h'7(z) )2 
ý2 
z 
+ 
(0+1)(0+2) 
(1 - <(z)D(D) (h7(z) )3 + v(dz) 3! 
For the control problem to have a unique finite solution, we note that the supre- 
mum must satisfy the condition 
Condition 4.7. 
06'(z)D4)) [(l + h'-y(z))-o - 1] 
1 
v(dz) (4.28) 0z 
is concave in h. 
In fact, since 
[(l + h'-y(z))-o - 1] is convex in h Vz EZa. s. dv, then the concav- 
ity of (4.28) depends indirectly on the sign of (I - 0ý'(z)Dfl. 
However, this dependence is only indirect and should be viewed in the context 
of an integration whose effect is to sum up the terms (1 - 0ý'(z)Dfl for all the val- 
ues of zGZ weighted by the factor 
[(I + h-y(z))-o - 1]. As a result, in instances 
where Condition 4.7 is satisfied, (I - 0ý'(z)D(D) can still be negative for some values 
of ZcZ. 
At first sight, there does not seem to exist a clear economic interpretation or a 
simpler criterion to encapsulate this condition. In fact, one cannot check ex-ante 
that this condition is satisfied. However, we conjecture that the family of investment 
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policies satisfying this condition is large. Indeed, we can see heuristically that since 
the value function (D and the reward function In V(t) share the same scaling, then, 
for "reasonable" (i. e. o(10-1) to o(l)) jump intensities, ý'(z)D(D should have a scale 
comparable to that of d In V(t). The general interpretation of the d In V(t) term is as 
a percentage change, i. e. as a quantity of 0(10-2) or o(10-'). Hence, for reasonable 
jump intensities and 0 "not too large" (to give a rough yet conservative order of mag- 
nitude, say, 0< 5), we can expect the term I- 0ý'(z)D(P to be positive for z (-= Z a. s 
dv, and the Condition (4.28) to be satisfied. 
For somewhat larger theta (say, 5<0< 10), satisfaction of the condition is 
still generally expected, although it is more difficult to see since it involves both 
the effect of the integral and of the "weight" term 
[(1 + h'-Y(z))-o - 1]. Finally, as 
0 gets larger and larger, the set of policies satisfying the concavity condition may 
decrease markedly but even then, there might still exist sets of policies which satisfy 
Condition (4.28). 
Proposed Interpretation of The Nonlinear Jump-Related Term 
The nonlinear jump-related term (4.27) can be expanded into the sum 
-IfI 
[(I + h'-y(z))-o - 111 v(dz) 0 
+f ýý'(z)D4) [(I + h-y(z))-o - 1] 
1 
v(dz) 
The first term, 
I [(I + v(dz) 0 
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can be interpreted as the risk-sensitive change in the controlled reward function (the 
investor's log wealth) due to an expected number of jumps in asset prices. An insight 
into this interpretation can be gained by performing a Taylor expansion of this term 
around h=0: 
-0 
0 
(1 + h'-y(z» - 11 v(dz) 
h'-y (z) - 
(o+1) 
(h'-y(z) )2 + 
(0 + 1)(0 + 2) (h'-y(z»3 +... v(dz) 
lz ý 
3! 
1 
In particular, taking the limit as 0 --+ 0+, we see that 
lim 
0_o+ 0 
(1 + h' v(dz) 
h'-y(z) -1 (h'-y(z) )2 +1 (h'-y(z) )3 + v(dz) 23 
In(1 + h'-y(z»v(dz) 
which is the instantaneous change in the investor's log wealth due to an expected 
number of jumps (as evidenced by the definition of V(t)). 
The second term, 
I Jý'(z)D4) [(I + h'-y(z))-o - 1] 
1 
v(dz) 
z 
can be interpreted, roughly speaking, as the difference between the change in the 
value function due to jumps in the factors under the IROh and under the P measure. 
Indeed, since 
1. DI) is the change in the value function given a small change in the components of 
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the state vector X(t); 
2. ý(z) is the jump intensity vector for the state variable, given zEZ, and; 
3. as a result of the change of measure and of the definition of the compensated 
Poisson measure under the measure JPOK as 
fýp'(ds, dz) Np (ds, dz) - -y(z))-Ol v(dz)ds 
Jo, 
7 
10, Jz 
the term 
Jot Jz 1 (1 + h-y (z)) -0ýv (dz) ds 
represents the expected number of jumps on the time interval [0, t] under the 
measure Poh' 
then the expression fz ý'(z)D(D (1 + h'-y(z))-o v(dz) can be viewed as the approximate 
change in the value function, under the measure IPO, due to an expected number of h 
jumps in the state variable X(t). This term is then compared with the approximate 
change in the value function, under the measure P, due to an expected number of 
jumps in the state variable X(t), which is given by fz ý'(z)D4)v(dz). 
To conclude, the concavity condition can be interpreted as a constraint on the 
change of measure, and thus on the definition of an acceptable strategy. A conse- 
quence of the change of measure is the transfer of a part of the jump-related drift from 
the wealth process to the state process. While this jump risk was controllable via 
the asset allocation when it was in the wealth process, it is no longer as controllable 
when incorporated in the state process. From an economics perspective, a natural 
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constraint would therefore be to curb the quantity of risk which can be transferred 
from the wealth process to the state process, and to link this curb to the risk-sensitive 
parameter 0. It appears that it is precisely what the concavity constraint is achiev- 
ing, although it is still unclear why this constraint is not symmetric and tolerate large 
negative jumps but no large positive jumps. 
Conclusion: the Role of Assumption 4.2 
While Assumption 4.2 proves sufficient for the concavity condition to be satisfied, as 
we will see now, it is in fact not necessary. However, from a mathematical perspec- 
tive, what Assumption 4.2 provides us with is a clear structural condition that we 
can impose on our model ex-ante and ensures the existence of a unique solution. 
From a numerical analysis perspective, our investigation into the properties of 
the nonlinear jump-related term suggests that ive might be able to relax Assump- 
tion 4.2 and simply check at each node on the approximating grid that the concavity 
condition 4.7 is indeed satisfied. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we have extended the classical risk-sensitive asset management set- 
ting to include the possibility of jumps in asset prices and in the level of the valuation 
factors. We have used the broad class of random Poisson measures as a model for the 
jumps since it enables us to consider a wide range of specifications. 
Under Assumption 4.2, we have shown that a unique optimal control policy exists 
and the value function, evaluated at this point, is finite. We noted that Assump- 
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tion 4.2 is sufficient to satisfy the more general, but also more complex, concavity 
condition 4.7. Although Assumption 4.2 is not a necessary condition, it provides us 
with is a clear structural condition that we can impose on our model ex-ante and 
which enures the existence of a unique solution. 
We have also remarked that one of the specificities of jump diffusion risk sensitive 
control is that it disallows any investment policy which may result in the investor's 
bankruptcy, contrary to the INIerton type of approach in which bankruptcy can and 
does occur. This unique feature can be turned to our advantage and used to model 
a large class of problems with holding constraints directly, via the introduction of 
fictitious, low probability, jumps in security prices. 
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In the jump diffusion setting introduced in the previous chapter, neither an ana- 
lytical nor a classical C1,2 solutions may generally exist. As a result, to give a sense 
to the relation between the value function and the risk sensitive Hamilton-Jacobi- 
Bellman Partial Integro Differential Equation (RS HJB PIDE), we will consider a 
class of weak solutions called viscosity solutions, which have gained a widespread ac- 
ceptance in control theory in recent years (see for example the classical review article 
by Crandall, Ishii and Lions [19] for an overview of viscosity solutions and the book 
by Fleming and Soner [29] for a detailed view of their application to control problems). 
In this Chapter, we will develop a viscosity solution approach to address a general 
class of risk sensitive control problems which includes the jump diffusion risk sensitive 
asset management model as a subcase. The main results are a comparison theorem 
and the proof that the value function of the control problem under consideration is 
the unique continuous viscosity solution of the associated RS HJB PIDE. 
The chapter is organized as follows. Section I introduces the idea of viscosity 
solution and contains a brief overview of the literature. In Section 2, we present a 
more general class of problems which includes the jump diffusion risk sensitive asset 
management model as a subcase. In Section 3, we investigate the properties of the 
value function, and we prove that the value function can be characterized as a viscosity 
solution of the associated RS HJB PIDE in Section 4. In Section 5, we present the 
main result of this chapter: a comparison theorem. In Section 6 we show that the 
value function of the control problem is the unique continuous viscosity solution of 
the associated RS HJB PIDE. Finally, in Section 7, we apply these results to finish 
solving the jump diffusion risk sensitive asset management problem. 
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5.1 Introduction 
In recent years, viscosity solutions have gained a widespread acceptance as an effec- 
tive technique to obtain a weak sense solution for HJB PDEs when no classical (i. e 
C1,2) solution can be shown to exist, which is the case for many stochastic control 
problems. Viscosity solutions also have a very practical interest. Indeed, once a solu- 
tion has been interpreted in the viscosity sense and the uniqueness of this solution has 
been proved via a comparison result, the fundamental 'stability' result of Barles and 
Souganidis [9] opens the way to a numerical resolution of the problem through a wide 
range of schemes. Readers interested in an overview of viscosity solutions should 
refer to the classic article by Crandall, Ishii and Lions [19], the books by Fleming 
and Soner [29] and Oksendal and Sulem [36), as well as the notes by Barles [6] and 
Touzi [43]. 
While the use of viscosity solutions to solve classical diffusion-type stochastic con- 
trol problems has been extensively studied and surveyed (see Fleming and Soner [29] 
and Touzi [43]), the introduction of a jump-related measure makes the jump-diffusion 
framework more complex as we must contend with a PIDE as opposed to an elliptical 
PDE. As a result, so far no general theory has been developed to solve jump-diffusion 
problems. Instead, the assumptions made to derive a comparison result are closely 
related to what the specific problem allows. Broadly speaking, the literature can be 
split along two lines of analysis, depending on whether the measure associated with 
the jumps is assumed to be finite. 
In the case when the jump measure is finite, Alvarez and Tourin [1] considered a 
fairly general setting in which the jump term does not need to be linear in the function 
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u which solves the PIDE. In this setting, Alvarez and Tourin developed a comparison 
theorem that they apply to a stochastic differential utility problem. Amadori [3] ex- 
tended Alvarez and Tourin's analysis to price European options. Barles, Buckdahn 
and Pardoux [7] studied the viscosity solution of integro-differential equations asso- 
ciated with backward SDEs (BSDEs). 
Traditionally, the study of singular measures has focused on the L6vY measure. 
Pham [41] derived a comparison result for the variational inequality associated with 
an optimal stopping problem. Jakobsen and Karlsen [34] analyzed in detail the im- 
pact of the L6vy measure's singularity and propose a maximum principle. Amadori, 
Karlsen and La Chioma [4] focused on geometric L6vy processes and the partial in- 
tegro differential equations they generate before applying their results to BSDEs and 
to the pricing of European and American derivatives. 
Recently, Barles and Imbert [81 have revisited the theory of viscosity solution fo- 
cusing on PIDEs and more specifically, on the nonlocal operator associated with a 
measure. Notably, Barles and Imbert proposed a new definition of viscosity solutions 
combining test functions and semijets, proved a Jensen-Ishii Lemma for elliptical 
and parabolic second-order PIDEs and gave a number of applications, including the 
derivation of a comparison theorem. The nonlocal operators Barles and Imbert con- 
sidered in their examples and applications are of the form 
l[u(t, x)] :=1f u(t, x+ Z(z» - u(t, x) - e'(z)Dul v(dz) 
which is linear in the argument u. 
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Linearity is a main obstacle for us. Indeed, the jump term arising in the derivation 
of the risk--sensitive HJB PIDE and defined below in equation (5.7) by 
7 
_TRS 
[U(t, x)] -- (e-O(u(t, x+Z(z»-1z(t, x» - 1) - e'(z)Du v(dz) 0 
is nonlinear in its argument u. The results of Barles and Imbert are therefore not 
directly applicable to the risk-sensitive control problem. We will instead construct a 
line of argument consistent with Alvarez and Tourin [1]- 
As far as our jump diffusion risk-sensitive control problem is concerned, we will 
present a treatment which does not restrict the compensator v. At some point, we 
will however need v to be finite. This assumption will only be made for a purely 
technical reason arising in the proof of the comparison result (Section 5). Since the 
rest of the story is still valid if v is not finite, and in accordance with our goal of 
keeping the discussion as broad as possible, we will write the rest of the chapter in 
the spirit of a general compensator v. 
5.2 A Slightly More General Class of Problems 
We will now extend the scope of our investigation beyond the confines of the asset 
only jump diffusion risk sensitive asset management problem formulated in the previ- 
ous chapter by considering a more general risk-sensitive control problem. Indeed, our 
concern is to derive a comparison theorem able to accommodate a wider class of prob- 
lems including benchmarked asset management and asset and liability management 
(which will both be addressed in the next chapter). 
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5.2.1 Setting 
Introduce a reference probability system v=(! Q, 1, Ftl, P, IVI Np, h(t)), where 
(i). (Q,. FT, P) is a probability space; 
(ii). jTtj is an increasing family of a-algebras; 
(iii). IT' is a -Ft-adapted 
(n + m)-dimensional Brownian motion; 
(iv). Np is a Ft-adapted Poisson random measure induced by the Ft-adapted point 
process p; 
(v). h(t) is an admissible control in the sense of Definition 5.1. 
Definition 5.1. A control process h(t) is admissible with respect to the reference 
probability system v if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. h(t) is progressively measurable with respect to IB([O, t]) (S) -97t}tý, O; 
2. P (fOT 1h (s) 12 ds < +oo) = 1, VT > 0; 
3. h(t, W) EJC R' for a given compact set J, Vt G [0, T], Vw EQa. s. 
4. h(t)-y(z) > -1, Vt > 0, zCZ, a. s. dv. 
Remark 5.2. if J were not a compact set, an additional requirement would need to 
be satisfied for h(t) to be admissible, namely: 
T 
E 
[10 
lh(t) Ik dt] < 00, k=1,2 
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State Process Dynamics 
Assume the dynamics of the state process X(t), under a measure P, is given by the 
SDE: 
dX(t) = f(t, X(t-), h(t))ds+A(t)dii, 't 
+I ý (z) Jýp (dt, dz), 
7 
X (0) = 
with X (t) E R', tE [0, T] and where f defined on R+ x Rn x IC is continuous in all 
its arguments and satisfies the linear growth condition 
If (t, x, h) 1 :5 Of (I + Itl + jxI) 
V(t, x) E [to, T) x R", for some constant Cf >0 and where f and A defined on R+ 
satisfy the Lipschitz condition 
If (t, x, h) -f (s, y, h)l + IA(t, x, h) - A(s, y, h)I :! ý C [It - sl + Ix - yl] 
(5.2) 
for some constant C>0. 
The sets Z and ZO, the Poisson point process Alp(dt, dz), the compensator v(dz) 
and the compensated process process Rp(dt, dz) are as in Chapter 4. We also assume 
that 
(i). ýj(z) is bounded. 'More specifically, -00 < ýi-in : ý; ý, (Z) :! ý ýp- < 00 VZ EZ 
a. s. d(v). 
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(ii). the vector-valued function ý(z) satisfies: 
izo 
I ý(Z) 12 v(dz) < oo (5.3) 
(see for example Definition 11.4.1 in Ikeda and Watanabe [31] where Fp and 
F 2,10c are respectively given in equations 11(3.2) and 11(3.5)) P 
Remark 5.3. For the uniqueness result derived in Section 5 to hold, we will assume 
that the measure v is finite. In that case assumption (5.3) above would be autornat- 
ically satisfied. 
5.2.2 The Optimal Control Problem 
Consider the criterion function 
1 
I(x; h; t, T) ln Et 
[exp ý0 IT 
g('S, X, h (s» ds + OgT (XT; T) (5.4) 
where g: R' --+ R is the running cost and 9T : R' ---ý R is the terminal cost. Xforeover, 
we assume that 
(i). g is Lipschitz continuous in x and t and continuous in h; 
(ii)- 9T is continuous on 
This criterion function is well defined on the reference probability system 
(Q, J. Ft I, P, 117, Np, h(t)) 
Let V be the set of reference probability systems. 
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Let 4) be the value function for the auxiliary criterion function I(v, x; h; t, T), 
defined as 
(P (t, x) = sup I (x; h; t, T), (t, x) C [0, T] xR 
VEV 
Tbuzi (see p. 8 of [43]) pointed out that, contrary to the criterion function I(x; h; t, T), 
the value function 4) does not depend on past information and is therefore Markovian. 
The RS HJB PIDE associated with the value function 4) of the control problem 
is: 
N) h + sup Lt 
l9t hEJ 
(5.5) 
subject to terminal condition 
where 
(P (T, x) = -gT (x; T) (5.6) 
L hp =f (t, x, h)'D(D +1 tr (AA'(t)D2, iD) -0 (D(D)'AA(t)D, 1) t2 
+-1 v(dz)-g(t, x, h) 
Iz ý0 
Denote by F(t, x, p, A) the functional 
(5.7) 
F(t, x, p, A) sup f (t, x, li)'p +1 tr (AA'(t)A) -0 pAA (t)p -g (t, x, It) 
hEJ 221 
(5.8) 
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and by _ERS[U(t, X)] the nonlocal operator 
1"[U(t, x)] 0 e'(z)Du 
1 
v(dz) (5.9) 
Finally, fix It GJ and denote by Lh the integro-clifferential generator of the state 
variable X: 
£h W=f (t, x, h)Dýo +1 tr (AA'(t)D 
2V) 
2 
+ lw(x + Z(z» - v(x) - Z'(z)DW} v(dz) 
In this setting, we remark that 4) (t, x) is locally bounded on [0, Tj x R' since g is 
itself locally bounded on [0, T] x R' x J. 
5.2.3 The Exponentially Transformed Control Problem 
To prove our viscosity-related results, we will find it easier to construct an argument 
based on the exponentially transformed value function 4)(t, x) := e-O"'(', ') which sat- 
isfies the RS HJB PIDE: 
_a(D- inf f (t, x, h)'Db +1 tr AA'(t)D 
2, ý 
at hEli 
x+ e(z» -, 
ý(t, x) - e'(z)Dibl v(dz) +1 
+Og(t, x, h)iD 
1 
= 
subject to terminal condition 
(D (T, x) =e 
OYT(x; T) (5.12) 
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The objective of this transformation, which is equivalent to the more general 
method proposed by Duffie and Lions [23], is to suppress the quadratic growth term 
(D4))'AA'D4) by trading it off against a new linear term: Og(D, thus transforming the 
quasi-linear PDE (5.5) into the semi-linear PDE (5.11). 
By analogy with our original control Problem, we denote by P(t, x, r, p,. AI) the 
functional 
F(t, x, r, pll) := -inf f(t, x, h)p+-tr(AA(t)AI)+Og(t, x, h)r heJ 
f21 
=+ sup f (t, x, h)p -1 tr (AA'(t). AI) - Og (t, x, h) r heJ 
ý- 
(5.13) 
Remark 5.4. In the pure diffusion case studied up to Chapter 3,4) has the quadratic 
form 4ý(t, x) = ! xQ(t)x + q(t)x + k(t) where Q(t) > 0. Hence, in this case, the 2 
value function for the exponentially transformed problem 4) has functional form 
(D(t, X) = 
Ax'Q(t)x-Oq(t)x-Ok(t) n 2 
.ý is therefore bounded V(t, x) E 
[0, T] xR and 
1iMjXj-""d)(t' X) = 0. 
5.2.4 Definitions 
Before proceeding further, we will introduce the following definition: 
Definition 5.5. The upper semicontinuous envelope u*(x) of a function u at x is 
defined as 
U*(x) = lim sup U(Y) 
Y-X 
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and the lower semicontinuous envelope u,, (x) of u(x) is defined as 
u. (x) = lim inf u 
Y-X 
Note in particular the fundamental inequality between a function and its upper 
and lower semicontinuous envelopes: 
U. <u< U* 
Definition 5.6 (Parabolic Semijets). Let uE USC([O, T] x Rn) and (t, x) G [0, Tj x 
R'. We define: 
9 the Parabolic superjet -p2, +U(t, x) as 
p2, +U(t, X) := j(p, q, A)eRxRxS: 
U(S, y) :: ý U(S, x) + p(s - t) + (q, y- x) +1 Ay - x), y- x) 
+O(IS _ tj + 
ly 
_ X12 ) as (s, y) ---ý (t, x) I 
the closure of the Parabolic superjet 
: p2, +U(t, 
x) as 
2, + 
u(t, x) (p, q, A) = liM (Pk, qk, Ak) with 
(Pk, qk. G p2, +U(t, X) k-oo , 
Ak) 
and lirll (tk , Xk 3U 
(tk 
i Xj) ý 
(Xi ti U (ti X» 
k-oo 
1 
nn Let uE LSC([O, Tj xR) and (t, x) E [0, T] xR. We define: 
, p2, -U(t, -p2, -U(t, X) :=- the Parabolic subjet x) as - p2, +U(t, x), and; 
* the closure of the Parabolic subjet 
: p2, -U(t, 
x) as 
ip2, -U(t, X) = _: 
p2, +, U(t, X) 
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The purpose of the next two conditions is to ensure that the jump term is semicon- 
tinuous at any given point (t, x) E [0, T] xRn (see Lemma 1 and Conditions (6) and 
(7) in [1]). In our setting, we note that since the value function (D and the function 
x ý-4 ex are locally bounded, these two conditions are satisfied. 
Condition 5.7 (Condition on an Upper Semicontinuous Function u). Let (t, x) E 
[0, Tj x Rn and (p, q, A) E -p2, +U (t, X), there are ýp E C(Rn), ýo >1 and R>0 Such 
that for 
«S, Y) i Z) G 
(2R (t) X) n ([0, T] x R'» x Z, 
ý'(z)q v(dz) < ýp(y) 
Condition 5.8 (Condition on a Lower Semicontinuous Rinction u). Let (t, x) G 
[0, T] x R' and (p, q, A) E p2, -U(t, X), there are WG C(R'), W>I and R>0 such 
that for 
«8, (-OR(t, x) n ([o, Ti x R'» x Z, 
I-I (e-o(u(s, Y+ý(z))-u(s, y)) ý'(z)q v(dz) 
Remark 5.9. Note that the jump-related integral term 
(ý 
-I (, -O(u('q, Y+ý(z))-u(s, y)) - 1) - ý'(z)q v(dz) Jz 01 
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is well defined when (p, q, A) G -p2, ±U (t, x). First, by Taylor, 
(, -0(. (ý"Y+Z(Z»-U(S, Y» Z, (z)q v(dz) 0 
0 
= 
lz ý 
Ms, y+e (Z» - u(s, y» -2 
(U(S, y+ e(Z» _ U(S, y»2 
o2 
+_ (U(S, Y+ Z(Z» _ U(S, Y»3 + e, (Z)q v(dz) 3! 
1 
By definition of the Parabolic superjet p2, +U(t, X), for t=s, the pair (q, A) satisfies 
the inequality 
u(S, y+ z(z» - u(S, y) - e, (Z)q < 
lei(Z)Ae(Z) 
+ O(le(Z)j2) 
Similarly, by definition of the Parabolic subjet P', -u(t, x), for t=s, the pair (q, A) 
satisfies the inequality 
u(s, y+ ý(z)) - u(s, y) - ý'(z)q >1 ý'(z)Aý(z) + 0(1ý(Z)12) 2 
Thus, if u is a viscosity solution, we have 
u(s, y+ ý(z)) - u(s, y) - ý'(z)q =I ý'(z)Aý(z) + 0(1ý(Z) 12) 2 
and the jump-related integral is equal to 
(, -O(-(-, Y+ý(z))-u(s, y)) ý'(z)q v(dz) 0 
0 
(U(S' Y+ ý(Z)) _ U(, S, Y))2 +1 ý'(z)Aý(z) + 0(1ý(Z)12) + 0(02) v(dz) 
Iz ý-2 
21 
which is well-defined. 
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We now give two equivalent definitions of viscosity solutions adapted from Alvarez 
and Tourin [1]: 
ea definition based on the notion of sernijets; 
4, a definition based on the notion of test function. 
Before introducing these two definitions, we need to define parabolic semijet of upper 
semicontinuous and lower sernicontinuous functions and to add two additional condi- 
tions 
Definition 5.10 (Viscosity Solution (Semijets)). A locally bounded function uG 
USCQO, T] x Rn) satisfying Condition 5.7 is a viscosity subsolution of (5.5), if for all 
nn xER, u(T, x) :5 -9T(x), and for all (t, x) C- [0, T] xR, (p, q, A) C P', +u(t, x), we 
have 
+ F(t, x, q, A) -I-1 (e-o(u(t, -T+ý(z))-u(t, x)) - 1) - ý'(z)q v(dz) z70 
A locally bounded function uE LSC([O, T] x R') satisfying Condition 5.8 is a 
viscosity supersolution of (5.5), if for all xe Rn, u(T, x) ý: -gT(x), and for all 
(t, x) C [0, T] x Rn, (p, q, A) C p2, -U(t, X), we have 
Zý0 
+ F(t, X, q, A) - (, -0(u(t, x+Z(z»-u(t, x» - 1) - Z'(z)q v(dz) >0 
A locally bounded function -ED whose upper semicontinuous and lowersemicontin- 
uous envelopes are a viscosity subsolution and a viscosity supersolution of (5.5) is a 
viscosity solution of (5.5). 
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Definition 5.11 (Viscosity Solution (Test Functions)). A locally bounded function 
uE USCQO, Tj xR n) is a viscosity subsolution of (5.5), if for all xE Rn, u(T, x) < 
-gT(x), and for all (t, x) E [0, Tj x Rn, V) E C2 QO, Tj x Rn) such that u (t, x) =0 (t, x), 
u<0 on [0, Tj x Rn\ f(t, X)j, we have 
- 
(90 + F(t, x, DO, D 
20) 1) - ý'(z)DO v(dz) z at 7 0 
A locally bounded function vE LSC([O, T] x R') is a viscosity supersolution 
nn of (5.5), if for all xGR, v(T, x) ýý' -gT(X), and for all (t, x) G [0, T] xR, 0 
C'([O, T] x R") such that v (t, x) =0 (t, x), v>0 on [0, T] x R'\ I (t, x)}, we have 
ao 
+ F(t, x, DO, D 
20) 
_I --' - 1) - ý'(z)Do v(dz) 
z at 0 
A locally bounded function (D whose upper semicontinuous and lower sernicontin- 
uous envelopes are a viscosity subsolution and a viscosity supersolution of (5.5) is a 
viscosity solution of (5.5). 
We would have similar definition for the viscosity supersolution, subsolution and 
solution of equation (5.11). Once again, the superjet and test function formulations 
are strictly equivalent (see Alvarez and Tourin [1] and Crandall, Ishii and Lions [19)). 
Remark 5.12. Alvarez and Tourin [1] showed that Conditions 5.7 and 5.8 are key in 
guaranteeing that Definitions 5.10 and 5.11 are indeed equivalent. 
Remark 5.13. An alternative, more classical, but also more restrictive definition of 
viscosity solution is as the continuous function which is both a supersolution and a 
subsolution of (5.5) (see Definition 5.1 in Barles [6]). The line of reasoning we will 
follow will make full use of the latitude afforded by our definition and we will have to 
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wait until the comparison result is established in Section 5.5 to prove the continuity 
of the viscosity solution. 
5.3 Properties of the Value Function of the Exponentially 
Transformed Problem 
5.3.1 Growth Bounds 
The following assumption relates to the behaviour of the value function 4) of the 
exponentially transformed stochastic control problem. 
Assumption 5.14. If 
(i). g(t, x, h) is locally bounded on [0, Tj x R' xJ and is Lipschitz continuous in x; 
(ii). Lower Bound. 
(t, x) >0 Vx E Rn 
and 
(D(t, x) >0 Vx G R' 
(iii). Upper Bounds. for the 2n, constant controls P, k=1, ..., 2n, parameterizing 
the 4n functions 
ak: tE [0, T] --4R, k= 2n 
ßk :tC [0, T] -ý R', k= 2n 
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such that for i=1,..., n, 
ß2_1(t) <0 
, 
32i (t) 
k Ok (t), where 6i"(t) denotes the i-th component of the vector we have the fol- 
lowing upper bounds: 
(, )(t, 2: 
) < eýk(t)+ßk'(t)X 
for each element xi, i=1, ..., n of X. 
Nloreover, the following hold as a result of these assumptions: 
(i). Global Upper Bound. There exists a constant Qý >0 such that 
(P (t, < 
(ii). Asymptotic Behaviour. liml, l-,, 4)(t, x) =0 Vt G [0, Tj and this convergence 
is monotone in x and occurs at an exponential rate. 
Remark 5.15. As we will see later, these conditions are satisfied in the asset manage- 
ment case under some very weak conditions. 
5.3.2 Viscosity Properties 
The theory of viscosity solutions was initially developed for elliptical PDEs of the 
form 
H(t, x, u, Du, D 
2U) 
= () 
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and parabolic PDEs of the form 
a2 
+ H(t, x, u, Du, D 
2U) 
= 
at 
for what Crandall, Ishii and Lions [19] termed a "proper" functional H(t, x, r, p, A) - 
Definition 5.16. A functional H(t, x, r, p, A) is said to be proper if it satisfies the 
following two properties: 
1. (degenerate) ellipticity: 
x, r, p, A) <H (t, x, r, p, B), B<A 
and 
2. monotonicity 
H(t, x, r, p, A) :ý H(t, x, S, p, A), r<s 
In our problem, the functional H is defined as 
H(t, x, p, A) := F(t, x, p, A) 
ý, (Z)P v (dz) 
jz H 
- sup f (t, x, h)p +1 tr (AA'(t)A) hEJ 
12 
-0 p'AA(t)p 2 
z 
+ (, -O(, D(t, x+C(z))-4, (t,. r)) ý, (Z)P v(dz) 
ý10 
-g(t, x, h) I 
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In particular, the diffusion functional F defined in relationship (5.8) is indeed "proper" 
As a result, we can develop a viscosity approach to show that the value function 4) is 
the unique solution of the associated RS HJB PIDE. 
5.4 The Value Function as a Viscosity Solution 
To show that the value function is a (discontinuous) viscosity solution of the associated 
RS HJB PIDE (5.5), we follow an argument by Touzi [43] which enables us to make 
a greater use of control theory in the derivation of the proof. 
Theorem 5.17. Assume that 
(i). g is locally bounded on [0, T] xRnXJ; 
(ii). 4) is locally bounded on [0, Tj xR 
f (t, x, h) and g(t, x, h) are continuous in (t, x) E [0, T] x Rn for fixed h (E J; 
(iv). F is continuous in (t, x) E [0, T] xRn. 
then (1) is a (discontinuous) viscosity solution of the RS HJB PIDE (5.5) on [0, Tj xR', 
subject to teminal condition (5.6). 
Proof. Outline - This proof can be decomposed in five steps. First, we define 
41) 
as an exponential transformation of 4). In the next three steps, we prove that 41) is a 
viscosity solutions of the exponentially transformed RS HJB PIDE by showing that 
it is 1). a viscosity subsolution, 2). a viscosity supersolution and hence 3). a viscosity 
solution. Finally, applying a change of variable result, such as Proposition 2.2 in [43], 
we conclude that 4) is a viscosity solution of the RS HJB PIDE (5.5) 
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Step 1: Exponential Transformation 
In order to prove that the value function 4) is a (discontinuous) viscosity solution 
of (5.5), we will start by proving that the exponentially transformed value function 
ýD is a (discontinuous) viscosity solution of (5.11). 
Step 2: Viscosity Subsolution 
Let (to, xo) EQ := [0, t] x Rn and uE C', '(Q) satisfy 
0= «D* - u) (to, xo) == Max «D*(t, x) -U(t, X» (5.15) (XAEQ 
and hence 
(1) < 4)* 
on 
Let W, 
-1k) 
be a sequence in Q such that 
HM (tki Xk) ý (tO) XO) 
k-oo 
HM (D (tk 7 Xk) 
(tO 
7 XO) k-oo 
(5-16) 
and define the sequence 
Wk 
as G :ý (ý(tki Xk) - U(tki Xk). Since u is of class C', ', 
liMk-oo ek = 
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Fix h C- J and consider a constant control h=h. Denote by Xk the state process 
with initial data k" Xk and, for k>0 define the stopping time I 
Xtk 
-Fk. := inf 1S> tk : 
(S 
- tk j 
Xsk* - Xk) 
e [03 dk) X a-On 1 
for a given constant a>0 and where 9,, is the unit ball in RI and 
1101 (ýJ) + k-1 llol (ek) 
From the definition of -rk., we see that liMk-co 7-k- : -- tO- 
By the Dynamic Programming Principle, 
d)(tki Xk) :5 
Etk, 
Xk 
[exp 
0 
lt 
kl 
g(s, X, h)ds 
1 
-ý (-rÄ" x, ",. )] 
where E tk, -rk 
H 
represents the expectation under the measure P given initial data 
(tk 
7 Xk) - 
By inequality (5.16), 
Tk 
'ý (tk i Xk) :5E tk, Xk 
[exp 
0 
't 
kl 
g(s, X, h, )ds 
1u 
(-Fk-, X, ", 
- 
)1 
and hence by definition of ýk., 
7k 
U(tki Xk) + ek < Et-Tk 
[exp 
0 g(s, X, li, )ds u (-rÄ., X, '*,. )] 
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i. e. 
Tk 
X ek <E tk, Xk exp 0g (s, X, h, ) d7»Äý, - U(tki Xk) 
ltk 
'51 U( " 7k)1 
Define Z(tk) ý0 ftTk'g(s, X,, ii, )ds, then k 
Og (s, X ii, ) ez-ds 
Also, by R6, 
du, -- 
9u 
+ Lu ds + Du'A(s)dii, ', 
Us 1 
+ tu (S, x(s-) + z(z» -u 
(s, X(s-» ý lýp(ds, dz) 
for sE [tkiTd- 
By the lt6 product rule, and since dZ, - u, = 0, we get 
d (u, ezs) = u, d. (ez-) + ezsdu,, 
and hence for tE [tki 7k-I 
t 
u (t , 
Xk)eZt = U(tk, -'I; k)e 
Ztk +0 u(s, X, ")g(s, X,, k, h, )ez-'ds 
I 
k' 
t t 
SS 
ds + Du'A(s)dli', + 
'tk (au 
s, Xk) + 'CU(S 
Xk-)Jý 
I 
kJl 
S as 
t 
+U (t, Xk(S-) + ý(Z)) _U 
(t, Xk(S-)) I fVp (dt, dz) 
Jfk, f2 
Noting that U(tk, Xk)eZtk = U(tk7 Xk) and taking the expectation with respect to 
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the initial data (tk, Xk), we get 
EIk, -C k [U(t, xt)e-Z, ] 
au U(tk, Xk)ezlk+ E tk, Xk -(s, X, )+Lu(s, X, )+Ou(s, X, )g(s, X,, h, ) ezads 
Ilk ( 
as 
In particular, for t= Tk., 
Et k, Xk 
[U(7k-ix-rk, )e ZTk 
UNi Xk) eZtk 
u 
ez-'ds = +Etk, Xk Os 
(S, X, ) + LU(S, X, ) + Ou(s, x")Y(s, X, 
ii') 
)1 Iltk 
and thus 
ek 
<1 (Etk, 
xk, 
[U(-Fk-, X-rk)eZrk] -U(tkjXk)eZtk) 
k (E 
tk, Xk 
u 
('s, X) + £U(S'X' )+Ou(s, X")g(8, x. "iiý, ) ezsds 6k- as tk 
As k ---> oo, 
tk ---+ tOý 71, -ý t0) 
Lk 
-ý 0 and 4 
t au (Etk, 
ý. ý as 
(s, X, ) + Lu(s, X, ) + Ou(s, X, )g(s, X, ii, ) ez-'ds 
kl 
au 
(S, X, ) + £u(s, X, ) + OU(S, X, )g(s, X, h') Os 
a. s. by the Bounded Convergence Theorem, since the random variable 
It au -(s, X, )+Lu(s, X, )+Ou(s, X, )g(s, X,, h, ) ezsds jk- 
I 
ki 
( 
as 
is bounded for large enough k. 
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Hence, Nve conclude that since h, is arbitrary, 
au 
(S, X, ) + £u(s, X, ) + OU(S, X, )g(s, X, h, ) ý: 0 as 
i. e. 
- 
au 
(S, X, ) - EU(S, X, ) - OU(S, X, )g(s, X 
h') :ý0 as 
This argument proves that V is a (discontinuous) viscosity subsolution of the 
PDE (5.11) on [0, t) x R' subject to terminal condition (D(T, x) = eOgT(x; 
T) 
Step 3: Viscosity Supersolution 
This step in the proof is a slight adaptation of the proof for classical control 
problems in Touzi [43]. Let (to, xo) EQ and uE C1,2 (Q) satisfy 
u) (to, xo) < ((ý,, - u) (t, x) for Q\ (to, xo) (5.17) 
We intend to prove that at (to, xo) 
au 
(t, x) + inf f C'u (t, x) - Og (t, x, h) 1 : fý- at he? i 
by contradiction. Thus, assume that 
au 
(t, x) + inf f L'u(t, x) - Og(t, x, h) 1>0 (5.18) at hEU 
at (to, xo). 
Since 'ChU is continuous, there exists an open neighbourhood Ar6 of (to, xo) defined 
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for 6>0 as 
Ar. :=I (t, x) : (t - to, x- xo) G (-J, 6) x 6.0, and (5.18) holds} (5.19) 
Note that by (5.17) and since (ý > (D-* > u, 
min 
(ý-U) 
>0 
Q\Ar6 
For p>0, consider the set JP of p-optimal controls hP satisfying 
I (to, xo, hP) :! ý (P (to, xo) +p (5.20) 
Also, let c>0, E< -y be such that 
min u> 36e-JOA'6 >0 
Q\Arj 
where Alj is defined as 
A, IJ := max (-g (x, h), 0) (t, x)EjV, J, hEJP 
for 
JV6J :=1 (t, x) : (t - to, x- xo) G (- 6,5) x«+ 6) -0} (5.22) 
and 
max jjý(z) 11 ZEZ 
Note that (< oo by boundedness of ý(z) and thus A16 < oc. 
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Now let (tki -1k) be a sequence in jV6 such that 
IiM (tk 
7 Xk) ý 
(tO 
i XO) k-oc 
and 
liM (1) (tk; -Ck) --` (P * 
(tO 
7 -10) k-oo 
Since ((ý - U)(tki Xk) --* 0, we can assume that the sequence (tk, Xk) satisfies 
U) (tk i -Ck) for k>1 (5.23) 
for c defined by (5.21) 
Consider the E-optimal control h', denote by ýýký the controlled process defined by k 
the control process h' and introduce the stopping time k 
Tk- := inf S> rk- : (S, 
Note that since we assumed that -00 
< ý! nin < ýjnax < oo for i=1,..., n and z-z 
since v is assumed to be bounded then X(-r) is also finite and in particular, 
Xk, (-Fk. (5.24) 
, 
)) > (4). - u) (-rk., X'(Tk. )) ý! 3Ec-joAl5 U) 
(-Fk. 
k 
Choose JV6J so that (-rj'(F)) E Ar,. In particular, since X'(r) is finite then Arjj 
can be defined to be a strict subset of Q and Nve can effectively use the local bound- 
edness of g to establish AIj. 
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- kg(s, k,, h')ds, since (ý > jb. and by (5.23) and (5.24), Let Z(tk) =0 ftT k 
(D (7k, XkE (, Tk))eZ(7k) Z(tk) 
4)(tki 
Xk)C 
eZ(tk) 
-E 
ý! u (-rk., X k' 
TO 
k(Tk'))eZ( lktki Xk) + 3ce 
Tk 
t kl 
d (u(s, + 2e 
i. e 
Z(Tk) 
Tk 
d (u(s,, Q(s))ezs) - 2E k t. k. 
Taking expectation with respect to the initial data N, -ýk)i 
k. ) 
, 
))ez(7 
Tk 
d (u(s,, (s))ez 4)(tk) Xk) <E tk, Xk Tk,, (7k yk, s)] - 2c 
ft 
k" 
Note that by the R6 product rule, 
d (u(sý'(s»ez-1) k 
u, d (ez-1) + ezsdu, 
= 
au 
(t, x) + £'u(t, x) + Og(t, x, h) at 
Since ive assumed that 
-, 
9ý 
(t, x) - L' u Og (t, X, 11) <0 , 9t 
then 
Tk 
d (u (s, < 
tk' 
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and therefore 
Tk 
E, »eZ(7k) (P(tk) rk) <E j) . 
(7 d (U (S, ; ý'(s» ez - 2e 
'ýk -k- 
j 
tk, Xk kl' - 
lt 
kl 
k 
'rk 
-26 +E exp 0g (X, hÄ', (s» ds 
Itk 
2c + ffik 3 Xk, h' k 
4) (tk 
i -Ck) 
where the third inequality follows from the Dynamic Programming Principle and the 
last inequality follows from the definition of c-optimal controls (see equation (5.20)). 
Hence, equation (5.18), 
c9 u (t, x) + inf f Cu (t, x) - Og (t, x, h) 1>0 at hEU 
is false and we have shown that 
au 
(t, x) + inf ý L'u (t, x) - Og (t, x, h) 1<0 at hEU 
This argument therefore proves that (ý is a (discontinuous) viscosity supersolution 
of the PDE (5.11) on [0, t) x R' subject to terminal condition d) (T, x) = eOgT(x; T). 
Step 4: Viscosity Solution 
Since 4) is both a (discontinuous) viscosity subsolution and a supersolution of (5.11), 
it is a (discontinuous) viscosity. 
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Step 5: Conclusion 
Since by assumption (P is locally bounded, so is 4). In addition, ýo(x) = e-Ox is of 
class CI(R). Also we note that 42 < 0. By the change of variable property (see for dx 
example Proposition 2.2 in Tbuzi [43)), we see that 
1. since (ý is a (discontinuous) viscosity subsolution of (5.11), (P = ýo-' o (ý is a 
(discontinuous) viscosity supersolution of (5.5); 
2. since (ý is a (discontinuous) viscosity supersolution of (5.11), 4) = ýo-l o 4) is a 
(discontinuous) viscosity subsolution of (5.5). 
and therefore 4) is a (discontinuous) viscosity solution of (5.5) on [0, t) x R' subject 
to terminal condition (ý(T, x) = eOgT(x; 
T). 
0 
We also note the following corollary: 
Corollary 5.18. (i). (D* is a upper semicontinuous viscosity subsolution, and; 
(ii). (D. is a lower semicontinuous viscosity supersolution 
of the RS HJB PIDE (5-5) on [0, T] x Rn, subject to terminal condition (5.6). 
As a result of this corollary, ive note that (D*, 4),, and 4) are respectively a subso- 
lution, a supersolution, and a solution in the classical sense as expressed in Defini- 
tions 5.10 and 5.11. 
5.5 Comparison Result 
Once we have characterized the class of viscosity solutions associated with aa given 
problem, the next task is to prove that the problem actually admits a unique viscosity 
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solution by establishing a comparison theorem. 
Comparison theorems are the cornerstone of the application of viscosity theory. 
Their main use is to prove uniqueness, and in our case continuity, of the viscosity 
solution. Although a set of, by now fairly standard, techniques can be applied in the 
proof, the comparison theorem per se is generally customized to address both the 
specificities of the PDE and the requirements of the general problem. 
We face three main difficulties in establishing a comparison result for our risk- 
sensitive control problem. The first difficulty lies in the presence of the jump term 
and of the compensator v. Since we will assume that the measure is finite, this 
can be addressed following the general argument proposed by Alvarez and Tourin [1] 
and Amadori [2]. The second obstacle is the behaviour of the value function 4) as 
JJxJJ ---> oo. In the pure diffusion case or LEQR case solved by Kuroda and Na- 
gai (37], the value function is quadratic in the state and is therefore not bounded 
for xE R'. Consequently, there is no reason to expect the integro-differential RS 
HJB PIDE (5.5) to be bounded. The third hurdle is the presence of an extra non- 
linearity: the quadratic growth term (Dd))'AA'D(D. This extra non-linearity could, 
in particular, increases the complexity of the derivation of a comparison result for 
an unbounded value function. Before dealing with the asymptotic growth condition 
we will therefore need to address this non-linear term. The traditional solution, an 
exponential change of variable such as the one proposed by Duffie and Lions [23), is 
equivalent to the log transformation we used to derive the RS HJ13 PIDE and again 
to prove that the value function is a viscosity solution of the RS HJB PIDE. However, 
the drawback of this method is that, by creating a new zeroth order term equal to 
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the solution multiplied by the cost function g, it imposes a heavy requirement on g 
for the PDE to satisfy the monotonicity property of Definition 5.16. 
To address these difficulties, we will need to adopt a slightly different strategy 
from the usual proof template for comparison theorems. In particular, we will exploit 
the properties of the exponentially transformed value function (ý stated in Assump- 
tion 5.14 and alternate between the log transformed RS HJB PIDE(5.11) and the 
quadratic growth RS HJB PIDE (5.5) through the proof. 
Theorem 5.19 (Comparison Result on an Unbounded State Space). Assume that: 
(i). g(t, x, h) is locally bounded on [0, Tj x Rn xJ and is Lipschitz continuous in x; 
(ii). for some constants C, Of, OA 
Of(l+ltl+IXI) 
IA(t)l :! ý 
OA (1 + Itl) 
lf(t, x, h)-f(s, y, h)I+IA(t)-A(s)l < C[It-sl+lx-yl] 
V(t, x) C [to, T) x R' 
(iii). go E C(Rn). 
(iv). Assumption 5.14 holds. 
Let ii = e-O' E USCQO, T] x R') be a bounded from above viscosity subsolution 
of (5.5) and f) = e-"L E LSC([O, Tj x Rn) be a bounded from below viscosity superso- 
lution of (5.5). Then 
u<v on[O, T]xR' 
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Proof. Outline - This proof can be decomposed in seven steps. In the first step, 
we perform the usual exponential transformation to rewrite the problem for the value 
function (D into a problem for the value function d). The rest of the proof is done 
by contradiction. In step 2, we state the assumption we are planning to disprove. 
The properties of the value function (ý related to Assumption 5.14 are used in Step 
3 to deduce that it is enough to prove the comparison result for (D on a bounded 
state space to reach our conclusion. We then double variables in step 4 before finding 
modulus of continuity for the diffusion and the jump components respectively in steps 
5 and 6. Finally, we reach a contradiction in step 7 and conclude the proof. 
Step 1: Exponential 'h-ansformation 
Let uE USC([O, T] x R') be a viscosity subsolution of (5.5) and vG LSC([O, T] x 
R') be a viscosity supersolution of (5.5). Define: 
e-ov 
Cou 
By the change of variable property (see for example Proposition 2.2 in Touzi [43]), ii 
and i) are respectively a viscosity subsolution and a viscosity supersolution of the RS 
HJB PIDE (5.11) for the exponentially transformed value function 4). 
Thus, to prove that 
u<v on[O, T]xR' 
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it is sufficient to prove that 
ii ii on [0, T] xW 
Step 2: Setting the Problem 
As is usual in the derivation of comparison results, ive argue by contradiction and 
assume that 
sup [ü(t, x) - ü(t, x)] >0 (5.25) [0, T] X Rn 
Step 3: Taking the Behaviour of the Value Function into Consideration 
The assertion of this theorem is that the comparison result holds in the class 
of functions satisfying Assumption 5.14. As a result, we will concentrate our anal- 
ysis on subsolutions and supersolutions sharing the same growth properties as the 
exponentially transformed value function jD as stated in Assumption 5.14, namely: 
< ii (t, x) :: ý e' 
k (t)+ßk, (t), V(t, x) C [0, T] xR 
0<V (t, X) < e, 
k (, ) ßk'(t), 
V(t, x) C [0, T] x R' 
and 
lim ü(t, x) = lim D(t, x) =0 Vt c [0, TI (5.26) IXI-00 1-1 -00 
for k= 2n where ak and pk are the functions given in Assumption 5.14. 
Since (5.26) holds at an exponential rate, then by Assumption (5.25) there exists 
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R>0, such that 
sup [ü (t, x) - iý (t, x) ]= sup [ü (t, x) - i) (t, x) ] [0, T]xRn [0, T] X BR 
Hence, it is enough to show a contradiction with respect to the hypothesis 
sup [ii(t, x) - «t, x)] >0 (5.27) 
established on the set Q := [0, Tj X 13R- 
Before proceeding to the next step, we will restate assumption (5.27) in terms of 
u and v as 
sup [U(t, x) - v(t, x)] >0 (5.28) 
Step 4: Doubling of Variables on the Set 
Let q>0 be such that 
sup [u(t, x) - v(t, x) - ýo(t)] >0 
where (p(t) :=" 
We will now double variables, a technique commonly used in viscosity solutions 
literature (see e. g. Crandall, Ishii and Lions [19]). Consider a global maximum point 
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(t X Yj G (0, TI X BR X 13R Qd Of 
u(t, x) - v(t, y) - v(t) - EIX - yl, 
and define 
sup [u(t, x) - v(t, y) - ýo(t) -E 
Ix - yl'] 
Qd 
Note that N, >0 for E large enough. Moreover, N, ý: N and N, 10 as c --ý oo. 
It is well established (see Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.7 in [191) that along a 
subsequence 
lim (t, x, y, ) = (i, C-00 
for some (i,: ý) E [0, T] x R' which is a maximum point of 
u(t, x) - v(t, x) - 4t) 
Via the same argument, we also have 
IiM 61XC _ Y, 512 C-00 
as ivell as 
lim U(t, x, ) = u(i,. ýi) E-00 
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and 
lim V(t, x, ) = v(i,: i) 
C-00 
In addition, we note that 
lim N, =N 
C-00 
Applying Theorem 8.3 in Crandall, Ishii and Lions [19] at (t,, x,, y, ), we see that 
there exists a, b, (=- R and A, B, E S,, such that 
(a, c(x, - yc), A, ) E 
P2., '+ 
(b, E(x, - ye), B, ) 
a-b= ço'(t) 
and 
10A, 0 
-36 << 36 
010 -Be 
Thus, we have for the subsolution u 
-a, + F(tf x., 6(x, - ye), AE) 
+j -v (dz) 
ýI- 
1) + Cý'W(xf - m) 
7,0 
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and for the supersolution v, 
-be + F(t, y, c(., u, - Yc), Be) 
+ )( 
ý1 (e-O(v(tý, yý+z(z»-v(t1, yl» - 1) + EZ, (z) (x,: - Y. ) v(dz) ý: 0 
Subtracting these two inequalities, 
- p(t, ) = 
F(tE, y. E, 6(xE-yf: 
), B, )-F(tf, XEIE(xc-Ye), A, ) 
ýI(, 
-O(v(t,, Y, +ý(z))-v(t,, Yl)) + cý'(z)(x, y. ) v(dz) +17 0 
z 
-f(, -O(u(t,, -T, 
+ý(z))-u(t,, x, )) y. ) v(dz) 
0 
F(tf, yc, f(x. 5-ye), B, 
)-F(tf, XEIE(XE-Yf), A,: ) 
+ je-o(v(t-yý+ýW)-v(t-YO) I v(dz) 0z 
e-O(U(tc, xý +C(z)) -U(t,, X, v(dz) (5.29) 0z 
Step 5: Modulus of Continuity 
In this step, we focus on the (diffusion) operator F. 
F(tE, YE, 6(XE - YE), B, ) - F(tE, xe, c (x - y), A, ) 
sup Ef(tyh)(x, -y, )+ 
1 
tr (AA'(t, )B, ) -092 (XE - y, )' AA'(t, ) (x. - yc) -g 
(t y, h) 
hC: J 
ý22 
-sup gf(txh)'(x, ý-y, )+ 
1 
tr (AA'(tJA, + SIJ 
hEJ 
ý2 
_OE2 (x. - y.: )'AA'(t, ) (x, - y, ) - g(tc, xc, li) 21 
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F(tc, Yo 6(Xf - M, B, ) - F(t., x., c(x - y), A, ) 
<I Itr (AA'(t, )B, - AA(t, )A, )l + sup fiElf (t, y, h) -f (t, x, h)l J(xf - yc) 11 2 hE. 7 
+sup I jg(t., x., It) - -q(tc, y, 
h) I 
hEJ 
<1 Itr(AA'(t, )A, - AA'(t, )BE) I +sup 
fclf(t,, y,, h) - f(t,, x,, It) II (x, - y, )1} 2 hEj 
+sup I lg(t,, x., It) - g(t, 7y,, 
h)1} 
hcJ 
For f, by Assumption (iii), 
y, h) -f (t, h) 1 :5C, I y,: - x.: I 
for some constant C, > 0. 
Still by Assumption (iii), 
tr (AA(t, )A, - AA'(t, )B, ) 
AA'(t, ) AA'(t, ) 
tr 
AA'(t, ) AA'(t, ) 
< 3E tr 
AAI(t, ) AA'(t, ) 
( 
AA'(t, ) AA'(t, ) 
= 
Finally, for g, by Assumption (ii), 
A, 
I -I 
-I I 
ig(tyh) -g(t x, h)1 :5 C2 ly, -x. 1 
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for some constant C2 > 0. 
Combining these estimates, Nve get 
F(te, ye, E(xc - yE), B, ) - F(t, x, E(x, - y, ), A, ) 
:5 W(c Im - XEI, + ly, - x, l) (5.30) 
for a function w(() = CC, with C= max [Cl, C2]. The function w: [0, oo) ---ý [0, oo), 
which satisfies the condition w(O+) = 0, is called a modulus of continuity. 
Step 6: The Jump Term 
We now consider the jump term 
v(dz) 
X, 5 )-v(t-x8)) I v(dz) 0 
Since for c>0 large enough, u(t, x) - v(t, y) >0 then 
(5.31) 
x, ) +v (t., ye) -v (t., y, +e (z» : ýý, - (u (t x, ) -v (t y, » + 
by definition of N. 
Nloreover, since N, = SUpQ, [U(t, X) - V(t, y) - ('0(t) - 61X _ y12] > 0, then N, 
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u(t,,. x, ) - v(t,, y, ) and therefore 
x, +e (z» -u (t x, ) +v (t y, ) -v (t y, +e (z» :ýN- 
for zG 
Thus, 
e- O(U(t,, X, +C(Z))-U(t,, X, 
)+V(t,, Y, )-V(t,, Y, )) > e-O(V(t,, Y, +C(Z))-V(t,, Y, 
)+N-N, ) 
and equation (5.31) can be bounded from above by: 
e-o(u(tý'-Tý+C(z))-u(tý'xý)+v(tý'xý)-v(tý'xý)) v(dz) 
le-o(vý(4, Yý+V*-(4, M) e- O(v (t,, y, +ý(z)) -v(t,, y, ) +N-Ns) Iv (dz) 
0 
fe-O(V(tý, yý+Vz))-v(4, y0) (i - C- O(N-N, 
) v(dz) 0 
-0 [Inb(t,, y, +C(z)) -Inb(t,, y, )]) -O(N-N, ) fe e v(dz) 0 
I i)(t,, Y, + ýW) (I 
- e- 
O(N-N, ) v(dz) (5.32) 0 
fz 
f)(t. E, YE) 
By Assumption 5.14 and since D is LSC, then DA >0: 0<A< 0(t, x) 
C. 5 V(t) X) E Qd. As a result, 
, D(t,:, Y, +e< 
i*I, Yl) 
for some constant K>0. 
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In addition, since the measure v is assumed to be finite and the function ( i--+ C( 
is continuous, we can establish the following upper bound for the right-hand side 
of (5.32): 
je-o(v(t-yý+ý(z))-v(t-yý)) (I -e 
-O(N-N, )) I v(dz) 0z 
WR(N - N, ) sup v(Z) (5.33) [0, T]xR" 
for some modulus of continuity WR parameterized by R. 
Step 7: Conclusion 
We now substitute the upper bound obtained in inequalities (5.30) and (5.33) 
in (5.29) to obtain: 
W(6 IN - I; cl 
2 +jYE--lrEj)+WR(N-Nc) sup v(Z) (5.34) 
[0, T] x Rn 
Taking the limit superior in inequality (5.34) as c --4oo and recalling that 
(1). the measure v is finite; 
ýj (z), i=1, ..., m is b ounded Vz EZa. s. dv 
we see that 
V(Z) < 00 
Then 
liM WR (N - N. ) v (Z) f: -0 
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which leads to the contradiction 
1< t2 - 
We conclude from this that Assumption 5.28 is false and therefore 
sup [V(t, x) - u(t, x)] >0 (5-35) 
Stated differently, we conclude that 
u<v on[O, T]xR' 
0 
5.6 Uniqueness 
Uniqueness is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.19. Another important corollary is 
the fact that the viscosity solution 4) is in fact continuous on [0, T] x Rn . 
Corollary 5.20 (Uniqueness and Continuity). The functiond)(t, x) defined on [0, T] x 
R' is the unique continuous viscosity solution of the RS HJB PIDE (5.5) subject to 
terminal condition (5.6). 
Proof. Uniqueness is a standard by-product of Theorem 5.19. Continuity can be 
proved as follows. By definition of the upper and lower sernicontinuous envelopes, 
recall that 
4). < (1) < (1) * 
By Corollary 5.18 4),, and (1)* are respectively semicontinuous superolution and 
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subsolution of the RS HJB PIDE (5.5) subject to terminal condition (5.6) 
We note that as a consequence of Theorem 5.19 is that 
4)* >V 
and hence 
(1)* = 
is a continuous viscosity solution of the RS HJB PIDE (5.5) subject to terminal con- 
dition (5.6). 
Hence, 4) = 4). =V and it is the unique continuous viscosity solution of the RS 
HJB PIDE (5.5) subject to terminal condition (5.6). 
R 
Now that we have proved uniqueness and continuity of the viscosity solution 4) to 
the RS HJB PIDE (5.5) subject to terminal condition (5.6), we can deduce that the 
RS HJB PIDE (5.11) subject to terminal condition (5.12) also has a unique continuous 
viscosity solution. We formalize the uniqueness and continuity of 4) in the following 
corollary: 
Corollary 5.21 (Uniqueness and Continuity). The function (b(t, x) defined on [0, T] x 
R' is the unique continuous viscosity solution of the RS HJB PIDE (5.11) subject to 
terminal condition (5.12). 
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5.7 Solving the Jump Diffusion Risk Sensitive Asset Man- 
agement Problem 
5.7.1 Setting 
In the general setting introduced in Section 5.2, take 
f (t, x, h) b+ BX(s-) - OAE'h(s) + 
iz 
Z(z) [(l + h'-i(z»-o - lz(z)] v(dz) 
A(t, x, h) A 
x, h) is defined in (4.7) 
9T(x, T; ) := -Inv 
and note that 
e satisfies the growth condition (5.1) and f and A satisfy the Lipschitz condi- 
tion (5.2); 
a 9T is continuous in R'; 
9 is affine in x and continuous in t and h, 
5.7.2 Properties of the Value Function of the Exponentially 'Rans- 
formed Problem 
The following proposition details the behaviour of the value function ý of the expo- 
nentially transformed stochastic control problem and shows that the value function 
4) satisfies Assumption 5.14. 
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Assumption 5.22. There exists 2n constant controls h, k=1, ..., 2n such that the 
2n functions pk (t) :t ý--> Rn defined by 
(1 
_ eB(T-t» + 
ikÄ ßk(t) = OB-' 
(AO 
1 (5.36) 
and 2n functions ak (t) :t F--ý R defined by 
T 
a' (t) =- q'(s)ds (5.37) 
where 
k(t) := 
(b 
- OAE'h + 
lz 
e(Z) 
+ tr AA'ßk*'(t)ßk(t) 
2( 
+i -'EEIhk 0 (0 + 1) hk 
+ hk' -y(z)lz. (z)1 v(dz) 
i+ hl"-Y(Z), 
+ 
f2 fe 
- Oao - Oä + 
01 
h. (Z)] v(dz» ßl"(t) 
_1_ ei(Z)ßk'(t) 
1 
v(dz) 
+ ik', Y(Z»-0 
Z0 
exist and for i=1, ..., n satisfy: 
ß(t) <0 
Pn il +i(t) >0 (5.38) 
where, 6ýý(t) denotes the j-th component of the vector 0'(t). 
Remark 5.23. Key to this assumption is the condition (5.38) which imposes a specific 
constraint one one element of each of the 2n vectors Ok (t). To clarify the structure 
of this constraint, define a square nxn matrix Al- as the matrix whose i-th column )3 
(with i=1.... n) is the n-element column vectorflt). Then all the elements m- 7j, 
j 
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1, ..., m on the diagonal of Mj are such that 
mjj = ojj (t) <0 
Similarly, define a square nxn matrix AJ+ as the matrix whose i-th column 0 
(with i=I.... n) is the n-element column vector On+i (t). Then all the elements 
M+, jm on the diagonal of M+ are such that ji P 
mjj (t) >0 
Note that there is no requirement for either Af- or M+ to have full rank. It would 16 0 
in fact be perfectly acceptable to have rank 1 as a result of column duplication. 
Remark 5.24. For the function 0 in equation (5.36) to exists, B must be invert- 
ible. The existence and admissibility of 2n constant controls hk, k= 2n such 
that (5.36) satisfies (5.38) is subject to solving a system of at most n inequalities with 
m variables and m>n. The existence of appropriate controls is therefore likely and 
may only require some adjustments to the elements of the matrices A0, A, B or to the 
set J via an adjustment to the maximum jump size allowed. 
Proposition 5.25. Assume that 
(i). g(t, x, h) is locally bounded on [0, T] x R' xJ and is Lipschitz continuous in x; 
(ii). Assumption 5.22 holds. 
Then, 
(i). Lower Bound. 
e(t, x) >0 Vx C- R 
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and 
(I)(t, x) >0 Vx CR 
(ii). Upper Bounds. For the 2n constant controls P, k=1, ..., 2n, parameterizing 
the 4n functions 
ak: tE [0, T] --+ R, k= 2n 
ßk: tC0, T] ---> R', k= 2n 
such that for i=1,..., n, 
ß(t) <0 
n+i 
i 
where 0, ý(t) denotes the j-th component of the vector Oý(t), then we have the 
following upper bounds: 
(b (t, x) < ec, 
k(t)+ßk' (t), 
in each element xi, i=1, ..., n of x. 
Proof. (i). Lower Bound. The first property, 
(D (t, x) >0 Vx eR 
follows directly from the definition of (ý as an exponent 
ýo lt 
g(S, jl)(t, x) == inf Ei,., 
[exp 
t 
X, h(s»ds -0 In v heJ 
11 
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The second property, 
, ýD(t, x) >0 Vx Ei R 
stems from the fact that the optimal control It* is an interior point of the set J, 
that g is continuous in x on R' and that the state process X(t) has bounded 
jumps. 
(ii). Upper Bounds. Setting Z= R'\ 10} and recalling that the dynamics of the 
state variable X(t) under the P'-measure is given by h 
dX(t) = 
(b 
+ BX(t-) - OAE'h(s) + 
lz 
ý(z) [(l + h'7(z))-o - lz,, (z)] v(dz)) ds 
+AdIlItO + 
fan 
ý(z)]ýPo(dt, dz) 
ive note that the associated L6vy measure F, can be defined via the map: 
F1 =vo ý-' (5.39) 
AVe will now limit ourselves the class R' of constant controls. By the optimality 
principle, for an arbitrary admissible constant control policy ft, we have 
j) (t, x) ýý, i(x; h; t, T) < Et, 
[exp 
0 
it 
g(s, X, h)ds -0 In v 
fl 
:= IV(t, x) 
(5.40) 
In this setting, we note that the function g is an affine function of the affine pro- 
cess X(t). Affine process theory (See Appendix A in Duffie and Singleton [251, 
Duffie, Pan and Singleton [241 or Duffie, Filipovic and Schachermayer [221 for 
more details on the properties of affine processes) leads us to anticipate that 
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the expectation on the right-hand side of equation (5.40) will take the form 
IV(t, x) = exp ja(t) + ß(t)x} (5.41) 
where 
tE [0, T] --ý R 
, 
ß: tG [0, T] --+ 
are functions solving two ODEs. 
Indeed, applying the Feynman-Kac formula, we find that the function 117(t, x) 
satisfies the integro-differential PDE: 
a117 
+b+ BX, - OAE'h + Z(z) 
[(l 
+ hl-Y(Z»-0 - lz. (z)] v(dz» 
1 
DIV(t, x) at lz 
+1 tr (AA'D 211, r(t, X» + 1117(t, x+ e(z» - IV(t, x) - e(z)DII7(t, x)1 v(dz) 
lz 
+Og(x, h; 0)iV(t, x) =0 
subject to terminal condition -ý(T, x) = v-0 
Now, taking the candidate solution to be in the form 
IV(t, x) = exp ja(t) + ß(t)xl 
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ive have 
alF 
at 
(aýo + ýmx) ll"(t, X) 
DIV = 3'(t)IV(t, 
D 211,7 = ßi(t)ß(t)117(t, 
Substituting into the PDE, we get 
(a(t) + A(t)x) IV(t, x) 
1 
Z 
(b 
+ Bx - OAEh + (z) 
[(l + h-y (z» -0 - lz (z)] v (dz) 
) 
ß'(t) 117 (t, x) 
+1 tr (AA'ß(t)ß(t» IV(t, x) 2 
1,17 (t, x (z» - 
147 (t, x) - 
e(z) ß'(t) IV(t, x)} v(dz) 
Z 
+0 
(-1 
(0 ao - A, x - h'(ä + 
Äx) 
2 
+I 
ý1 [(l 
+ h-y(z»-0 - l] + 
h-y(z)lz(z)1 v(dz» IV(t, x)= 0 
Z 
Dividing by 1,17 (t, x) and rearranging, we get 
(ý(t) + B'ß(t) - OAO - Oh'Ä) x 
=- 
((t) 
+ 
(b 
- OAE'h + 
lz 
z(z) [(l +- lz, (z)] v(dz»'ß(t) 
+1 tr (AAß'(t)ß(t» + e'(z)ß'(t) 1 v(dz) 
7 2 
+1 0(0+1)iiEE'h-Oao-Oä+01 - 
0- 
7- 
l] 
t, [(l 
+ h"(z» 
20 
+h'-y(z)lz(z)1 v(dz» 
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Since the left-hand side is independent from the right-hand side, then both sides 
are orthogonal. As a result Nve now only need to solve the two ODEs 
ý(t) B'O'(t) - OAO - MIA =o (5.42) 
and 
a(t) + 
(b 
- OAE'ii + 
lz 
e (Z) [ (1 + h', (Z» -- lz, (z)] v(dz»'ß'(t) 
+1 tr (AA'ß(t)ß(t» + Jý(z) -1- Z'(z)ß'(t) 1 v(dz) 2 
+1 o(o+1)hlrE, h-Oao-oä+01 - 
ýf, 
[(l 
+i ", (Z» l] + h'-y (z) lz (z) 
1v 
(dz 
0 
= 
to obtain the value of IV(t, x). The ODE (5.42) for 3 is linear and admits the 
solution 
(1 
_ eB(T-t) + 
jkÄ) ß(t) = OB-' ) 
(AO (5.44) 
As for the ODE (5.43) for a, we only need to integrate to get 
T 
a(t) =-q (s) ds (5.45) 
(5.43 
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where 
0 
q(t) := 
(b 
- OAE'ii + (Z) 
[ (1 (z» -- lz. (z)] v(dz» ß'(t) 
+1 tr (AA'ß(t) ß (t» + eßý 1- e'(z), 6'(t) 1v (dz) 2 
+10 (0 + 1) fl'EE'il - Oao - Oä +0 -0 - l] ý, [(l + h"(z» Z 20 
h'-y (z) lz (z) ýv (dz) 
Observe that IV(t, x) is increasing in xi, the i-th element of x, if 3i > 0, and 
conversely, 147 (t, x) is decreasing in xi if )3i <0 
Equations (5.44) and (5.45) are respectively equations (5.36) and (5.37) from 
Assumption 5.22. By Assumption 5.22, tliere exists 2n constant controls P, k 
2n such that for i=n, 
i. 0 
n+i(t) >o i 
where 0. ý(t) denotes the i-th component of the vector 8'(t). 'Are can now con- 
clude that we have the following upper bounds 
(b (t, X) < eak 
(t) +ßk' (t), 
for each element xi, i=1, ..., n of x. 
0 
Remark 5.26. To obtain the upper bounds and the asymptotic behaviour, we do not 
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need the 2n constant controls to be pairwise different. In fact, we need at least 
2 different controls and at most 2n different controls. INIoreover, we could consider 
wider classes of controls extending beyond constant controls. This would require some 
modifications to the proof but would also alleviate the assumptions required for the 
Theorem to hold. 
Remark 5.27. For a given constant control h, equation (5.42) is a linear n-dimensional 
ODE. However, if in the dynamics of the state variable X(t), A and ---- depended on 
X, the ODE would be nonlinear. Once ODE (5.42) is solved, obtaining a(t) from 
equation (5.43) is a simple matter of integration. 
Remark 5.28. For a given constant control h, given xE R' and tE [0, T], the solution 
of ODE (5.42) is the same whether the dynamics of S(t) and X (t) is the jump diffusion 
considered here or the corresponding pure diffusion model. The converse is, however, 
not true since in the pure diffusion setting hG R', while in the jump diffusion case 
11 EJc Ryn. 
5.7.3 Viscosity Solution of the RS HJB PIDE 
We apply directly Theorem 5.17 to show that Q) is a viscosity solution of (4.15). Then, 
we apply Theorem 5.19 and Corollary 5.20 to prove that 4) is the unique viscosity 
solution of (4.15) and that it is continuous. 
5.8 Conclusion 
In the jump-diffusion setting, analytical or even classical C1,2 solutions do not gener- 
ally exist. As a result, we considered a wider class of weak solutions, namely viscosity 
solutions. We proved that the value function of a class of risk sensitive control prob- 
lems, which includes the jump diffusion risk sensitive asset management problem as 
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a subcase, is the unique, continuous, viscosity solution of the associated risk-sensitive 
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Partial Integro Differential Equation. 
The main benefit of having considered a class of problems extending beyond the 
jump-diffusion risk sensitive asset management problem will be evident in the next 
chapter, as we apply the methods and results derived in Chapters 4 and 5 to solve the 
jump diffusion version of the risk sensitive benchmarked asset management problem 
and of the risk sensitive asset and liability management problem. 
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Jump Diffusion Risk-Sensitive Asset 
Management: Applications 
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In this final chapter, we apply the methodology and results derived in Chapters 4 
and 5 to derive jump diffusion versions of the risk-sensitive benchmarked asset man- 
agement model proposed by Davis and Lleo [21] and of the risk-sensitive asset and 
liability management model introduced in Chapter 3. 
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1, we consider the jump diffu- 
sion risk sensitive benchmarked asset management problem before solving the jump 
diffusion risk sensitive asset and liability management problem in Section 2. 
6.1 Benchmarked Asset Management 
In this section, we extend the model developed by Davis and Lleo [21] in the diffusion 
case by allowing jumps in the valuation factors, asset prices, as well as in the value 
of the benchmark. 
Factor, Asset and Portfolio Dynamics 
The factors, risky assets and money market asset follow the dynamic given in Sec- 
tions 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. 
6.1.2 Benchmark Dynamics 
In a jump-diffusion setting, the value of the liability, L(t), follows the dynamics 
dL(t) 
= (c + C'X (t)) dt +,; 'dlV(t) + 
lz 
( (z) Np (dt, dz), L(O) 
where 
o cER; 
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*CE Rr'; 
9 -ý G R11; and 
R, with -1 << 
((z) < (max < +oo. 
In addition, ((z) satisfies: 
izo 1((z)l'v(dz) < oo 
Remark 5.3 in Chapter 5 also applies to assumption 6.2. 
6.1.3 Wealth Dynamics and Control Policy 
(6.2) 
Let 9t :=o, ((S(s), X(s), L(s)), 0<s< t) be the sigma-field generated by the secu- 
rity, benchmark and factor processes up to time t. 
To ensure the existence of a unique investment strategy in Section 6.1.8, we will 
require the following assumption: 
Assumption 6.1. The systematic (factor-driven) and idiosyncratic (asset-driven) 
jump risks are uncorrelated, Le Vz c Z, -y(z)ý'(z) =0 and ((z)ý'(z) = 0. 
In order for our control to be defined on a compact set, Ave adopt the same strategy 
as in Chapter 4: we define a control process h on the compact set 0 where 0 
1] - 1,1[1' and D represents the closure of 0. The asset allocation policy is then 
defined as 
-00, 
Ili 
= -1 
hi = tanh-l(hi), hi El - 1,1[ 
+00, 
for i 
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As in the asset only case we introduce the following definition: 
Definition 6.2. A control process h(t) is in class 7ý if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
1. h(t) is progressively measurable with respect to IB([O, t]) (9 Gt}t, o; 
2. P (fOT 1h (s) 12 ds < +oo) = 1, VT > 0; 
3. h'(t)-y(z) > -1, Vt > 0, z (E Z, a. s. dv. 
Finally, the wealth dynamics remains as in Section 4.1.5. 
6.1.4 Optimization Criterion 
In this setting, the investor's main objective is to maximize the risk adjusted growth 
of his/her assets relative to the benchmark. To track the achievement of this goal, we 
introduce the process F(t; h), which corresponds to the log excess return of the asset 
portfolio over its benchmark, i. e. 
F(t; h) := In 
V(t) 
= In V(t) - In L(t) L(t) 
with F(O; h) := fo = In 2, * 
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By M's lemma, the log excess return in response to a strategy h is 
F(t; h) = In 
V+d In V(s) - dlnL(s) 1 
10 10 
= Inf-'Of'(ao+AOX(s)+h(s)'(&+Ax(s)))ds 
n +0 
-h (s)'E E'h (s) ds +fh (s)EdIV (s) 2n 
+I'f fln(l+h-y(z))-h'-y(z)lv(dz)ds 
0 7.0 
+ 
It I 
In (1 + h'-y(z)) ]-Vp(ds, dz) -t (c + C'X (s)) ds 
0 7z 
10 
+I 
ft,; 
',; ds - 
jt,; 
'dlV(s) - 
ft f 
fln (1 + ((z)) - ((z)} v(dz)ds 
0007 200 (1 zo 
- 
It I 
In (1 + ((z)) Rp(ds, dz) (6.3) 
z 07 
We now consider the class of problems'PO, T: for 0 EJO, +00[, maximize the risk sen- 
sitive expected log excess return over a time horizon T, and introduce the associated 
criterion function 
JO, T 
(V, x; h) - -- - In 
Ee-OF(T; h) (6.4) 
-0 ( 1) 
6.1.5 Criterion Under the Expectation 
Multiplying by -0 and taking the exponential on both sides of (6.3), we get 
t't 
e-OF(t; h) = fjo exp 0 
10 
g (X h(s); 0)ds -0 
in (Ii(s)E -,; ') dIV, 
-lo2 
t 
(h (s)E - ý') (h (s)'E - ýl)'ds 2 
10 
t 
+ 
10 iz 
In (1 - H(z, h(s); 0» 
&(ds, dz) 
{In (1 - H(z, h(s); 0» + H(z, h(s); 0)} v(dz)ds 
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where 
g (x, h; 0) 2 
(0 + 1) h'EE'h - ao - Aox -h (ä + Ax) 
-10 (WE-ý + ý; 'E'h) + (c + Cx) +1 (0 - 1) 22 
() Z1 
[(l+h' 
+ 
10 ' 12 
- 
-y(z) -0 
- l] + (h'-y(z) - «z» lz. (z) v(dz)ds 01 +«Z) 
H(z, h; 0) 
1+ h-y(z) -0 
1 +«Z) 
) 
6.1.6 Change of Measure 
Let IP' be the measure on (Q,. F) defined as h 
Xt 
dpoh 
dP 
ý, 
F-t 
= exp 
ý 
-0 
Jo, (h 
t 
+ 
Jo Jz 
In (I - 
+ 
1" 
fln (1 
(s)'E - (; ') d1,17, - 
102 t (h (s)E (h (s)E - -; ')'ds 2 
10 
- H(z, h(s); 0» 
&(ds, dz) 
- H(z, h(s); 0» + H(z, h(s); 0)} v(dz)ds vt >0 
For a change of measure to be possible, we must ensure that the following technical 
condition holds: 
H(z, h(s); 0) <I 
This condition is satisfied iff 
1+ h'-y(z) ) -0 
<I+ 
h-y(z) _0 
>0 ýt* h'-y (z) 1+ ((z) 1+ ((z) 
) 
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a. s. dv, (since ((z) > -1 Vz G Z). We observe that this inequality was already 
required for it to be in class 1ý (Condition 3 in Definition 6.2). 
MT ore precisely, define 
supp(v) E Bz 
and 
supp(i/ o -y-1) GB (R') 
where supp(-) denotes the measure's support. Let J be the set defined as 
J: = 
I hcRm: -l-h'0<0 VOEý 
1 (6.5) 
and IC be the set 
IC := jh(t) E TI : h(t) EJ Vt a. s. ) (6.6) 
We denote by A (T) the set of investment strategies hG 'H on [0, T] such that ]POh 
is an equivalent martingale measure and thus 
E 
[exp ý-0 I'(h(s) IE -,; f) dIV, - 
102 t (h(s)E - 2 
10 
0 
+ In (1 -H (z, h (s); 0» 
& (ds, dz) 
0Z 
+ {In (1 -H (z, h (s); 0» +H (z, h (s); 0)} v (dz) ds 
11 
=1 (6.7) 
For hc A(T), 
11"o = 11"t +0 (E'h ds 
0 
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is a standard Brownian motion under the measure V and we have h 
J0, Jz Rpo(ds, dz) = 
J0, Jz 
Np(ds, dz) - 
I. ' J,, 
II- H(z, h(s); 0)} v(dz)ds 
Np(ds, dz) -(1+ 
ll'-Y (Z) 
v(dz)ds 
10, Jz J0 Iz 
1+ ((Z) 
As a result, X(s), 0<s<t satisfies the SDE: 
dX(s) 
1+ h'-y(z) 0 (b 
+ BX(s-) - OA (E'h(s) + 
lz 
ý(z) 
[( 
1+«2) 
)- 
- lz, (z)- v(dz» ds 
+AdIVO +ý (z) fVpo (ds, dz) s 
lz 
Under the measure Ph', the auxiliary criterion function associated with the bench- 
marked problem is defined as 
1 h, 0 I (f0, x; li; t, T) =-0 In Et, 
[exp t0 it 
g (X, h(s); 0)ds -0 In fo 
11 
(6.8) 
where E"'O [-] denotes the expectation taken with respect to measure JPO given initial t'X h 
data (t, x). 
6.1.7 The HJB Equation 
Let 4) be the value function for the auxiliary criterion function I(fo, x; h; t, T). Then 
(P is defined as 
x) = sup I (fo, x; h; t, T) hEA(T) 
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and it satisfies the RS HJB PIDE 
a(D hj) (t, X (t)) + sup Lt 
at hEJ 
where 
X) Lt 
(b 
+ Bx - OA (E'li(s) -+ 
lz 
e(Z) 
l+ «Z) 
+1 tr (AA'D 2q» _0 (D(D)'AA'D(b 22 
(6.9) 
1 
- (z)i v(dz» D(P 
Iz t-0- 
1) - Z(z)D(I) v (dz) -g (x, h; 0) 
and subject to terminal condition 4)(T, x) = Info = In R1. 
6.1.8 Solving the Control Problem 
The terms inside the sup can be expressed as: 
h sup Lt 
hEJ 
(6.10) 
= sup b+ Bx - OA (E'li(s) - ý; ) + Z(z) 
1+ h-y(z) )-0 
- lzo(z) v(dz) D (1) heJ 
lz [( 
l+ «Z) 
1 
1 
tr (AA'D 2(p) _0 (Dd))'AA'D4) 22 
+ 
Iz 
0 
(, -0(q(t, x+Z(z»-'D(t, x» - 1) - Z'(z)D(b 
1 
v(dz) 
1 (0 + 1) liEE'h + ao + Aox + h'(ä + Äx) 2 
1 0(/i'Eý + ýC, 11) - (C + Cx) -1 (0 - 1) 22 
-Y(z) 0- l] + (Ii'-y(z) - «z» lz(z) v(dz)ds 01+ «Z) 
11 
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h sup Lt 
hEJ 
(b + Bx)'Db +1 tr AAD l) -0 (DD)'AA'D, 1) + ao + A, x 22 
-(c + Cx) -1 (0 - 1) 2 
1) - Z'(z)D(Plz, ) 
(z) v(dz) 
7,0 
sup 
1 (0 + 1) hEE'h + h'(ä + Äx) +1 O(h'Sý; + -ý'E'h) -0 (E'li(s) - -; )A'D(I) 
heJ 
ý-2 
2 
-i (1 - OZ'(z)D(D) 
1+ 111-Y(z) 
11 v(dz) 
Z1+ «Z) 
t(h'-y(z) - «z» lz(z)1 v(dz)ds 
The term 
11 
-- (0 + 1) h'EE'h + h'(ü + 
Äx) + -O(h'Eý; + (; 'E'h) -0 (E'li(s) - -ý)'A'D(b 2 
(h'-y (z) -( (z» lz (z) 1v (dz) ds 
is concave in h Vz GZa. s. dv and under Assumption 6.1, the jump-related term 
0ý'(z)D(D) 
1+ h'-y(z) _0 
- 11 v(dz) 0z 1+((Z) 
simplifies to 
z 
[(I+h' 
-1 
-j(z) )-1 
v(dz) + ((Z) 
Therefore, the supremum is reached for a unique optimal control h*, which is an 
interior point of the set J defined in equation (6.5), and the supremum evaluated at 
h* is finite. 
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6.1.9 Properties of the Value Function of the Exponentially Týans- 
formed Problem 
In the benchmark case, Assumption (5.22) and Proposition (5.25) can be restated as 
Assumption 6.3. There exists 2n constant controls h, k= 2n such that the 
functions 
ßk (t) 
= OB-' (1 _ eB(T-t» 
(Ao + hkÄ - C) (6.12) 
and 
T 
q'(s)ds 
where 
k(t) :=b- OA (E'Ti (s) - ý) + ý(z) 
1+ h'-y(z) )_O 
lz, W] v(dz) 
1 
ßk'(t) lz + «_z)- - 
f 
eßkZ(ý +1 tr AA 
Ißk, (t)ßk(t» +_1_ ei(Z)ßk'(t) ý v(dz) 2 
12 
+10 (0 + 1) h'EEh - Oao + Oe - Oä 2 
102(hirg; 
+ (; iEth) + (C + CIX) +1 (0 - 22 
+0 
1(1+ TI'-Y(Z) )-, 
+ (ii'-y(z) - «z» iz(z) v(dz) (6.14) 
lz 
01+ «Z) 
11 
exist and for i=1, ..., n satisfy: 
(t) <0 
ßfl+i(t) >0 (6.15) 
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where 3, ý(t) denotes the j-th component of the vector Oi(t). 
Note that Remarks 5.23 and 5.24 in Chapter 5 can readily be extended to the 
benchmark case. 
Proposition 6.4. Assume that 
(i). g(t, x, h) is locally bounded on [0, Tj x R' xJ and is Lipschitz continuous in x; 
(ii). Assumption 6.3 holds. 
Then, 
(i). Lower Bound. 
111 (t, x) >0 Vx C: R' 
and 
(1)(t, x) >0 Vx EE 93 := {x Ei R' : lixll. < ool 
(ii). Upper Bounds. For the 2n constant controls hk ,k=1, ..., 2n, parameterizing 
the 4n functions 
ak :tE [0, Tj --+ R, k= 2n 
ßk :tG [0, T] ---> R', k= 2n 
such that for i=1,. .., n, 
ß! (t) <0 
, 61ý+im 
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where 0. ý(t) denotes the j-th component of the vector 6'(t), then we have the I-j 
following upper bounds: 
(D(t, X) < eok(t)4-ßk'(t)X 
in each element xi, i=I.... )n of x. 
Proof. Since the proof proceeds in the same was as the proof of Proposition (5.25), 
we will only indicate the differences between the two proofs. 
Upper Bounds. Set Z= Rn\ 10} and consider the class H' of constant controls. 
By the optimality principle, for an arbitrary admissible constant control policy It, we 
have 
(b (t, x) :5 i(x; h; t, T) < Et, x exp 
ý0 lt 
g(s, X h)ds -0 In fo := lV(t, x) (6.16) 
1t 11 
Since the function g is an affine function of the affine process X(t), ive expect that 
117 (t, x) takes the form 
Ur(t, x) = exp {a(t) + ß'(t)xl (6.17) 
for two functions 
a: tC [0, T] ---+ R 
fl :tC [0, T] ----> 
to be defined. 
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Applying the Feynman-Kac formula, we deduce that TV(t, x) satisfies the integro- 
differential PDE: 
Div 
+ b+Bx-OA(r, 'h-ý; )+ e(z) 
1+ Ti'-y (Z) )_O 
- lzo(z) v(dz» 
1 
DIV 
at lz (1 +«Z) 
1 
+itr (AA'D 211, r) + fil, (t, x+ e(z» - IV(t, x) - Z'(z)DIV(t, x)} v(dz) 
+Og(x, ii; 0)IV(t, x) =0 
subject to terminal condition 4)(T, x) = f6-0. 
Substituting the form for the candidate solution into the PDE, dividing by IV(t, x) 
and rearranging, Nve deduce that 6 and a respectively satisfy the ODEs: 
ý(t) + B'O(t) - OA' - Oh'A + OC =0 (6.18) 0 
and 
aýt) +b- OA (EI - -; ) + Z(z) 
(1+ h'-y(z) )-0 
- lzo(z) v(dz) 
1 
ßl(t) lz 1+ «Z) 
+1 tr (AA'ß'(t)ß(t» + {J«z) -1- Z'(z)ß(t)1 v(dz) 2 
+10 (0 + 1) hEE'fi - Oao + Oe - Oä 2 
02 (hir 
, c; + (; 
iEth) + (C + CIX) +1 (0 
22 
+0 
1[(1+ il"Y(Z) 
+ (h'-y(z) - «z» lz, (z) v(dz) == 0 (6.19) 
Iz 
01+ «Z) 
1 
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The ODE (6.18) for 6 is linear and admits the solution 
(1 
_ eB(T-t» 
(, 40 + ikÄ _ C) OB-' 1 (6.20) 
As for the ODE (6.19) for oz, we only need to integrate to get 
T 
a(t) =- q(s)ds 
where 
(6.21) 
q(t) b- OA (E'h(s) - ýj + e(Z) 
1+ h'-y(z) 
- lz. (z) v(dz) (t) 
lz (1 
+«Z) 
1 
+1 tr (AAß'(t)ß(t» +1- e'(z)ß'(t) 1 v(dz) 2 
+10 (0 + 1) h'EE'h - Oao + Oc - Oä 
1 
2(iIEIý ++ (C + CIX) +1- 1) 0 (0 
+0 
1 [(1+hl-i(Z»-0-1 
+ (h-y(z) - «z» lz. (z) v(dz) 
lz 
01+ «Z) 
11 
As expected, equations (6.20) and (6.21) are respectively equations (6.12) and (6.13) 
defined in Assumption 6.3 
There is no further change to the proof. 
El 
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6.1.10 Viscosity Solution of the HJB PDE 
Overall, the results developed in Chapter 5 remain valid if we choose: 
x, h) :=b+ Bx - OA (E'h(s) - ý; ) +1+ 
h'-y(z) -0 
- lz, (z) v(dz) 
lz 
e(Z) 
[( 
l+ «Z) 
) 
A(t) :=A 
g (t, x, h) is defined in (6.5) 
9T(x, T) := -Olnfo 
'We also note that 
9 satisfies the growth condition (5.1) and f and A satisfy the Lipschitz condi- 
tion (5.2); 
'I 9T is continuous in R"; 
9g is affine in x and continuous in t and h, 
Finally, by proposition (6.4), the value function -ý satisfies Assumption 5.14 
Therefore, by Theorem 5.17, Theorem 5.19 and Corollary 5.20,4) is the unique vis- 
cosity solution of (6.9) and it is a continuous function. 
6.2 Asset and Liability Management 
In this section, we extend our earlier analysis of the ALM problem, by allowing jumps 
in the valuation factors, asset prices, as well as in the value of the liability. 
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6.2.1 Factor, Asset and Portfolio Dynamics 
The factors, risky assets and money market asset follow the dynamic given in Sec- 
tions 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. 
6.2.2 Wealth Dynamics and Control Policy 
Let 9t :=o, ((S(s), X(s), L(s)), 0<s< t) be the sigma-field generated by the secu- 
rity, liability and factor processes up to time t. 
In order for our control to be defined on a compact set, we still define a control 
process h on the compact set -0 where 0 := 1] - 1,1[}'. The asset allocation policy 
is then defined as 
for i=m 
hi 
hi tanh-'(hi), hi G] - 1,1[ 
+00, hi =1 
In this case, we need to introduce a slightly modified definition: 
Definition 6.5. A control process h(t) is in class 7ý if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
1.11(t) E 0; 
2. h(t) is progressively measurable with respect to f L3([O, t]) & gt}tý, O; 
p( T2 3. fý Jh(s)l ds < +oo) = 1, VT > 0; 
The wealth dynamics remains as in section 4.1.5. 
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6.2.3 Dynamics of the Liability 
In a jump-diffusion setting, the value of the liability, L(t), follows the dynamics 
dL(t) 
L(t) = 
(c + C'X(t))dt +,; 'dlF(t) + 
lz 
( (z) Rp (dt, dz), L(O) =1 (6.22) 
where 
e cGR; 
a CER n; 
9; Rl"; and 
o «z) C R, witli -1 < ("' < «z) <( 
max < +(X). 
In addition, the ((z) satisfies: 
fzo 1((z)l'v(dz) < oo (6.23) 
Remark 5.3 in Chapter 5 also applies to assumption 6.23. 
To ensure the existence of a unique ALAI strategy in Section 6.2.10, we will require 
the following assumption: 
Assumption 6.6. The systematic (factor-driven) and idiosyncratic (asset-driven and 
liability-driven) jump risks are uncorrelated, Le Vz E Z, -y(z)ý'(z) =0 and ((z)ý'(z) = 
0. 
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6.2.4 Equity and Leverage 
As in the diffusion case, we define the time t equity E(t) as 
E(t) = V(t) - L(t), E(O) = eo =v-1>0 
and introduce a second control variable, the time t leverage ratio p(t), defined as 
V(t) 
p(t) = 7ý-(-t) 
Formally, we will consider a scalar control ý defined on the compact set [0,1]. The 
actual leverage ratio p will then be defined through a resealing of the formal scalar 
control vector ý: 
p: = -Infi 
The scalar control fi satisfies the definition: 
Definition 6.7. A leverage process ý(t) is in class fZ if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
1. ý(t) G R+j 
2. p(t) is progressively measurable with respect to IL3([O, tj) (2) gt}tý, O; 
3p(T IP(S) 12 
0 ds < +oo) 
f( 
Once again, this construction enables us to define the control on a compact set, 
which will be useful when we solve the RS HJB PIDE associated with this problem 
using viscosity solutions. For practical purpose, the relevant control is the auxiliary 
vector p which gives the leverage ratio. As for h, the construction will be justified 
when we conclude that the optimal asset allocation is an interior point of a set C R' 
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defined in equation (6.28), 
We now combine the definitions of the two controls into a formal ALIXI investment 
policy 7r(t) defined as a pair (h(t), p(t)) satisfying the following definition: 
Definition 6.8. An ALINI investment policy -jT(t) := (h(t), p(t)) is in class rl if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
1. h(t) is in class R; 
2. p(t) is in class R; 
3. h'-y(z) > -1+(P-1)«z) , Vt > 0, zCZ, a. s. dv. p 
6.2.5 Equity Dynamics 
In differential terms, the dynamics of the equity can be expressed as 
dE(t) = V(F) 
[(ao + AOX(t)) dt + h'(t) (h + AX(t)) dt + h'(t)Edll, 't 
+ 
Jz 
h'(t)-y(z)Rp(dt, dz)] - L(t-) [(c + C'X(t))L(t-)dt 
+,; 'dll, '(t) + 
Jz 
( (z) TVp (dt, dz)] 
Rewriting in terms of equity and leverage only, we get 
dE(t) 
_ (c + C'X (t)) dt E(t-) 
+p(t) [(ao + AOX(t)) + li'(t) (a + AX(t)) - (c + C'X(t))] dt 
" [p (t) (h'(t) E-ý; ) + ý; '] diV(t) 
" 
lz [p (t) (h(t) -y (z) -( (z» +( (z) j Ap (dt, dz), 
E(O) = eo (6.24) 
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6.2.6 Optimization Criterion 
The principal objective of funded investors is to maximize their risk-sensitive return 
on equity. By 116's lemma, the log return on equity in response to a strategy (h, p) is 
t 
In E(t) = eo + 
10 
c+ CX (s) ds 
+ 
J'p(s) [(ao + AOX(t)) + h'(s)(& + Ax(s)) -c- C'X(S) ds 
n 
I' 
[p(s) (h'(s) E- [p(s) (h'(s)E - +,; 'J'ds 
n 20 
+ [p(s) (h(s) E- ý') + ý'] dIF, 
0 
+I'f fln[l+((z)+p(s)(h'(s)-y(z)-((z))j 
z 2 ýo 
- [p(s)(h'(s)-y(z) - ((z)) + ((z)]l v(dz)ds 
0 
+ 
ff 
In [I + ((z) + p(s)(h'(s)-y(z) - ((z))] Rp(ds, dz) (6.25) 
0z 
We now consider the class of problems PO, T: for 0 E]O, +oo[, maximize the risk 
sensitive expected log return on equity over a time horizon T, and introduce the 
related criterion function JO, T defined as 
JO, T (V 11ýX; 
It P) In Ee-0 In E(t; h, p) (6.26) 
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6.2.7 Criterion Under the Expectation 
Multiplying by -0 and taking the exponential on both sides of (6.25), we get 
tt 
eo 
0 In E(t) 
= e-o exp 
ý0g 
(X, h (s), p (s); 0) ds -0 [p(s)(h'(s)E -+-; '] dii,, 
0 
10 
o2 t 
2 
lo 
[p(s)(lt'(s)E - ý; ') + ý'] [p(s)(h'(s)E -,; ') + ýý'fds 
lt 1 
In (1 - H(z, h(s), p(s); 0» 
&(ds, dz) 
0 5, ý 
+ 
I. ' l', Iln (1 - H(z, h(s), p(s); 0» + H(z, h(s)o(s); 0)1 v(dz)ds 
1 
where 
11, p; 0) =1 (0 + 1) [p(h'r, - ý') + ý'] [p(hE - -ý') + ý; ']' 
-p 
[h'(et + Ax) + ao -c+ (Ao - C')x] -c- C'x 
+1 - 
ý1 ([l + ((z) + p(s)(h'(s)-y(z) - ((z))]-o - 
70 
+ [p(s)(h'(s)-y(z) - ((z)) + ((z)] Iz. (z)} i., (dz) (6.27) 
H(z, h, p; 0) :=1- [l + «z) + p(s)(h'(s)-y(z) - «z»]-o 
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6.2.8 Change of Measure 
Let 'Poh be the measure on (Q,. 97) defined as 
Xt 
dPoh 
dP 
o2 t 
2 
10 
[p (s) (h(s) E-+ [P (s) (ii' (s) E+-; ']' ds 
t 
+ In (1 -H (z, h (s), p (s); 0» lýp (ds, dz) 
+ Iln (1 - H(z, h(s), p(s); 0» + H(z, h(S), p(s); 0)1 v(dz)dsl , vt >0 
For a change of measure to be possible, we must ensure that the following technical 
condition holds: 
H(z, h, p; 0) <1 
This condition is satisfied iff 
1- [I + ((z) + p(h'-y(z) - ((z))]-o <I <=> I+ ((z) + p(It'-y(z) - ((z)) ý! 0 
, #: ý (h'-y (z) -( (z)) ý: -1-( 
<=> ph'-y(z) ýý -1 + (p - 
. ý* h-y (z) >1+ 
(P 1) ( 
a. s. dv. Note that this condition is already part of Definition 6.8. 
To interpret this condition, multiply both sides of the penultimate line by the 
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equity level E(t) to get 
pE (t) h (t)'-y (z) ý! -E (t) + (p - 1) E (t) ( 
Thus, this condition states that under any scenario, a downward jump in the value 
of the assets (equal pE) cannot result in a bigger loss than the entire equity plus 
the corresponding jump in the liability value (equal to. (p - I)E). In short, the 
investment policies cannot put the investor at risk of losing more than the value of 
his/her equity as a result of a jump. 
Now, define 
supp(v) E L3z 
S7 := supp(v o -y-') GB (Rm) 
and 
Sc := supp(v o (-') GB (R) 
where supp(-) denotes the measure's support. Let J be the set defined as 
J: = (h, p)ER'xR': -h'ýb+- 
+ (p - I)w <0 vocsy, ýOcsc (6.28) 
pI 
and k be the set 
)C :=I (h(t), p(t)) C- 'H xR: h(t) Ei Vt a. s. } (6.29) 
We denote by A(T) the set of investment strategies (h, p) GWxR on [0, Tj such 
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that Po is an equivalent martingale measure and thus h 
E expý-Olt[p(s)(h'(s)E-ý; ')+ý; ']d117, 
o2 t 
2 
10 
[p (s) (h(s) S-+ [p (s) (h'(s) r, -+-; ']' ds 
t 
+ 
10 lz 
In (1 -H (z, h (s), p(s); 0» 
& (ds, dz) 
+ 
I. ' lý, 
{In (1 -. H(z, li(s), p(s); 0» + H(z, h(s), p(s); 0)} v(dz)ds 
=1 (6.30) 
For hE A(T), 
t 
I'vto = 147t +0 
10 (p (s) [E'h (s) -+ -ý) ds 
is a standard Brownian motion under the measure IPO and we have h 
10, 
lýp'(ds, dz) 
Z 
10, 
Np (ds, dz) - 
lz I. ' - H(z, h(s), p(s); 0)} v(dz)ds Iz li 
10 t 
Np (ds, dz) - 
lz 
() 
lt 
0 
1 
-y(z) - «z)])-01 v(dz)d, ý 
Zý 
(1 +( (z) +p (s) [h'(s) 
5, 
As a result, X(s), 0<s<t satisfies the SDE: 
dX(s) = (b+BX(s-)-OA(p(s)[E'h(s)--; ]+,; ) 
+ Z(z) + «z) + p(s)[h(s)-y(z) - «z)])_o - lz(z)] v(dz» ds 
Z 
+AdiVf + 
iz 
Z (z) lýp'(ds, dz) 
Under the measure V, the auxiliary criterion function associated with the ALIM h 
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problem can be expressed as 
1 h, 0 
ýo ff 
g(xs , I(e0, x; h, p; t, T) =-0 In Et, 
lexp 
t 
li(s), p(s); 0)ds-Olneol] (6.31) 
h, O [. i 
where Et, x denotes the expectation taken with respect to measure PO and given h 
initial data (t, x). 
6.2.9 The HJB Equation 
Let 4) be the value function for the auxiliary criterion function I(eO, x; h, p; t, T). Then 
4) is defined as 
, l) (t, x) = sup I (v, x; h, p; t, T) 
A(T) 
and it satisfies the RS HJB PIDE 
a (1) 
+ sup L'4) (t, X (t)) =0 (6.32) at "C=j t 
where 
hq)(t, Lt 
= (b+Bx-OA(p(s)[E'li(s)--; ]+-; ) 
+ Z(z) 
[(l 
+ «z) + p(s)[lt'(s)-y(z) - «z)])-o - lz. (z)] v(dz»'D(I) 
1,2 
q» _0 + tr (AA'D -(D(D)'AA'Dd) - g(x, li, p; 0) 22 
+-1- 1) - e'(z)D, ýD v(dz) (6.33) 
Iz ý01 
and subject to terminal condition (1) (T, x) = In eo = In(v - 1). 
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This result could be proved in exactly the same way as Proposition 4.6, by simply 
considering an investment policy ýT = (h, p) instead of the allocation strategy h. 
6.2.10 Solving the Control Problem 
The terms inside the sup can be expressed as: 
h 
sup Lt 
7rEJ 
supf(b+Bx-OA(p(s)[r, 'h(s)--ýj+-ý) 
7rEJ 
+I Z(z) [(l +«z) +p(s)[h'(s)-y(z) - «z)])_o - lz(z)] v(dz»'D(D 
z 
tr (AA'D 2 (j» _0 (D(P)'AA'D(I) 
1) - Z'(z)D(D v(dz) 0 
-1 (0 + 1) [p (h'E - ; ') + -; ] (p (ii'r- - -ý') + ý; '] 
1 
+jo [h'(ä + Äx) + ao -c+ (AO - Cl)xl +c+ Ctx 
,ý1 
([l + «z) + p(s)(h'(s) -1 - -y(z) - «z»i-o - 7Z 0 
+ [p(s)(h'(s)-y(z) - «z» + «z)] lz(z)1 v(dz)} 
(b + Bx) / D(I) +1 tr (AAD 2(j)) _0 (DcI))'AA'D(I) +c+ C'x 22 
+ (e-o((D(t, x+Vz))--Nt, x)) - lzo(z)) - ý'(z)D4) v(dz) 
z0 
+ sup 
1 (0 + 1) [p(h'E -+-; '] [p(lt'E - 
ýTEJ 2 
-0 (p(s)[Vh(s) - -ý] + ; )'A'D(D +p [it, (& + Ax) + ao -c+ (Ao - C')x] 
If 
(I - <(z)Dd)) 
[(I + ((z) + p(s)[h'(s)-y(z) - ((z)])-o - 11 v(dz) 7 0z 
[p(s)(h(s)-y(z) - ((z)) + ((z)) lz,, (z)v(dz) (6.34) 
z 
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The term 
-1 (0 + 1) [p(h'E - ý; ') + (; '] [p(h'E - ý; ') + ý; ']' 
-0 (p(s)[Eh(s) - ý; ] + ý; )'A'D, 1) +, o 
[h'(ä 
+ Äx) + ao -c+ (A 0- cl)xl 
[p (s) (h'(s) -y (z) -( (z» (z) j lz(, (z) v (dz) 
is concave in It and p Vz EZa. s. dv and under Assumption 6.6, the nonlinear 
jump-related term 
-i (1 - OZ'(z)DI» 
[(l 
+ «z) + p(s)[h'(s)-y(z) - «z)])-o - l] v(dz) 
017ý 
simplifies to 
0 
-lj -- (z) +p (s) [h'(s) -y (z) -C (z) ]) 11 v(dz) 
Therefore, the supremurn is reached for a unique optiMal control 7r* = (h*, p*), which 
is an interior point of the set J defined in equation (6-28), and the supremum evaluated 
at 7r* is finite. 
6.2.11 Properties of the Value Function of the Exponentially 'B-ans- 
formed Problem 
In the ALM case, Assumption (5.22) and Proposition (5.25) can be restated as 
Assumption 6.9. There exists 2n pairs of constant controls = (Pý', h), k= 
1'... , 2n such that the 
functions 
(1 
_ eB(T-t» 
(pk 
+ pkik'Ä _ 
(pk 
_ j)C) ßk(t) = OB-' Ao 1 (6.35) 
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and 
q(s)ds (6.36) 
where 
(pk [Elf k+ 
q(t) := (b + Bx - OA 1 
z(z) + «Z) + P'[h"-Y(z) - «Z)] 
)-0 
- lzo(z) v(dz) 
ßk' (t) 
Z 
feßkE(Z) 
tr AA' ßk'(t)ßk(t» Z'(z)ßk'(t) 
1 
v(dz) 2( 
k- (ilk'E +k (ilkE 
2 
o(o+1) 
- Ofik ao - Opk-ä + O(pk - 1)C 
1( [l 
+ «Z) + pk (hk', y 
0 
" 
Iz ý0 
(Z) - «Z»] --1) 
" 
[pk(hk', 
Y(Z) _ 
«Z» + «Z)] lz, (z)1 v(dz) 
exist and for i=1, . .., n satisfy: 
(t) <0 
(6.37) 
where 6, ý (t) denotes the j-th component of the vector 6'(t). 
Note that Remarks 5.23 and 5.24 in Chapter 5 can readily be extended to the 
ALM case. 
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Proposition 6.10. Assume that 
(i). g(t, x, 7r) is locally bounded on [0, T] x Rn x JI' and is Lipschitz continuous in 
(ii). Assumption 6.9 holds. 
Then, 
(i). Lower Bound. 
(P(t, x) >0 Vx C- R 
and 
(1)(t, x) >0 Vx C 91 := Ix EE R' : llxll, < oc)} 
Upper Bounds. For the 2n, constant controls (pk, hk) ,k=1, ..., 2n, parame- 
terizing the 4n, functions 
ak: tE [0, T] ---ý R, k= 2n 
ßk': tC [0, TI --> R', k= 2n 
such thatfori = 1,.. . 'n, 
ß(t) <0 
ß(t) >0 
where Oýý(t) denotes the i-th component of the vector, 6'(t), then we have the 
following upper bounds: 
4) (t, X) ,: ý e, 
k (t)+01-, (t)x 
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in each element xi, i=1, ..., n of x. 
Proof. Since the proof proceeds in the same way as the proof of Proposition (5.25), 
we will only indicate the differences. 
Upper Bounds. Set Z= Rn\ 101 and consider the class IF of constant controls 
ýr := (fi, h). By the optimality principle, for an arbitrary admissible constant control 
policy Ti, we have 
t 
t, T) < Et,. T exp 
NT 
g(s, X h)ds -0 In fo IV(t, x) (6.38) 
1 
Since the function g is an affine function of the affine process X(t), we expect that 
IV(t, x) takes the form 
IV(t, x) = exp ja(t) + ß(t)xl (6.39) 
for two functions 
a: tE [0, T] --+ R 
ß: t C- [0, T] ----> 
are functions solving two ODEs. 
Applying the Feynman-Kac formula, we deduce that IV(t, x) satisfies the integro- 
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differential PDE: 
0117 
+ (b + Bx - OA (p[E'it - -ý] + at 
e(z) [(l + «z) + p[Tt'-y(z) - «z)]) -0 - lz. (z)] v(dz)fDIV 
+1 tr (AA'D 2 1; V) + {147 (t, x+Z (z» - 147 (t, x) - Z'(z) D lY(t, x) }v (dz) 
+Og (X, it, p; 0) 117 (t, x) =0 
subject to terminal condition -ý(T, x) = f6-0. 
Substituting the form for the candidate solution into the PDE, dividing by IF(t, x) 
and rearranging, we deduce that C and c respectively satisfy the ODEs: 
ý(t) + B'O'(t) - OpAo - oph'A + o(p - i)c =o (6.40) 
and 
a(t) + (b + Bx - OA (p[E'Ti - ý] + ý) 
+ «z) +P[h'-y(z) - «z)])_o - lz, (z)] v(dz»'ß'(t) 
tr (AA'ß'(t)ß(t» +1 ýeßlIzl -1- e'(z)ß'(t)1 v(dz) 2z 
10 (0 + 1) [fi(hir, - -ý, ) + ý;, ] [WIIE - -ýI) 4ýII , 
-opao - Opa + O(fi - 1)C 
0 
+ -Y(z) - «Z»] - 0 [p(h-y(z) - «z» + «z)] lz (z) 1 v(dz) (6-41) 
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The ODE (6.40) for, 6 is linear and admits the solution 
ß(t) = OB-' (1 -e B(T-t) ) 
(pA0 + ph'Ä - (p - 1)C) (6.42) 
As for the ODE (6.41) for oz, we only need to integrate to get 
T 
a(t) =-I q(s)ds 
where 
(6.43) 
q(t) := (b + Bx - OA (p[E'h - ý; ] + ýj 
e(z) + «Z) + plh, -Y(z) - «Z)]) -0 - lz, (z)] v(dz»' ß'(t) 
Z 
+1 tr (AA'ß(t)ß(t» +1- e'(z)ß(t)i v(dz) 2 7, 
10 
(0 + e) + 2 
-Opao - OP& + O(fi - 1)C 
1 
-0 + 
fz 10+ 
((Z) + P(h, 7(Z) - 
+ [fi (h'-y (z) -( (z)) +( (z) ] lz,, (z) Iv (dz) 
As expected, equations (6.42) and (6.43) are respectively equations (6.35) and (6.36) 
from Assumption 6.9 
There is no change to the rest of the proof. 
0 
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6.2.12 Viscosity Solution of the HJB PDE 
The results developed in Chapter 5 remain valid with minor modifications to the 
proofs if instead of a single control h, we consider a more general investment policy 
, 7r, and in particular, if ive choose 7r(t) = (h(t), p(t)) CH and (p, h) E R+ xJ=: 
Theorem 5.17 can be extended to the AUNI setting without much difficulty by 
substituting the investment policy -7r = (p, h) for h in the proofs. 
Theorem 6.11. Assurne that 
(i). g is locally bounded on [0, T] xRnX jrI; 
(ii). (P is locally bounded on [0, T] x R'; 
(iii). f (t, x, g) and g(t, x, 7r) are continuous in (t, x) E [0, Tj x Rn for fixed 7. Jrl; 
(iv). F is continuous in (t, x) E [0, T] x Rn . 
then (D is a (discontinuous) viscosity solution of the RS HJB PIDE (5.5) on [0, T] xRn , 
subject to terminal condition (5.6). 
Since the proof of Theorem 5.19 does not rely on arguments involving the spe- 
cific control variable, the result can readily be extended to the ALM case by simply 
changing Assumption (ii). as follows: 
Theorem 6.12 (Comparison Result on an Unbounded State Space (ALIM)). Assume 
that: 
(i). g(t, x, -, T) is locally bounded on [0, T] x Rn X J" and is Lipschitz continuous in 
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(ii). for some constants C, Of, OA 
X, 7r) I< Of (I + Itl + IXI) 
IA(t)l :! ý 
OA (I + Itl) 
If (t, x, ir) - f(s, y, ir) I+ IA(t) - A(s) I< C [It - sl + Ix-yl] 
V(t, x) G [to, T) x R' 
(iii). go E C(R). 
(iv). Assumption 5.14 holds. 
Let uG USCQO, Tj x R') be a bounded from above viscosity subsolution of (5.5) 
and vE LSC([O, T] x Rn) be a bounded from below viscosity supersolution of (5-5). 
Then 
u<v on[O, T]xR 
Theorem 6.12 can be proved in the same way as Theorem (5.19), the only minor 
difference being that we need to consider a policy 7r rather that the policy h. 
We can finally obtain uniqueness and continuity as a corollary to Theorem 6.12: 
Corollary 6.13 (Uniqueness and Continuity). The function 4)(t, x) defined on [0, Tj x 
R' is the unique continuous viscositY solution of the RS HJB PIDE (5.5) subject to 
tenninal condition (5.6). 
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6.2.13 Concluding on the ALM Case 
If ive choose: 
b+BX(s-)-OA(p(s)[E'h(s)--; j+-ý) 
+«z) +p(s)[h'(s)-y(z) - «z)])_o - lz(z)] v(dz) 
A(t) :=A 
X, 7r) is defined in (6.27) 
9T(x, T) := -Olneo 
We also note that in the ALM case, We also note that 
* satisfies the growth condition (5.1) and f and A satisfy the Lipschitz condi- 
tion (5.2); 
'I -qT 
is continuous in R'; 
9g is affine in x and continuous in t and h, 
Finally, by proposition (6.4), the value function (ý satisfies Assumption 5.14. 
Therefore, by Theorem 5.17, Theorem 5.19 and Corollary 5.20, (D is the unique vis- 
cosity solution of (6.9) and it is continuous. 
Extending our earlier results into a more general policy setting pays an additional 
dividend since we are now in a position to use directly Theorems 6.11 and 6.12 as 
well as Corollary 6.13 to establish existence, uniqueness and continuity of a viscosity 
solution to a risk-sensitive control problem subject to an arbitrary number of control 
variables. Assumption 6.10 and Proposition 6.36 will still need to be tailored to the 
specific control problem and to the structure of the policy. 
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6.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we have applied the methodology and results derived in Chapters 4 
and 5 to solve jump-diffusion versions of the risk sensitive benchmarked asset man- 
agement problem formulated by Davis and Lleo [21], and of the risk sensitive asset 
and liability management problem solved in the diffusion case in Chapter 3. 
In the benchmarked asset management problem, proving that the value function is 
the unique continuous viscosity solution of the associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman 
Partial Integro Differential Equation could be done via a direct application of the 
results derived in Chapters 4 and 5. 
The asset and liability management problem, on the other hand, required a slight 
extension of these results in order to accommodate the existence of a second control, 
the leverage ratio. 
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Risk-sensitive control provides a promising theoretical framework to help address 
complex investment management problems. Its close relationship with mean-variance 
analysis and utility maximization and the fact that the effective dimensionality of the 
control problem is the number of factors rather than the number of assets make it 
particularly appealing. 
In the diffusion case, our treatment of the asset and liability case further illus- 
trates the flexibility of Bielecki and Pliska's original setting and of Kuroda and Nagai 
change-of-measure method. Indeed, the two-control asset and liability problem can 
be solved in the same way as the original asset only case or the benchmarked case. 
While the addition of a liability process and of a second control has increased the com- 
plexity of the problem, the complexity of solution method has remained unchanged. 
This versatility benefits the development of economic insights into the nature of the 
optimal asset allocation and optimal leverage as well as the formulation of mutual 
fund theorem. In particular, we have noted that the allocation strategies for the asset 
only, benchmarked and ALIM case all share the same fundamental structure, namely 
an allocation to the log utility portfolio, plus some additional allocations related to 
the benclimarked and ALM problems. 
In the jump-diffusion case, analytical or even classical C1,2 solutions do not gener- 
ally exist. However, we have shown that even in the general random Poisson measure- 
based jump-diffusion setting we considered, the risk-sensitive asset management prob- 
lem can be solved. Indeed, under some general conditions, a unique optimal control 
exists and the value function is the unique continuous viscosity solution of the risk sen- 
sitive H amilton-B ellman- Jacobi integro partial differential equation associated with 
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the control problem. As in the diffusion case, these properties conveniently extend 
to the benchmarked and the ALM problems. The control problems could then be 
obtained numerically. 
We have not yet exhausted the potential of risk-sensitive control and a number 
of important questions, such as the inclusion of investment constraints, or the issue 
of consumption, remain unanswered. In fact, if anything, the resolution of prob- 
lems extending beyond the confines of the asset only case and the formulation of a 
jump-diffusion framework have significantly broadened the scope of potential research 
questions, by enabling not only a more precise formulation of the control problems 
and a more accurate modelling of the existing asset classes, but also by prompting 
investigations into the modelling of additional asset classes, such as credit securities. 
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APPENDIX A. DEFINITIONS FROAT DYNAMIC SYSTEM THEORY 
Definition A. 1 (Stability). Anxn matrix L is stable if all the solutions to the 
ODE 
-ý(t) = Lx(t) 
converge to 0 as t --+ oo. 
Remark A. 2. The matrix L is stable iff all its eigenvalues have negative real parts. 
Remark A. 3. A symmetric matrix L is stable iff 
(_I)k lLkl > 0, k=1,2,... 
where jLkj denotes the k-th order principal leading minor of A. 
The following definitions can be found in the Appendix of [40] 
Definition A. 4 (Stabilizability). The pair (L, AI) of nxn matrix L and nx1 matrix 
Al is said to be stabilizable if there exists a1xn matrix K such that L- AIK is 
stable. 
Definition A. 5 (Detectability). The pair (L, F) of nxn matrix L and 1xn matrix 
F is said to be detectable if (L', F) is stabilizable. 
Definition A. 6 (Controllability). The pair (L, AI) of nxn matrix L and nx1 matrix 
. Al is said to be controllable if the nx nl matrix 
[AIL. AIL 2AI ... L n-1 Af] 
has rank n. 
Definition A. 7 (Observability). The pair (L, F) of nxn matrix L and 1xn matrix 
F is said to be observable if (L, F) is controllable. 
223 
Moreover, we have the following properties: 
Properties A. 8. (i). if the pair (L,. Al) is controllable, then it is stabilizable. 
(ii). if the pair (L, F) is observable, then it is detectable. 
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